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INTRODUCTION

The following comprises highlights of activities of the Fishery Division
of the Oregon Game Commission for 1954.

An introduction of bait minnows by thoughtless anglers, in the late
thirties, necessitated an expenditure of $135,000 in the rehabilitation of Diamond
Lake. The trout fishing in this once-famous lake became almost nonexistent as the
result of an overpopulation of the introduced minnow. Through the help of sports-
men and the use of mechanical rotenone dispensers, it was possible to treat
approximately 2,600 surface acres with 100 tons of cube root powder in seven hours.
Observations and repeated tests with graded gill nets indicate a complete kill. The
project was financed by Dingell-Johnson (federal aid) funds. Following a plant of
Canadian rainbow trout, we hope to reactivate an egg-taking station which will
provide eggs and fry for Diamond Lake as well as other waters in Oregon. It is
planned to open the lake to fishing in the spring of 1956.

Counts of spring chinook salmon obtained at counting stations on two of
Oregon's famous coastal streams, the Rogue and Umpqua, are very encouraging. Records
of spring chinook salmon on the Umpqua indicate that in the last three years migra-
tions have materially exceeded parent runs. Counts have increased from 1,947 in
1946 to 6,609 in 1954. In spite of tremendous losses through unscreened turbines,
the 1954 count of spring chinook on the Rogue River is above the average for the
last five years.

Approximately 130 rotary screens have been placed in operation on the
John Day River under the joint federal-state lower Columbia River development pro-
gram. The commission is encouraged by an increase in runs of anadromous species in
streams protected by some of the first rotary screens constructed in Oregon.
Approximately 500 such installations are now being maintained. The efficiency of
the screens has been demonstrated on a small stream in eastern Oregon where 8,000
fingerling chinook salmon were successfully by-passed in a two-week period.

Landlocked sockeye salmon have been introduced into several large Oregon
lakes. This species has produced excellent angling in parts of Oregon. A number
of deep lakes have been planted with a combination of landlocked sockeye salmon and
lake trout.

A study has been undertaken to determine the life history of the steel-
head trout in Oregon waters. The study is directed toward securing information
which will be of value in the natural and artificial propagation of the fish. A
stepped-up steelhead planting program will utilize early winter eggs. Maximum
growth will be obtained by transferring eggs and fingerlings to trout hatcheries
having optimum water temperatures. Legal trout plantings in streams of the north
coast region will be replaced with steelhead trout of a similar size.

Streams near population centers are to receive special attention in
regard to steelhead management, with an aim toward increasing runs of winter steel-
head. Several strains of spring and summer steelhead are being studied with the
thought of introducing these runs into streams in which they do not exist.

Results of a research study on hauling mortality have made it possible to
alter liberation techniques and thus prevent or minimize delayed mortalities which
were estimated to have been responsible for the loss of approximately 10 percent of
the legal rainbow trout released in waters throughout the state.



An extensive study is being made to determine the effects of logging
practices on trout stream ecology. The study is being made in cooperation with
the United States Forest Service in conjunction with an experimental timber sale and
cutting program.

The warm-water game fish program is being expanded. An attempt is being
made to encourage anglers to utilize the warm-water game fish resources in order to
reduce the angling load on salmon and trout populations. Studies are being con-
ducted relative to the feasibility of controlling warm-water game fish populations
through a commercial fishery and partial chemical control. Some lakes and reser-
voirs have been chemically treated and rehabilitated for warm-water species.

A program aimed at obtaining access to better known trout and salmon
streams is being pursued. It has been necessary to divert a portion of the Dingell-
Johnson funds, originally allocated for access on major streams, to other projects
in order to avoid the purchase of lands at exhorbitant prices.

A continual fight is being waged to protect fishery resources from
destruction resulting from the construction of high dams and other inimical water-
use projects.

Much progress has been made in pollution abatement. Although much remains
to be done, the State Sanitary Authority has made tremendous strides in freeing
streams of Oregon of pollutants harmful to fish life. The Willamette River, flowing
through the heart of Portland, shows promise of again becoming an all-year stream,
free of oxygen blocks which have characterized the lower portion for the past
25 years.
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UMPQUA RIVER STUDIES

Fishery resource inventories

Winchester Dam counts 

The 1954 season was a banner year for spring chinook salmon in the
Umpqua River. More than three times as many fish were counted over Winchester Dam
as were in the parent year of 1949. The total includes an estimated 1,800 marked
fish which resulted from Game Commission plantings. Even so, the indicated popu-
lation of wild fish was more than twice the parent run. While still low in numbers,
the 1953 count of fall chinook greatly exceeded any previous tally. The return
coincided with the year of maturity of the first Game Commission stocking of the
species in the river. Low water throughout most of the fall of 1954 retarded
movements of fish over the dam, but many more fall salmon were noted on the bars
of the lower North Umpqua and upper main river than had been observed for many
years, according to long-time residents of the area. Other game fish runs closely
approximated the annual average from 1946 to 1953.

Coarse fish crossed the dam in the greatest numbers ever experienced in
the nine-year history of the counting station. The squawfish inventory brought to
an abrupt end the general declining trend that has prevailed since 1947 for the
species. The sucker count emphasized the great fluctuations shown by that fish.
It is not believed that the populations of coarse fish in the Umpqua system vary
in the magnitude indicated by the counts, but rather that other factors influence
the intra-stream movements which affect the counts at Winchester.

Floods in mid-November, 1953 severely damaged the counting station, but
the grate was held across the ladder, preventing the passage of uncounted fish.
Undoubtedly a few skirted around the station when it was flooded, but insufficient
numbers were involved to invalidate the counts for population trend determinations.

Lower Umpqua and Tenmile Lakes spawning ground counts 

The 1953 inventory of silver salmon in selected spawning tributaries of
the lower Umpqua area was accomplished in November and December. A severe flood
in late November scattered the spent fish, and frequently occurring high, roily
water following the flood hampered the counts. Consequently, the figures obtained
were probably lower than would have otherwise resulted. Floods in 1950, the parent
year, occurred prior to the peak of spawning activity, and were not as severe in
scattering carcasses. In addition to the silver salmon, thirteen fall chinook
were found in Buck Creek, three in Paradise Creek, five in Little Paradise, and
one in Mehl Creek. Normally a few chinook are found in Buck and Paradise, but
these were the first records in the other two streams.

The silver salmon inventory has been made to three complete cycles. The
runs occurring in 1945-48-51 and 1946749-52 have shown tremendous gains but the
1947-50-53 run seems to be declining although not certainly so since weather and
water conditions prevailing in the spawning seasons of 1950 and 1953 could have
seriously affected the counts.

Eight tributaries to the Tenmile Lakes were examined and counts made of
silver salmon found on the spawning grounds. The 1953 inventory was the first made
on streams of the drainage. A large percentage of dead fish were found on most of
the tributaries, indicating the counts should have been made at earlier dates.
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Table 2

Silver salmon spawning ground counts, Umpqua tributaries, 1953

Stream Miles Water Adults Jacks Total

Schofield 2.0 Clear 49 6 55
Brush 1.5 Cloudy 23 2 25
Buck 4.0 High & turbid 34 11 45
Paradise 3.5 Slightly cloudy 33 9 42
Little Paradise 2.0 Slightly cloudy 27 7 34
Mehl 3.0 Slightly cloudy 30 1 31
Spencer 4.5 Clear 30 0 30
Miller 1.0 Clear 25 4 29
Dry 0.25 Clear 7 2 9
Alder 0.5 Clear 5 0 5
Dean 1.5 Clear, but brownish 20 5 25
Johnson 2.0 Clear 24 6 30
Charlotte 2.0 High, but clear 9 2 11
Hancock 1.0 High & cloudy 9 2 11
Wells 1.5 Slightly cloudy 20 8 28
Little Mill 1.5 High, but clear 0 0 0

Table 3
Comparative data, silver salmon counts on spawning grounds

of certain Lower Umpqua tributaries, 1945-1953

Year
Miles

surveyed
Number
of adults

Total
salmon

Per cent
of Jacks

Adults
per mile

Salmon
per mile

1945 19.00* 74 78 5.1 3.9 441
1946 24.25 133 170 21,8 5.5 7.0
1947 30.25 837 873 5.3 27.7 28.8
'948 30.25 408 426 4.2 13.5 14.1
1949 30.25 551 666 17.3 18.2 22.0
1950" 23.75 485 542 10.5 20.4 22.9
1951 25.75 812 1,088 25.4 31.5 42.3
1952 30.25 864 976 11.5 28.6 32.3
1953** 31.75 345 410 15.9 10.9 12.9

* Several miles of other streams also surveyed, but have since been eliminated
from the study.

*' Observations were hampered on several streams by inclement weather and water
conditions.

Seven and one-half miles of spawning area were checked, and 2,375 salmon observed,
for an average of 317 fish to each mile surveyed. Of the total, 1,186 or 49.9
per cent of the fish were jacks. Disregarding those, there was an average of 159
adult salmon per mile of spawning ground.
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Table 4

Silver salmon spawning ground counts, Tenmile tributaries, 1953

Stream Miles Water Adults Jacks Total

Noble Creek 0.75 Clear 170 573 743
Benson Creek 1.0 Clear 271 137 408
Johnson Creek 1.5 Clear 206 119 325
Jacobson Cr., R. Fk. 0.25 Clear 16 15 31
Jacobson Cr., L. Fk. 0.25 Clear 24 14 38
Melton Creek 0.25 Clear 20 36 56
Adams Creek 1.0 Clear. 34 35 69
Big Cr. & tributaries 2.5 Clear 448 257 705

South Umpqua River salmon inventory

Difficulty was experienced in making a count of spring chinook salmon
in the resting holes of the upper South Umpqua River. Cloudy weather prevailed
while checking the seven miles from the head of the river to South Umpqua Falls,
permitting little light penetration. The water was clear, but poor lighting and
the fact that the fish were lying in the extreme depths of the pools held the
counts to a minimum, but those factors were not wholly responsible for the low
counts obtained. Water conditions were not favorable for effective passage of
the falls when most of the fish were there. Only about one and one—half miles
of river below the falls were surveyed, instead of the usual eight. Heavy rains,
with resultant roily water, interrupted the work. Another check was made at the
time of spawning, but less fish were found on the bars than had been evident in
the pools.

Table 5

South Umpqua River spring chinook inventory

Number of fish
Year Above falls Below falls Total

1946 70

1947 198
1948 141

1949 No inventory made
1950 30 74 104

1951 53 106 159

1952 86 46* 132*

1953 70 54 124

1954 41 76* 117*

* Incomplete survey made below South Umpqua Falls.



A high ratio of jack salmon were found in 1954, when 23 per cent of the
total was composed of the smaller fish. Most of the jacks were found separated
from the adults in the lower, more shallow ends of the pools, consequently they
were more easily observed.

Lake population studies 

Fish populations were exAmined in Marie and Maidu Lakes in the Umpqua
watershed and in Eel, Hall, and Saunders Lakes of the Tenmile drainage. Only
cutthroat trout were found in Marie Lake, located near the mouth of the Umpqua
River. Gill net collections were not large, but angler success was high in the
1954 season. Maidu Lake, the source of the North Umpqua, was found to have ample
stocks of eastern brook trout of at least four age groups. While the lake re-
ceived annual plantings prior to 1954, natural reproduction also appeared to have
been successful. Maturity apparently is reached by individuals in the 10 to 12-
inch group.

Eel Lake supports a fair run of silver salmon and a good cutthroat
population. Catfish and yellow perch are also present. Angling is limited by
the, large number of floating logs and snags in the lake. Hall Lake is a small,
deep body of water on the Coos Douglas County line. Its cutthroat trout population
was augmented by a stocking of fry in 1954. Gill net studies revealed a large
number of yellow perch in Saunders Lake. It receives only a limited amount of
angling pressure.

Geographical surveys

A determination of existing and desirable minimal stream flows was com-
pleted in late 1953. The study included available records from gauging stations
and estimates for all important tributaries where records could not be found. The
streams were classified as either production or angling waters and the desirable
minimums judged accordingly. The information was used as a basis in determining
state-wide needs to maintain game fish populations.

A physical survey was initiated in the spring of 1954 to locate and
evaluate the spawning tributaries of the Tenmile Lakes. Information relative to
the amount and condition of spawning areas, logging abuses, and needed improvements
was recorded. Camp Creek, tributary to Mill Creek in the lower Umpqua drainage,
and an important spawning stream, vas also surveyed. Location of spawning areas
and barriers received the most attention.

Sport fishery evaluations

Spring chinook fishery

The 1954 sport fishery for spring chinook salmon was the second poorest
on record in terms of the amount of fish produced per unit of angler effort. A
river-aide average showed that nearly seventeen angler trips were required to bag
each salmon. As a result of the poor return, interest fell and the total angler
effort VAS considerably under that experienced in 1953. Throughout the latter part
of the season much of the river was practically deserted. Few valid reasons can be
given for the lack of success, other than it seemed as if the fish would not strike.
The 1954 run was the largest using the river since 1946, and most of the upstream
movement occurred in the angling season. For the most part, weather and water con-
ditions were exceptionally good. Construction work caused some interference in
localized areas, but it cannot be blamed for the over-all lack of success.
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Table 6

Spring chinook sport fishery, Umpqua River, 1946-1954

Year Angler trips Fish caught Fish per trip

1946 2,400 483 0.201

1947 1,790 250 0.140
1948 3,650 589 0.161
1949 2,500 325 0.130
1950 4,140 241 0.058
1951 5,160 444 o.o86
1952 5,770 522 0.090
1953 10,490 756 0.072
1954 6,590 388 0.059

Average 4,720 444 0.094

The catch distribution from the several river areas was in about the
same proportion as the average for the other years, except for the lower North
Umpqua. Here construction work conflicted with angling, and the catch was reduced
More than the usual catch of fish was recorded from the South Umpqua, possibly be-
cause of the collection of better information. On the South Umpqua, angling
effort is so scant that little time is spent in gathering field data. Local
sources and law enforcement officers are relied upon for the catch information.

Table 7

Spring chinook salmon catch distribution, Umpqua River, 1951-1954

1951 1952 1953 1954

Umpqua River

Scottsburg to Bullock Bridge 132 140 248 118
Bullock Bridge to Forks 120 162 254 145

North UIPOUS.

Mouth to Winchester Dam 94 153 118
Winchester Dam to deadline 98 64 133 69

South Umpqua 3 3 12

Totals 444 522 756 388
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Marked fish were not caught in the quantity experienced in 1953. Only
4 of the 48 angler-caught salmon observed were marked. Another 23 were reported
taken, but specific marks were not listed for 113. Of the 23 fish for which the
marks were known, 17 were from Rogue River stock released in the Umpqua, 5 were
from Umpqua parentage, and one from the Imnaha transfer.

Winchester Bay summer salmon fishery

The 1954 fishery at Winchester Bay was the most successful on record.
More than 100 tons of salmon were caught by anglers. Not only was the total take
large, but the catch per angler was the highest ever recorded. The success was
attributed to a combination of factors. Large numbers of salmon were available
throughout the season and conditions on the Umpqua bar were such that small boats
could get out nearly every day of the season. The use of fresh and frozen herring
has greatly increased, and it proved to be extremely effective bait. Chinook
salmon comprised 31 per cent of the catch, while silvers accounted for 69 per cent.
Catch statistics were obtained through angler interviews which disclosed relative
success, species composition, and the average number of fishermen in each party.
That information was projected into total effort and catch by applying the data
to the total number of boat trips as determined by U. S. Coast Guard counts. No
lives were lost in the 1954 season. Vigilance by the Coast Guard was responsible
for the lack of tragedy.

One hundred thirty-one marked salmon (1.3 per cent) were observed among
the 10,105 specimens examined or about one fish of every 77 examined. Ninety-nine
of the 131 marked fish were of Game Commission orgin. Thirty-eight were Umpqua
River fall chinook and 61 were silver salmon released in coastal streams. Eight
silvers bore marks of the Washington State Department of Fisheries. The release
sites and contributing agencies for the remaining 6 chinook and 18 silver salmon
are not known because of duplication in assigned marks.

A second annual salmon derby was held at Winchester Bay. Interviews with
anglers indicated less enthusiasm for the derby than was in evidence in 1953.

Summer steelhead fishery

Umpqua River summer steelhead angling success was mediocre in 1954. The
known kill totalled 325 fish, which was accomplished on an estimated 1,645 angler
trips. The success ratio is indicated to be one fish for 5.07 trips. As in past
years, a number of other fish were taken but released alive. There are quite a
few ardent steelhead anglers who follow the practice of returning most of their
catch to the water. In the Steamboat area, more than 25 per cent of the, catch
were not killed.

Table 9
Summer steelhead fishery, Umpqua River, 1951 - 1954

Year Angler trips Fish kill Fish per trip

1951 2,900 500 0.172
1952 1,260 290 0.230
1953 1,655 300 0.181
1954 1,645 325 0.198

11■11

Average 1,865 354 0.190
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Road construction continued to interfere with angling throughout most
of the principal upriver areas. Some sections were nearly inaccessible for a
large part of the season, consequently only a minimum of angling effort resulted.
An emergency closure at Winchester from August 30 to September 24 greatly reduced
the angling effort in that area. The action was necessary to protect the con-
centration of fish held below the dam while the ladder was nonoperational. A
similar situation existed in 1953, and the final effort and catch figures for the
two years are much alike.

Table 10

Summer steelhead catch distribution, Umpqua River, 1951 - 1954

Section 1951 1952 1953 1954

* Soda Springs - Rock Creek 225 150 170 185

Rock Creek - Winchester Dam 95 45 70 50

Winchester Dam - Forks 180 95 40 65

Main Umpqua River Unchecked Unchecked 20 25

Total 500 290 300 325

* Angling has been restricted to the use of artificial flies
since 1952.

Salmon restoration program

The year 1954 was of great interest concerning the salmon program on the
Umpqua River. It was the year of maturity for the first stocking of 18-month-old
spring and fall chinook except for one planting of 4.,year cycle Rogue River spring
chinook. All of the salmon released into the river were fin marked to permit
future ' identification. A fish trap, installed above the fishway at Winchester Dam,
was employed to determine the ratio of marked fish in the runs. In 15 weeks of
operation 270 spring salmon were examined. A total of 61 showed Umpqua River marks.
Biometrical treatment of the data indicated that 20.6 per cent of the migration
were returning hatchery fish. As different age groups were represented, and all
broods were marked in the same manner, it was impossible to determine the success
of survival of any one planting except that . one lot was marked on the right maxil-
lary bone and left ventral fin. It contained 34,700 fish obtained from Rogue River
eggs in 1949 and released into the North Umpqua in March, 1951. The ratio of
marked fish in the anglers catch in 1953 indicated some 900 four-year old fish ran
that year, and samples from the trap and anglers creels showed another 750 fish
probably came back in 1954. The total of the two figures indicates that 4.7 per
cent of the lot survived to maturity and does not take into consideration the re-
turn of jacks in 1952 or the outside troll catch, which was reported to have
accounted for a respectable number.

The results for fall chinook and silver salmon were not as good as for
the spring chinook. Numbers of fish migrating Winchester Dam were low, but can be
partially explained by unfavorable weather and water conditions. Dry, cool weather

9



persisted throughout the fall months, resulting in low water volumes and tempera-
tures. The fish remained in the deep holes of the main river and utilized the
downstream areas when the spawning season arrived. General observations pointed
to good runs of both species of fall salmon, and good catches were made in the
main Umpqua. It is apparent that the 1954 counting station data do not reflect
an accurate picture of the year's runs for fall salmon.

The release of salmon continued. In March, 25,400 fall chinook and
22,700 silver salmon of the 1952 brood year were released. In November, 3,700 of
the extra large 1953 brood year silvers and 62,000 year-old spring chinook were
planted. Both species of fall salmon were marked on both ventral fins, while the
spring chinook had the right maxillary bone and right ventral fin clipped. Approxi-
mately 23,500 fall chinook and 20,000 silver salmon of the 1953 brood year remain
to be released.

Studies of the downstream migration pattern of hatchery-reared fish
accomplished very little in the winter of 1953-54. Weekly tours were made, seining
certain eddies between the point of liberation and tidewater. The fingerlings
progressively worked their way downstream during the first 3 weeks of freedom,
then a major flood swept the river. No marked hatchery fish were recovered at any
of the study locations in the next 10 weeks, so the project was abandoned. A re-
peat of the work is following the 1954 planting.

In September, 327,000 spring chinook eggs were taken from 83 female fish
at the foot of Soda Springs Dam. The dam is the uppermost migration limit for
salmon. It was deemed advisable to take eggs from all of the fish as suitable
gravel beds are limited in the area, and the spawn would be lost if not taken. It
is planned to release most of the fish at small size and rear only the normal
number to the yearling stage. Only one fish handled in the egg-take was marked,
a 38 pound female from the first planting of Umpqua stock.

In addition to the salmon restoration activities in the Umpqua watershed,
approximately 8,000 silver salmon fingerlings were released into the East Fork of
the Millicoma River to re-establish the species following removal of three obsolete
splash dams. It is planned to continue the plantings until a full cycle has been
completed. The fish were marked by removal of both ventral fins.

Steelhead studies

An investigation into the life history of the race of summer steelhead
using the Umpqua River was initiated in 1954. Between July 16 and September 1,
106 upstream migrating fish were tagged at Winchester Dam. Two fish were sub-
sequently caught by anglers in the Steamboat area, and the tags returned. Two
other fish were reported caught, but released. Another appeared to have lost its
tag. Occasionally, while tagging, the plastic disk would be accidentally knocked
off center and the hole enlarged, resulting in the disk being loosely held to the
rivet.

A new type tag was used on the Umpqua steelhead. It consisted of a
stainless steel rivet, having a head'one-half inch in diameter and a shank three-
eights inch long. The rivet was inserted under the gill cover and the shank forced
through the pre-opercle bane. A one-half inch plastic disk was threaded onto the
rivet shank, and the rivet peened on the outside. The tag was similar to that
described by Louella E. Cable of the Fish and Wildlife Service, and used by the
Connecticut State Board of Fisheries and Game. A special tagging pliers was de-
veloped by the Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit to handle large fish.
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The cheek tag was adopted to satisfy the need for a showy tag that could be identi-
fied on live fish in the water. It was feared that the Peterson tag would not be
desirable because of possible prolonged irritation where the pin passed through
the flesh. Also, a snugly fitting rivet was felt to be not as apt to become en-
tangled in nets or other obstacles as would the pin in the Peterson tag.

One of the fish captured for tagging at the Winchester trap had the left
pectoral fin missing. The published list of marks indicates that it may have been
one of 2,500 fish released into the Deschutes River by the Game Commission.

Habitat improvement

Barriers and fishways 

Efforts to improve fish passage facilities throughout the area continued.
An agreement was reached with the Menasha Plywood Corporation whereby the gates of
two splash dams on the South Fork of Coos River are to be open during peaks of fish
migration. The Fish Commission was also a party to the agreement. The Smith River
Lumber Company installed a concrete ladder of Game Commission design over their
mill pond dam on upper Smith River. Accomplishment necessitated complete rebuild-
ing of the entire dam. A second concrete ladder was built over a reconstructed
dam on North Deer Creek. The dam now stores a water supply for the Dixonville
school. The fishway at a mill pond dam on Slide Creek in the South Umpqua drainage
was destroyed by a flood in late 1953. Weather and water conditions made it in-
convenient to attempt replacement until summer. By then the mill was closed and
the company bankrupt. Game Commission personnel opened the spillway, making fish
passage possible. New owners took over late in 1954, and the ladder is to be re-
placed. The Smith River falls fishway came under scrutiny following damage to the
structure by high water. The extent of the damage was assessed, and the informa-
tion channelled to the Fish Commission for action. A barrier on an Eel Lake
tributary was removed by the State Highway Department upon our request. Negotia-
tions are underway with the Gardiner Division of the Long-Bell Lumber Company over
the removal of two obsolete splash dams on Camp Creek.

Pollution control

Lumbering and gravel operations were the chief sources of industrial
pollution in the Umpqua watershed. Much effort was expended before the Reynold's
Logging Company cleared slash from McCullough Creek, tributary to Cow Creek. Plans
to re-establish a mill pond in the channel of Mill Creek, another tributary of Cow
Creek, were abandoned after discouragement from the fishery agent. Providing
satisfactory fish passage around the pond would have been very difficult, and
formed a basis for the objections. Four requests for permission to yard logs
across the river were investigated. The bedrock nature of the channel at three
sites precluded the possibility of causing much damage to the stream or its fish
populations, so approval was given. Plans were changed at the fourth site, and a
road was constructed in substitution.

Roily water resulting from gravel operations and placer mining caused
much difficulty throughout the year. The Victory Mine on Cow Creek below Glendale
discharged great quantities of red clay washings intermittently in the late winter
and spring months, seriously affecting steelhead angling. The matter was referred
to local Sanitary Authority personnel, but no relief was received. The owner of
a small placer : operation on upper Quines Creek, tributary to Cow Creek, voluntarily
refrained from_ working for the remainder of the steelhead season after being
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interviewed about the silt discharge. The Whipple rock crusher on an Elk Creek
tributary was again requested to keep wash water out of the stream. As a result,
the settling basin was dredged and enlarged, which satisfactorily answered the
problem. It appears that one or two visits a year are necessary to keep the set-
tling basin functional. Considerable patience had to be practiced to gain a
satisfactory settling basin at a Roseburg Sand and Gravel Company crusher on the
North Umpqua above Winchester. Multiple reasons kept arising to delay the work,
but the condition was finally corrected.

A perplexing problem developed on the North Umpqua just below Winchester
Dam. A contractor, crushing gravel owned by the State Highway Department, occa-
sionally drained the settling basin at night. The silt load quickly flushed from
the swiftly flowing North Umpqua, but would linger in the quiet water of the main
river and disrupt angling for days. Local Highway Department officials were re-
luctant to discount the contractor's assurances that he was not responsible. When
the act was proven, the practice stopped. Another crusher located in the upper
reaches of the North Umpqua, caused much dissatisfaction among upriver summer
steelhead anglers. It was operated by the Morrison-Knudsen Company on a California-
Oregon Power Company contract. When advised of the situation, COPCO required it
be shut down until satisfactory repairs were made to the settling basin.

Fish population control

Commercial contract fishing at the Tenmile Lakes was carried out for the
second year in an attempt to reduce the populations of catfish and yellow perch.
Three parties, all under Game Commission contract, took 59,910 pounds of dressed
catfish and 370 pounds of perch. The low perch catch resulted from a lack of
sale for the species and the difficulty of capture. Fish under marketable size
and the waste were ground and returned to the water. In order to assess the results
of the reduced population on growth rates, 400 fish were taken from each of the
lakes in mid-summer. The average length of North Lake fish was 10.5 inches, but
only 9.9 inches for the South Lake fish. The over-all average for both lakes was
10.2 inches, or 0.5 inches longer than the 9.7-inch average found in 1953.

Geiger Creek and its tributaries above the Bandon Hatchery were treated
with rotenone in early July. It was hoped that parasitic copepod infestations at
the hatchery could be eliminated if the infested fish in the water supply were
destroyed. A thorough treatment of the stream appeared to have been made.

Farm fish ponds 

Interest in water storage ponds is rapidly spreading throughout the
agricultural areas of the Umpqua basin. Most of the ponds are constructed prin-
cipally for irrigational purposes, but many landowners also are interested in
raising fish. The County Agricultural Agent has taken an active interest in
multiple use of farm ponds, and his office has worked closely with the fishery
agents toward that end. Twelve ponds were investigated in 1954. Four were be-
lieved capable of supporting permanent trout populations. The water supplies of
five other ponds did not appear to be adequate to carry trout through the late
summer months, but as the owners wanted to try, it was recommended to stock finger-
lings in the fall, and crop the fish out by July of the following year. Two ponds
obviously could not support trout for sufficient periods to make their stocking
worthwhile, so catfish were recommended. The remaining pond had established popu-
lations of several species of warm-water game fish which were introduced several
years ago without benefit of Game Commission permission. It is the only place in
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the entire Umpqua basin above tidewater where such fish are known to be establish-
ed, except for the common catfish. Requests for permission to stock warm-dwater
game fish have not been granted because of the departmental policy of not permit-
ting the introduction of such fish in the Umpqua drainage.

Angler access 

A program for the acquisition of access areas on the main stem and
important tributaries of the Umpqua River was started. Information concerning
public and private ownership of the stream banks was assembled and mapped, and the
material was turned over to the Federal Aid division. One parcel of land on the
main river was purchased with Dingell-Johnson funds. The property is in the Tyee
area, a short distance below the mouth of Yellow Creek. It embraces more than
2,860 feet of river frontage and is traversed for its entire length by Oregon
Highway 225. Improvement plans, including parking areas and boat launching ramps,
are being evolved. The area is a center of spring chinook and winter steelhead
angling. An agreement was reached with the Douglas County Parks Department where-
by they would take care of certain maintenance and furnish some facilities on
state owned lands used for access. In return, they can develop other recreational
uses, such as picnicking, where warranted.

Hydroelectric development

While hydroelectric developments are not usually considered to be habitat
improvement, the construction being carried out on the upper North Umpqua is making
several desirable changes. As practically the entire project is located above the
natural range of migratory fishes, very little conflict has resulted. Good roads,
constructed by the power company, now follow the river from Copeland Creek to Kelsey
Valley. Previously only rugged trails penetrated the section. Some impoundments
of considerable size have been formed. The Lemoto No. 1 reservoir, located at the
mouth of Lake Creek, will be in excess of 450 acres when filled in the spring of
1955. It normally will remain full, showing only minor fluctuations, throughout
the summer angling season and should furnish some excellent rainbow and brown trout
fishing. Clearwater Lake, at the mouth of Clearwater River, was established in
1951. It has furnished some good brown trout angling. The impoundment at Soda
Springs is long, narrow, and deep, occupying a steep canyon. Even though it is
a difficult lake to fish, it is a popular rainbow water for a number of anglers.
The other reservoirs are much smaller and experience severe daily fluctuations,
consequently they have little to offer the angling public.

Personnel of Basin Investigations and the Southwest Region maintained
close contact with the project as it developed. They have been responsible, along
with personnel of the Fish and Wildlife Service, for formulating plans for fish
protective devices and negotiating with the power company in the interests of game
and fish life.
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ROGUE RIVER INVESTIGATIONS

Primary interests of the 1954 investigations in the upper river focused
on minor characteristics of the fisheries to afford a more complete picture of
basic management factors. No new studies were attempted, but nearly all of the
previous Programs were continued with concentrated effort on stream improvement
and watershed protection.

Fishery studies on the Lower Rogue River in 1954 were concerned with
catch analysis, water temperatures, and the recovery of marked salmon entering
the catch. The spring salmon catch was similar to that of the parent run although
there was a considerable increase in escapement. There was a large increase in
the fall chinook catch. Water temperatures were the most favorable that have been
experienced since recordings have been made. Few marked spring chinook were re-
covered in the catch. The return of marked silver salmon was more successful.

Upstream migrant counts at Gold Ray Dam

Thirteen years of continuous counting have been made of upstream migra-
tory salmon and steelhead passing over Gold Ray Dam.

The 1954 spring chinook count was watched with much anxiety because
counting during the early season indicated that another very high return might be
expected as in 1953, but the salmon only made an unusually accelerated migration
during the early counting periods. The 1954 count of spring chinook did not equal
the 1953 count, but the percentage return from its parent run almost equalled the
record set in 1953.

Table 11 presents the annual counts by species since 1942. Table 12
shows the percentage return of Chinooks and silvers from their parent runs.

Table 11

Counts of anadromous fish runs over Gold Ray Dam

Year Spring chinook Silvers
Steelhead

Summer run	 Minter run

1942 43,429 (15.6) 4,608 ( 4.7) 5,725
1943 38,052 (11.0) 3,290 ( 6.1) 5,768 16,634
1944 31,940 (13.1) 3,230 (10.4) 5,282 13,855
1945 33,718 (17.8) 1,907 ( 4.4) 4,804 14,196
1946 30,065 (16.5) 3,840 (	 5.5) 3,266 11,185
1947 34,740 ( 9.5) 5,340 (	 3.1) 3,431 10,754
1948 27,742 (10.8) 1,764 (	 4.8) 1,995 8,707
1949 20,028 (10.5) 9,440 (	 4.3) 2,761 8,073
1950 16,767 (18.8) 2,007 (11.8) 3,570 9,667
1951 21,111 (25.0) 2,738 ( 8.4) 2,630 6,608
1952 18,488 (23.o) 320 (	 2.2) 3,954 11,55o
1953 33,558 (13.8) 1,453 ( 9.2)* 3,266* 11,143
1954 25,785 (21.6) 2,138 (10.8) 2,352 7,599

Figures in parentheses are percentages of jack salmon.
* Corrected figures amending prior publication
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Table 12

Percentage of return of salmon progeny at Gold Ray

Year
of run

Chinooks /1
1
:

Silvers /2
Parent
year

Per cent
of return

Parent
year

Per cent
of return

1945 1 (1942) 41.1
1946 (1942) 69.2 : (1943) 116.7
1947 (1943) 91.3 : (1944) 165.3
1948 (1944) 87.2 : (1945) 92.5
1949 (1945) 59.4 : (1946) 245.5
1950 (1946) 55.8 : (1947) 37.6
1951 (1947) 6o.8 : (1948) 155.2
1952 (1948) 66.7 : (1949) 3.4
1953 (1949) 167.6 : (1950 72.4
1954 (1950 153.7

Note: A 100 per cent return would indicate that a run equalled the number from
which it originated.

/1 Chinooks considered as all returning in their fourth year

/2 Silvers considered as all returning in their third year

The low counts of silvers and winter steelhead during the winter of
1953-54 should not be considered as an accurate indication of the magnitude of the
runs because turbulent water conditions that existed at the end of the Gold Ray
ladder made entrance almost impossible during peak periods of migrations. The
winter-run steelhead count was the next-to-lowest made at Gold Ray. Heavy catch
of the run in sections of the river from Gold Hill to Galice was another factor
contributing to the low count. The count of the 1954 summer run was the lowest
since 1948 for no apparent reason, and the catch of the run was comparatively
light.

High water necessitated the removal of the counting station nine times
during the winter of 1953-54. Water conditions during the high water periods
prevented any escapement of migratory fish past the station.

Salmon fishery

The season's salmon catch on the lower Rogue had a 52.03 per cent
increase over the catch of the parent run. The spring chinook segment of the
fishery which peaked on April 13 showed no significant difference over the parent
run. The greatest improvement occurred in the fall fishery with September provid-
ing the best catch. Table 13 summarizes the 1954 salmon take by months in
relation to catch, fishing effort, and catch success. The table also compares
the 1954 salmon catch and angler success with the five-year average 1950 to 1954.
Table 14 depicts the relationship of the catch of all salmon in the lower river
to the Gold Ray counts since 1945.

The season's catch of 12,582 salmon weighed an estimated 217,409 pounds.
The spring chinook averaged 20.47 pounds per fish compared to 15.87 pounds per
fish for the fall chinook. The silver salmon averages 9.40 pounds per fish.
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A comparison of the April and May spring chinook catch with the 1950
parent run and five-year average is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 . Table 15
shows the relationship of the April and May catch to the Gold Ray escapement for
the period 1950 to 1954.

Table 14

Annual sport salmon catch comparisons
lower Rogue River, 1945 to 1954

Year
Salmon catch* Gold Ray

counts*
Total
run*

Percentage of
run in catchFish	 Pounds

1945 17,605 352,000 35,625 53,230 33
1947 11,300 226,000 40,080 51,380 22
1948 16,652 332,480 29,506 46,158 36
1949 10,237 204,740 29,336 39,573 26
1950 8,376 155,426 18,774 27,050 31
1951 8,912 161,018 23,849 32,767 27
1952 12,895 237,059 18,808 31,703 40
1953 12,440 202,791 35,011 47,451 27
1954 12,582 217,409 27,923 38,367 33

Average 12,333 232,102 40,853 30

* Combined chinook and silvers, not including fall chinook escapement and silver
salmon spawning below Gold Ray.

Table 15

Catch of spring chinook, lower Rogue River, for April and. May
in relation to Gold Ray escapement, 1950 to 1954

Year Catch
Gold Ray
count

Total
run

Percentage of
run in catch

1950 3,568 16,767 20,335 17.5
1951 2,544 21,111 23,655 10.8
1952 4,05c4 18,488 22,538 17.9
1953 5,997* 33,558 39,555 15.1
1954 31764* 25,785 29,549 12.7

Average 3,948 23,142 27,126 14.6
* Includes March catch

Salmon boards were again counted and registered in the Savage Rapids to
Graves Creek section, but because of lack of time after the salmon season was over,
a census of the spring chinook catch was not possible. A total of 117 salmon
boards were counted which was the largest number on record.

The 1953 development of the correlation with the parent run of a return
of spring chinook as related to high waters that occur during the months of October,
November and December when the eggs are in the gravel shows that the relationship
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is again true for 1954. The study shows a correlation in at least 10 out of 13
years. Other factors such as disease, egg-take operations, turbine losses, or
combinations of these could very well account for the partial correlation in the
three aberrant years.

In the middle and upper river sections the exceptional early-season
rush of spring salmon to the headwaters concentrated fish in large numbers in a
comparatively short period of time, but salmon fishing was poor even during the
peak of the run.

Because the salmon had little trouble ascending the ladders at Savage
Rapids and Gold Ray, the condition of the fish in the resting areas was good.
Snag marks were present on some fish passing Gold Ray in June because of snagging
activities in the vicinity of Gold Hill.

Spawning populations of fall chinook in the Illinois and Applegate
Rivers increased substantially over 1953. Because of low water during the fall
migration period the runs were held up in the lower reaches of both of the streams.

Aerial redd count surveys were again made of spawning chinooks in the
middle and upper river as part of the river basin program carried on in cooperation
with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The period of spawning activity was
graced with good weather, and a complete count was possible. The redd flight
projects have been conducted since 1949, but only the years of 1949, 1952, 1953,
and 1954 afforded complete counts. The average distribution of spawning salmon
for the four years is tabulated in Table 16 .

Table 16

Distribution of spawning chinook salmon on Rogue River

Area

$-1	 03

0
03

Tic",

•cg

V H
•ri

D; $4

.04 	 P4

Percentage
distribution

Above
Gold Ray

Above
Galice

Laurelhurst Bridge to Flounce Rk. 2 91 46 2.6 1.3
Flounce Rk. to Lost Creek 5 141 28 4.0 2.0
Lost Creek to McLeod 3 281 94 8.0 3.9
McLeod to M. Elk Creek 3 301 101 8.6 4.3
Elk Creek to Lewis Creek 3 226 75 6.4 3.6
Lewis Cr. to Trail Diversion 2 155 77 4.4 2.2
Trail Diversion to Shady Cove 2 248 124 7.1 3.4
Shady Cove to Dodge Bridge 7 620 89 17.5 8.7
Dodge Bridge to Military Bridge 7 754 107 21.3 10.6
Military Bridge to Bybee Bridge 1 170 170 4.8 2.4
Bybee Bridge to Gold Ray Dam 4 541 135 15.3 7.5

Subtotal 3,528 100.0
Gold Ray to Gold Hill 5 422 84 .5.8
Gold Hill to Savage Rapids 14 806 58 11.3
Savage Rapids to Grants Pass 5 374 75 5.2
Grants Pass to M. Applegate 7 985 141 13.7
M. Applegate to Robertson Br. 3 683 228 9.6
Robertson Br. to Hellsgate 10 161 16 2.3
Hellsgate to Galice 6 156 26 2.2
Totals 7,115 100.0
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The program of chinook salmon rearing and release of fin-clipped fish
continued at the Butte Falls Hatchery with 1954 being the second season for the
return of marked spring chinook since the stocking of the fish began in 1951
Examination of 1,045 salmon at the canneries revealed the presence of five marked
fish, three of them with the left maxillary-anal mark and two with the left
maxillary-both ventral mark. An additional fish was checked in the Galice area
with the left-maxillary-both ventral check. No clips were observed from 150
chinooks that were held at the Big Butte egg-taking station.

As was experienced in 1953, the recovery of the marked chinooks in the
catch shows that the numbers of marked fish in relation to the numbers of wild,
unmarked fish are so low that no improvement over natural spawning can be realized
with the present use of hatchery-reared fish.

Examination of 347 silver salmon at the Gold Beach canneries revealed 17
marked silvers for a contribution to the fishery of 4.89 per cent.

Steelhead fishery 

The status of Rogue steelhead populations is one of increased angler
use paralleled with increased catch. Studies of Rogue River steelhead indicate
that perhaps the runs are showing slight increases through management practices
but the increases are being absorbed through increased angler pressure and catch.

The 1954 early summer-run of steelhead made a rapid migration to the
headwaters along with the spring chinook. The majority of the run reached the
upper Rogue earlier than usual, and were subjected to a longer season of angling.
The catch was not excessive because waters remained high and cool throughout the
summer months.

The canneries catering to sport fishermen on the lower Rogue processed
a total of 3,358 late summer steelhead in 1954 during the months from August
through October. By using the method developed by the Fish and Wildlife Service
for estimating the 1952 catch, the 1954 take was estimated to be 5,069 0 a figure
that is considered to be conservative.

The catch of winter steelhead on the Illinois River was good to excellent
during the winter of 1953-54.

The winter steelhead season on the Rogue and Applegate was almost a
failure. Good runs were present, but high, muddy waters occurred and continued
throughout the season. Poor fishing conditions have also prevailed in other years.
Guides reported only seven fishable days out of the 32-day season in 1954, nine
such days in 1953, and thirteen in 1952.

Trout fishery

Trout fishing was considered to have been excellent on the opening of
the trout season in nearly all sections of the Rogue basin. Higher than normal
flows through mid-summer dampened the usually hot fishing periods in some areas,
but angling was never considered poor at any time.

Downstream migration of yearling and two-year-old steelhead and cutthroat
out of the tributaries was delayed because of cooler water temperatures and more
water through the summer months. The fish were available to the angler through
the greater part of the summer, and a heavier than normal catch from the tributaries
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was realized.

Continued improvements in stocking methods were accomplished. All lake
plantings were made with the aid of a planting boat. The practice of planting
beaver ponds and marshes in high, cold tributaries was repeated since it resulted
in heavy catch of small 6 to 7-inch trout through the 1954 season in waters that
had previously supplied only a few fish of legal length.

Yearling rainbow were distributed to all heavily-fished waters periodi-
cally from April through August.

Fish Lake in Jackson County continued to produce excellent catches of
large fish through the season. Fifteen hundred angler-days were spent on the
lake on the opening weekend, and a computed 12,750 rainbow were caught of which
30 per cent were over 12 inches in length. Several rainbow over seven pounds and
many three to four-pounders were reported taken through the season. Fishing pressure
declined sharply in late July and most of August because a heavy bloom of algae
caused the fish to be unpalatable.

Squaw Lake realized a good season with the catch being made up of rainbow
and cutthroat in equal proportions. The planting of yearling rainbow is creating
an active fishery through the entire season. Advanced rainbow fry were planted
at the upper end of the upper lake in weed beds as an experiment designed to step
up the rate of conversion of the lakes from cutthroat to rainbow.

An agreement between the City of Medford and the Game Commission was
signed concerning the new Willow Creek Reservoir which assures the Commission of
angler-use of the reservoir and protects the City's facilities. The waters were
immediately stocked with 150,000 fry. A lodge, boat concession and campgrounds
are being built for use in 1955.

Bolan Lake in Josephine County was treated with rotenone in August in
order to eradicate -a population of catfish (Ameiurus nebulosus) that was crowding
out the trout fishery. The catfish were rep-63-17.3:73 r7E  planted illegally
by a resident of Happy Camp, California. The success of the treatment is unknown.
Restocking will take place in 1955.

Catch comparisons were made between planted yearling rainbow and wild
fish at stocking locations along the Rogue in order to determine the degree to
which the planted fish could buffer the catch of downstream migrant steelhead.
The study showed that only 40.9 per cent of the fish caught in the vicinity of
the liberation sites were made up of the planted fish. This would indicate that
the degree in which yearling rainbow buffer the catch of wild fish is minor when
the entire river trout fishery is considered.

Guide catch success

An improvement was realized in the return of guide-catch reports as a
result of a letter that was sent to Rogue River guides by the Regional Office.
Sixty licensed guides operated on Rogue River during 1954, and they reported 750
guide trips. A catch of 1,783 salmon, 1,620 steelhead and 2,537 trout was reported.
Table 17 shows the guided catch-success per party on the lower Rogue from 1952 to
1954, and Table 18 presents comparative catch-success per guided angler-day on the
main sections of Rogue River since 1948.
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Table 17

Catch success per guided party, Lower Rogue, 1952 - 1954

Average No.	 Average No.	 Average fish
Average days	 anglers	 fish per	 per angler

per party	 per party	 guided party	 per party

Species 1 952 1953 1954 1952 1953 1954 1952 1953 1954 1952 1953 1954

Salmon

Steelhead*

2.

4.

77

76

2.46

6. 63

4.

4.

24

97

2.

2.

53

26

2.07

1. 91

2.09

2. 79

S. 70

14. 00

4.

18.

66

82

4.09

22. 32

2.

6.

25

16

2.

9.

24

85

1.

8.

95

00

*Rogue River regulations allow 10 fish per angler, five of which may be over 12 inches in length.

Table 18

Catch success, Rogue River, guided parties

Fish per angler - day

Section	 Year	 Salmon	 Steelhead	 Trout

Lower river
(from Illahe to mouth)

1948	 0.59	 0. 76
1949	 0.47	 1.69
1950	 0.57	 1.38
1951	 0.55	 1.89
1952	 0.93	 1.17
1953	 0.89	 1.74
1954	 0.96	 1.56

Middle river	 1948	 *	 2. 16	 1. 81
(from Savage Rapids to Illahe) 	 1949	 0. 20	 0.80	 2.96

1950	 0.04*	 2.85	 4.73
1951	 0.07*	 1.47	 *
1952	 0.60	 1.53	 2.96
1953	 0.03*	 1.45	 0.58*
1954	 0.02	 0.99	 0.82

Upper river	 1948	 0.81	 1.44	 7. 16
(from Laurelhurst Br. to	 1949	 0.67	 0.81	 6.84

to Savage Rapids) 	 1950	 0. 30	 0. 38*	 7.60
1951	 0.23	 0. 30	 6.85
1952	 0.48	 0.96	 8. 76
1953	 0.43	 0. 19*	 5. 11
1954	 0. 26	 0.38	 4.60

* Insufficient number of reports or little angler effort reported.
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Turbine screening 

The Grants Pass Irrigation District, the Ideal Cement Company and the
California-Oregon Power Company have now all been asked to screen their turbines
at Savage Rapids, Gold Hill and Gold Ray Dams. Compliance by the Grants Pass
Irrigation District is dependent upon finances. The Ideal Cement Company is
planning the installation of the experimental louver screen. The California-
Oregon Power Company has not indicated its course of action.

Savage Rapids renovation

The Young and Smith Construction Company spent the 1954 season on
renovation work at Savage Rapids Dam because bad weather and frequent rises in
the river in 1953 prevented completion of the project. Continued cooperation
was received from the construction company in organizing the work in a manner that
caused a minimum of interference with the fishery. Mud spillage into the river
was kept at a negligible level.

The uncompleted work left the north fish ladder in danger of collapsing.
The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation asked that the ladder not be used unless a state
of emergency developed for the need of fish passage. Permission was granted by
the Bureau for immediate activiation of the north side ladder when such an emergency
developed in early June, and much of the season's salmon movement past Savage Rapids
was by means of that ladder.

The supplementary water supplied to the lower section of the south side
fish ladder is working as planned. The new flood gates near the south side of the
dam permit the river flow to be channeled through Savage Rapids Dam at stream bed
level before and after the irrigation season. Fish are afforded easy passage
through the dam by way of the gates in river flows under 3,000 cubic feet per
second but the gates cannot be kept open during large volumes of flow because of
danger of drifting logs. If the gates can be kept open as long as is practical
during periods of non-irrigation, fish passage at Savage Rapids can be greatly
improved.

The Grants Pass Irrigation District was instructed to complete additions
to the south side ladder in the spring of 1954. The district requested a postpone-
ment until the fall months so that considerations could be given to the removal of
a rock point located on the perimeter of the ladder area. In October, the work
was begun and completed satisfactorily before the onset of high water.

Stream improvement and protection

A stream protection program is continuing in Rogue River National Forest
logging operations. As in 1953, the same attention was given to the establishment
of stream-side cover strips and to erosion control methods in provisions and
operations of timber sale contracts. The cooperative program, as established, is
to continue until such a time as the value of the practices can be assessed.

Logging debris in Slate and Coyote Creeks was cleaned up by the
reponsible operators.

Log jams on Limpy, Murphy and Pickett Creeks were cleared sufficiently
for fish passage.
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Sawdust pollution conditions were corrected at the mills of the Portola
Lumber Company on Jones Creek, Segassman Lumber Company on the Rogue near Shady
Cove, and the Swede Basin Lumber Company on the Applegate.

A low dam under construction on the Little Applegate was altered in
design to permit better fish passage.

Cooperation was received from personnel of the California Fish and Game
Department in investigations and orders for the removal of two abandoned mining
dams on Elliott Creek, tributary of the Upper Applegate located in California.
Spawning steelhead and a few silvers of the Applegate River migrate up the creek.
Compliance with the orders has been assured.

Through the cooperation of the Oregon State Sanitary Authority, settling
basins were recommended and obtained at gravel removal operations on the Rogue
above Gold Ray and on Bear Creek near Central Point.

Crankcase oil in Bear Creek was found to have come from an accidental
dumping of oil barrels. No action was taken. An oiler truck was cleaned out and
dumped into the North Fork Rogue causing floating rafts of tar on a one-quarter
mile section of stream. All of the polluting material was pulled out of the water
by hand by the offenders immediately after they were apprehended.

Ortho-weed Killer was found to be the agent responsible for a mortality
of fish in Bear Creek. An irrigation ditch had been treated with the weed control
agent and flushed into Bear Creek.

Temperature study

Water temperatures of the lower Rogue were the lowest on record for the
critical summer period. The water temperatures averaged above seventy degrees
Fahrenheit over a four-week period in contrast to a ten-week period in 1950 and a
six-week period average for the years 1950 to 1954. Figure 3 presents the mean
of maximal water temperatures in relation to the 1950 seasonal temperature (highest
recorded) and the five-year average from 1950 to 1954.

Basin investigations 

The 1954 season marked the last year of a current study by field crews
of the Fish and Wildlife Service. Population studies and angler interviews were
continued in 1954 for the purpose of correlating them with data collected since
1949. A final report on the Rogue River fishery in relation to plans for future
basin development by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation will be forthcoming.

Information and education

Grade schools, high schools and the Southern Oregon College of Education
were assisted with conservation education programs. The Conservation Workshop
group at the college was conducted on a field trip and given lectures on fishery
management. Sportsmen's club meetings were attended to a degree that would enable
members to be informed on the progress of the Game Commission's fishery program on
Rogue River. Field projects were supervised for the Boy Scouts of America and for
the 4-H Summer Camp activities. News releases and fishing reports were frequently
given to Station KUIN.
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SOUTH COAST

The principal activities of the south coast region have been the accumu-
lation of catch data on trout and steelhead, and the obtainment of information
concerning the recovery of marked silver salmon.

Trout fishery

The fishing effort for trout on the coastal streams and lakes for the
past season was moderate. There was an improvement over the 1953 season with the
lakes providing a better return in fish per angler than the streams. One hundred
thirty anglers interviewed had caught 293 trout for an average of 2.25 fish per
angler or 0.71 fish per hour of fishing effort. For three coastal lakes, 73
anglers were interviewed who had caught 347 trout for an average of 4.75 fish per
angler or 1.16 fish per hour of fishing effort. Results of the trout creel census
are summarized in Tables 19 and 20 .

Table 19

Creel census, five south coastal streams

Number anglers Number fish Fish per Hours Fish per
Stream checked caught angler fished hour

Floras Cr. 7 17 2.43 18 0.94
Sixes R. 66 137 2.07 238 0.27
Elk R. 43 86 2.00 122 0.70
Chetco R. 9 39 4.33 25 1.56
Winchuck R. 5 14 2.80 10 1.40

Totals 130 293 2.25 413 0.71

Table 20

Creel census, three south coastal lakes

Lake
Number anglers

checked
Number fish

caught
Fish per
angler

Hours
fished

Fish per
hour

Bradley L. 25 119 4.36 54 2.20
Floras L. 13 27 2.07 47 0.57
Garrison L. 35 201 5.74 198 1.01

Totals 73 347 4.75 299 1.16

Steelhead fishery

Fluctuating and muddy waters through January and February on the coastal
streams resulted in a light to moderate fishing effort for the 1953-54 season.
Table 21 summarizes the creel census results for five south coastal streams.
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Table 21

Steelhead catch and fishing effort, south coastal streams

Stream
Number of
anglers

Hours
fished

Steelhead
caught

Fish per
antler

Fish per
hour

Sixes R. 54 274 6 0.11 0.02
Elk R. 13 33 2 0.15 0.06

Brush Cr. 3 6 4 1.33 0.66
Chetco R. 79 297 28 0.35 0.09
Winchuck R. 30 76 7 0.30 0.12

Totals 179 686 47 0.26 0.07

Steelhead life history study

Studies were made of scales from 36 steelhead from south coastal streams.
The majority of the scales were taken from steelhead caught in the Chetco River.
The results of the study indicate that young steelhead migrate to the ocean at
the end of their second year at an average length of 8.51 inches. Twenty-two
(61.1 per cent) of the fish whose scales were examined had spawned at the end of
their third year. Five or 13.8 per cent of the fish were 30 inches or more in
length, and three of them had previously spawned. Twenty-nine or 80.6 per cent
of the scales examined indicated that the fish were making their first spawning
migration. The remaining seven had spawned two or more times. Of those on
repeated return to the river, 8.3 per cent were coming back for their second time
and 11.1 per cent were making their third spawning migration. Growth studies were
also made of the fish, and their average length at each annulus is presented in
Figure 4.

Marked salmon recovery

Marked salmon recoveries were obtained from the Chetco River and from
ocean landings at Crescent City, California and Brookings, Oregon. From the ocean
landings 1,114 chinooks and 694 silvers were examined. There were 2 marked chinooks
and 15 marked silvers. Eight of the marked silvers were from Oregon Game Commission
hatcheries.

From the Chetco River 148 silver salmon were examined for a recovery of
115 marked fish. The marked silvers consisted of 17 three-year-old adults and 89
two-year-olds. The two-year silvers contained 58 males and 31 females. Of the
33 unmarked silvers examined only two were jacks.

Scales were studied of 22 two-year marked silvers of the 1953 catch.
The fish consisted of 13 females, 8 males, and one whose sex was not determined.
Eleven of the 13 females were eight inches or over in length at the time of
release. The females had an average length of 9.89 inches at the first annulus,
with a range of 6.5 to 13.0 inches. In order to decrease the number of female
silvers returning in their second year it is believed that the fish should not be
larger than seven to ten fish to the pound at the time of stocking. Table 22
shows the average length of the returning two-year female silver salmon at each
annulus and their range in length.
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•verage en
Sex 1st annulus 2nd annulus

Table 22

Average length and range in inches of 13 mature
two-year-old female silver salmon

ange in eng
1st annulus
	

2nd annulus

Female
	

9.89	 19.34	 6.5 - 13.0	 17.75 - 21.0

Stream improvement 

Stream improvement work included the poisoning of Giger Creek to control
copepods in the water supply of the Bandon Hatchery, and the removal of log jams
from coastal streams. Four log jams have been removed from Floras Creek, one
from Sixes River, one from the South Fork of the Sixes River. Four more log jams
are being removed from Bald Mountain Creek. Two small log jams in the North Fork
of the Chetco River are to be removed by the logging operator responsible. Log-
ging debris is also to be removed from Bravo Creek by the same operator.
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UPPER WILLAMETTE

The 1954 investigation in the upper Willamette District included the
gathering of creel census data from all of the important streams, lakes and reser-
voirs in the area. Emphasis was placed on Clear Lake, Lookout Point Reservoir and
Dorena Reservoir. Other major activities included working on abatement of stream
pollution, promoting fish ladder installations, and investigating water use appli-
cations.

General creel census studies

Table 23 , a summary of 7,408 creels checked in the field primarily by
Game Commission personnel, presents the angler success and shows the composition
and length frequency of 12,806 trout examined. !Tot all of the trout were measured,
therefore the length frequency is in percentages. References to the data in
Table 23 will be made as the more important bodies of water are discussed.

McKenzie River and tributaries

Estimated catch and success

From Table 23 it may be noted that approximately 700 creels composed
of 1,088 fish were checked from the McKenzie area. Anglers caught fish at the
rate of approximately 0.48 fish per hour as compared to 0.58 fish for 1953.

From compilations based on the known catch by guided parties on, the
McKenzie, it was estimated that the total catch on the main river and its tribu-
taries was approximately 72,000 in 1954. Anglers were estimated at 25,577.
In Table 24, which compares data for the past seven years, it may be noted that
the catch in 1954 is approximately 20,000 below that of 1953, while the numbers
of participating anglers were reduced more than 4,000. The noted decrease in
angling pressure on the McKenzie was probably the result of poorer angling success
and the opening up of new attractive fishing areas such as the Detroit and Lookout
Point Reservoirs.

Table 24

Catch by anglers in the McKenzie River and tributaries
for seven-year period ending 1954

Year
Number of
fishermen

Number of
trout

Percentage
marked

1954 25,577 72,000 Trace
1953 30,719 91,535 0.81
1952 31,524 93,950 5.57
1951 24,371 77,355 22.16
1950 15,885 50,713 48.74
1949 47,614 41.40
1948 27,837 27.44

Marked fish showed only a trace in 1954. Two specimens in excellent
condition and measuring over 14 inches in length, were caught and released below
the Leaburg Dam in early May. Marks on the fish indicated that they had been
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released as fingerlings in 1951. This particular marked group of fish had shown
a total return to the angler of more than 8 per cent by 1953 and they are still
present in the stream.

Guided parties 

Professional guides made 680 trips in 1954, with 1,114 passengers who
caught 6,298 fish, representing a general decrease in passengers and fish from
1953 (Table 25 ). The number of fish per trip, 10.2, was slightly higher than
the 9.97 recorded for 1953. Approximately 93.5 per cent of the fish were taken
in the stream area above the Leaburg Dam as compared to 87.6 per cent in 1953
for the same area.

Table 25

Catch by guided parties, McKenzie River,
for seven-year period ending 1954

Year
Number of

trips
Number of
passengers

Number of
trout caught

Fish
per trip

Percentage
marked

1954 680 1,114 6,928 10.20 Trace
1953 754 1,258 7,515 9.97 0.87
1952 666 1,132 6,764 10.20 3.87
1951 748 1,234 7,301 9.76 31.90
1950 958 8,524 8.90 40.0o
1949 1,135 11,718 10.32 40.00
1948 995 8,948 8.99 24.00

Maximum limit of 14 inches 

For some unknown reason, large rainbow trout did not appear to be on
the increase in 1954. Eighteen guides reported that they had returned 138 fish
over 14 inches in length back to the stream, while in 1953, 22 guides reported
the hooking and releasing of 337 fish. Many sublegal fish were observed in 1954,
possibly indicating an increase of natural-spawned trout.

Willamette River and tributaries

Angling success 

In the Middle Fork Willamette River system, the majority of the fishing
pressure was found to exist in the main river area from a point immediately above
the head of Lookout Point Reservoir to Hells Canyon bridge near Willamette City.
As is noted from Table 23, anglers on the main river caught fish at an average
rate of 0.57 fish per hour. A few very large fish were caught in the area. It
is thought that as Lookout Point Reservoir filled, many of the fish migrated
upstream into the stream areas.

The stream area from the Meridian Dam down through Eugene, heretofore
heavily silted from the effects of dam construction, made a slight recovery in
1954. A few large rainbow trout, some spent and other partially so, were caught
and examined immediately below Meridian Dam. Many large spawners were reported
to have been taken by construction personnel. For a few years before and including
1953, rainbow trout were thought to be practically non-existent in this area.
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The second most popular fishing area was found to be the North Fork
Willamette River. Anglers averaged 0.81 fish per hour and, as may be noted from
Table 23, a few large fish were also taken in the stream.

Another heavily-fished area existed on Row River immediately below and
above Dorena Dam and Reservoir. Anglers in the areas caught trout at the rate of
0.49 fish per hour (Table 23).

Catch record data on some of the other streams in the Willamette system
may also be found in Table 230

Stocking

In the Middle Fork Willamette River and its tributaries upstream from
Lookout Point Reservoir, 88,475 fish averaging about 4.5 fish per pound and
totalling 19,850 pounds were planted from April through August. For the entire
Willamette stream system east of Eugene, excluding the reservoirs, a total of
140,604 fish weighing 29,502 pounds were platted. The fish were planted through-
out the season and averaged 4.76 per pound.

Miscellaneous streams

Upper Lake Creek

A brief mention is made of this stream because it is a self-supporting
area and probably has never been stocked. Table 23 indicates that anglers caught
cutthroat trout at the rate of 0.83 fish per hour in 1954. In 1953, the average
catch was 0.53 fish per hour. Bullhead catfish made their first appearance in
the catch in 1954. The majority of the fishing takes place in the Hult mill pond
located below Triangle Lake in Upper Lake Creek.

Lookout Point Reservoir

Estimated  catch and success

Lookout Point Reservoir was filled to normal pool for the first time in
1954, thus opening up a virgin body of water for the ever-increasing hordes of
anglers. It was estimated that 10,362 anglers caught 23,730 fish Table 23
indicates the catch composition and length frequencies. Table 26 presents the
creel census data by monthly intervals. The continued high success in the catch
from 0.44 to 0.65 fish per hour throughout the season was probably a direct result
of the continual stocking of fish throughout most of the season.

The majority of the angling pressure was found in the upper mile of the
reservoir.

Stocking

Approximately 70,000 yearlings and 201,000 fingerlings weighing 12,197
pounds were stocked into the reservoir in 1954. Table 27 shows the number of
trout stocked each month. All of the fingerlings and many of the yearlings were
distributed throughout the reservoir by boat.
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Table 26

Catch records by monthly periods, Lookout Point Reservoir, 1954

Period
Number of
anglers

Hours
fished Rb. Ct. Ch, Totals

Fish per
angler hour

May 132 468 230 4 234 1.77 0.50
June 362 1,554 915 915 2.53 0.59
July 479 2,101 924 6 93o 1.94 0.44
August 244 1,113 667 19 686 2.81 0.62
September 89 343 209 2 11 222 2.50 0.65

Totals 1,306 5,579 2,945 2 40 2,987 2.29 0.54

Table 27

Stocking record, Lookout Point Reservoir, 1954

Period Fingerlings Yearlings Total fish Total pounds

April 201,000 201,000 67
April 40,666 40,666 5,150
May 9,780 9,780 1,850
July 7,425 7,425 1,350
August 11,531 11,531 3,780

Totals 201,000 69,402 270,402 12,197

Dorena Reservoir

Estimated catch

The total catch for Dorena Reservoir in 1954 was estimated to have been
8,385 fish as based on car counts by the dam tender, Mr. Earl Stanley, and on
creel census data and counts by fishery personnel. The number of anglers fishing
for trout was estimated at 5,240.

In Table 23, it is noted that the 872 anglers checked caught trout at
the rate of 0.31 fish per hour as compared to 0.42 fish per hour in 1953. Catfish
were predominant in the catch. As may be noted from the length frequencies in
Table 23, about three per cent of the fish averaged more than 12 inches in length.

Table 28 compares the estimated monthly catches for 1953 and 1954. The
continued stocking of fish of legal length throughout the season in 1954 failed
to increase the total catch, but helped to maintain the fishery at a higher level
for a longer period of time.

Opening day

A comparison of the creel census made on opening day for three years is
presented in Table 29. The number of anglers and the size of the fish compare
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favorably, but the success and the total catch is discouraging. Fish per boat
angler dropped from 2.41 in 1953 to 0.5 fish in 1954.

Table 28

Computed monthly catches of trout in
Dorena Reservoir for 1953-54

Period 1953 catch 1954 catch

April 6,321
May 1,684 3,740
June 833 730
July 400 2,160
August 152 1,040
September 100 715

Totals 9,490 8,385

Table 29

Comparison of opening day creel census records on
Dorena Reservoir for 1952-53-54

1952 1953 1954

Number anglers checked 95 324 125
Hours fished • 308 1,396 403
Number of fish 162 823 143
Fish per angler 1.71 2.54 1.15
Fish per hour 0.52 0.59 0.35
Fish per boat - 6.90 1.45
Average fork length in inches 11 10 10
Total anglers, estimated 1,000 1,165 1,180
Total catch, estimated 1,700 3,832 1,400
Car count 279 (3:00 p.m.) 540 (11:00 a.m.) 408
Fish per boat angler 2.41 0.5

Stocking

The stocking record for Dorena is shown in Table 30. Heretofore the
policy of stocking fingerlings has been adhered to, but in 1954 approximately
30,000 yearlings weighing 5,850 pounds were planted in the reservoir. The rainbow
trout averaged about 5.1 per pound. About half of the trout were boat planted.

In 1954, more pounds of trout were planted in Dorena than have been
planted for a total period of four years prior to 1954, yet the fishing was very
poor in 19540

Salmon

As many as 15 to 20 adult spring chinook salmon were observed below
Dorena Dam in 1954 by Mr. Earl Stanley, dam tender. Approximately 91,000 salmon
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fingerlings were released below Dorena Dam from 1948 through 1951. The fish came
from various Fish Commission hatcheries and from the Dorena Hatchery operated by
the U. S. Fish and 7ildlife Service.

Table 30

Stocking record for Dorena Reservoir 1950-54

Length in inches Total Total
Date Species 0-2 2-4 4-6 Yearlings fish pounds

1950 Rb. 200,155 200,155 1,165
1951 Rb. 202,784 77,133 5,934 285,851 1,160.7

Ct. 8,238 8,238 207
1952 Rb. 194,870 194,870 847
1953 Rb. 67,500 2,325 69,825 792.5
1954 Rb. 29,973 29,973 5,850

Totals 270,284 472,158 16,497 29,973 788,912 10,022.2

Cottage Grove

Creel census activities in the Cottage Grove Reservoir indicated a catch
of 0.27 trout per hour in 1954 (Table 23 ). Warm-water species were numerous.

An early planting of yearling rainbow trout failed to promote a spring
fishery. Of the 173 trout examined from the reservoir, 25 or about 14.5 per cent,
were rainbows and the remaining 85.5 per cent were wild cutthroats.

In April, 5,025 rainbow trout weighing 750 pounds were stocked. An
additional 250 brood rainbow were released in March of 1954.

Fern Ridge

A token planting of 2,010 rainbow weighing 300 pounds was made in Fern
Ridge Reservoir.

Inasmuch as this body of water is used mainly for warm-water game fish
fishing, a creel census was not carried on in the area, but reports indicate that
cutthroats are quite abundant.

Ralph Grenfell, fishery agent in charge of warm-water game fish manage-
ment, found an abundance of cutthroats in several trap sets made in the reservoir
in 1954.

Clear Lake

The year 1954 is the third one in which a concentrated creel check has
been conducted on Clear Lake. Checks were made on about three days a week, mainly
weekends, while week-day records were maintained by the moorage operator, Mr. Bob
TIrandt. Catch cards were distributed to facilitate the collection of additional
data.
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Catch data

A summarization of the creel census data is presented in Table 23
Table 31 summarizes the creel data plus the catch card data by monthly periods
and indicates that there was a known recovery of 7,290 trout in Clear Lake in
1954.

By assuming that hatchery fish were caught in 1954 at approximately the
same rate as for two groups of fish in 1953 and 1952 (Table 34 ) then the total
catch for Clear Lake may be estimated at approximately 11,000 fish. Computed
angler days totalled 5,760. In 1953, the catch was estimated at 9,750 as compared
to 13,264 fish in 1952.

The catch data shown in Table 32 illustrate the advantages of within-
season planting. During the two years, 1952 and 1954, when yearling trout were
planted before and during the season, the catch was more evenly spread throughout
the angling period than it was for 1953 when all of the fish were planted prior
to the opening of the trout season. Figure 5 illustrates the data in Table 33.

Figure 5
Comparison of the known catch from Clear Lake

by corresponding periods in 1952-53-54
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Comparison of creel census data

During the 1954 season, the success as measured in fish per hour averaged
0.35 in Clear Lake as compared to 0.46 in 1953 and 0.67 fish per hour in 1952
(Table 33 ). The number of fish per angler dropped from 2.6 in 1952 to 1.91 in
1954.
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Table 31

Catch of rainbow and cutthroat trout from Clear Lake
as recorded by checkers, moorage operator, and catch cards

Number
of Hours Unmarked

Marked trout
1952	 1953 Cut- Fish per

Period anglers fished rainbow E A A	 LV-Ad throat Totals angler	 hour

May 29 - 853 3, 946 924 0 0 16 35 9 984 1. 14 0. 25
June 30 289 2, 186 875 0 2 8 10 6 901 3. 12 0.41

337 - 516 0 0 4 8 2 530 1.57 -

1, 479 2, 315 0 2 28 53 17 2, 415

July 1- 660 3, 295 831 1 0 1 35 22 890 1.35 0.27
July 31 284 2, 000 850 1 0 5 25 9 890 3. 12 0.44

317 - 687 0 0 2 29 0 718 2.26 -

1, 261 2, 368 2 0 8 89 31 2, 498

Aug. 1- 494 2, 443 758 2 1 1 52 6 820 1. 66 0.34
Aug. 31 115 1, 059 635 0 0 1 37 6 679 5.90 0.64

152 - 216 1 0 0 8 0 225 1.48 -

761 1, 609 3 1 2 97 12 1, 724

Sept. 1- 234 1, 090 301 0 0 3 39 4 347 1.48 0. 32
Oct. 10 28 250 168 0 0 0 9 0 177 6.32 0.71

43 118 0 0 0 11 0 129 3.00

305 587 0 0 3 59 4 653

Total:
Checkers 2, 241 10, 774 2, 814 3 1 21 161 41 3, 041 1.36 0. 27

Moorage
operator 716 5, 495 2, 528 1 2 14 81 21 2,647 3.70 0.48

Catch
cards 849 - 1, 537 1 0 6 56 2 1, 602 1. 89

(1)
Total 3, 806 16, 269 6, 879 5 3 41 298 64 7,290 1. 91 O. 35

(1) Computed from checkers, and moorage data only.

Table 32

Comparison of catch data in Clear Lake
by corresponding periods 1952-54

Period

Number of	 fish recovered
1952

Period

1953 1954

Number Per cent Number	 Per cent Number Per cent

May 30 - June 29 891 11. 7 June 4, 548 62. 9 2 , 415 33. 1
June 30 - July 27 2, 486 32. 6 July 1, 655 22. 9 2, 498 34. 2
July 28 - Aug. 24 1, 959 25. 7 Aug. 654 9.0 1, 724 23. 7
Aug. 25 - Sep. 21 1, 401 18.4 Sept. 379 5.2 653 9.0
Sep. 22 - Sep. 30 885 11.6

Totals 7, 622 7, 236 7, 290
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Tagged
group no. 

1952-E (884 fish)
1952-A (968 fish)
1953-A (2,000 fish)
1953-ix-Ad (9,880 fish)

Percentage of returns computed
from original numbers planted 
1952	 1953	 1954

63.0
	

9.5
	

0.6
40.2
	

5.3
	

0.3

	

39.2
	

2.1 (1)
3.3 (2)

Total per
cent return

73.1
45.8
41.3
3.3

Table 33

Comparison of creel census data from Clear Lake
between the years 1952-53-54

1952

2,988
11,324
7,622

2.6
0.67
1.49

1953

3,260
15,749
7,236

2.22
0.46
2.18

1954

3,806
16,269
7,290

1.91
0.35
2.76

Number of anglers (1)
Hours fished
Catch
Fish per angler
Fish per hour (1)
Hours per fish (1)

(1) Computed from checkers and moorage data only.

Recovery of marked fish 

Table 34 depicts the known recoveries from four lots of marked fish
planted in 1952 and 1953. Yearlings were jaw-tagged while the one lot of finger-
lings was marked by the removal of the left ventral and adipose fins. An excellent
return of 7311 per cent has been realized from the 1952 yearling E series fish.
The other two yearling series have shown a recovery of 45.8 and 41.3 per cent.
In the marked fingerling group planted in September 1953, only 3.3 per cent were
recovered. Percentages would probably run somewhat higher if all of the marks had
been reported by the anglers. In 1954, one tag was recovered about two miles
downstream from the lake between Koosah and Tamolitch Falls. From the fingerling
plant, LV-Ad, four marked fish were reported caught approximately one mile below
the lake. Thus, 2 per cent of the tags and 1.3 per cent of the marked fish were
recovered downstream from the lake.

Table 34

Recovery of marked fish from Clear Lake 1952-53-54

(1) Includes 1 tag recovered between Koosah and Tamolitch Falls
(2) Includes 4 marked fish recovered about one mile below lake

Length frequencies 

As may be seen in Table 35, fingerlings (LV-Ad) averaged 8.1 inches in
length during their first year in Clear Lake. Trout planted as yearlings averaged
12.4 inches in their second summer in the lake; and four survivors from the 1952
planting averaged 16.6 inches in length in their third summer. In 1954, approxi-
mately 40 per cent of the cutthroats averaged 10 inches or more in length as
compared to 77 per cent in this category in 1953.
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Table 35

Length frequencies of rainbow and cutthroat trout
examined from creels in Clear Lake, 1954

Size
group
in
inches

Unmarked
rainbow

Marked trout

Cutthroat
1952

E series
1952

A series
1953

A series
1953

LV-Adipose
Num-
ber

Per
cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

Num-	 Per
ber	 cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

Num,
ber

Per
cent

Num-
ber

Per
cent

6- 8 1,185 22.2 96 40.3 12 18.8
8-10 2,691 50.3 133 55.9 26 40.6

10-12 1,066 19.9 5 15.1 9 3.8 16 25.0
12-14 279 5.2 26 78.8 7 10.9
14-16 99 1.9 2 50.0 2 6.1 1 1.6
16-18 21 0.4 1 25.0 1	 - 2 3.1
18-20 6 0.1 1 25.0
20-22 2 Trace

Totals 5,349 1 33 238 64

Average size
in inches
	 16.6
	

12.4
	

8.1

Stocking 

Table 36 presents-the stocking record for Clear Lake for the period
1952 to 1954. Approximately twenty thousand pounds of fish have been planted in
the past three years.

Table 36

Stocking record for Clear Lake

Period	 Species
Number of trout Total

pounds0 - 2* 4 - 6 Yearlings

1952	 Rb. 200,080 58.3
1952	 Rb. 23,349 6,613
1953	 Rb. 9,880 520
1953	 Rb. 19,998 4,907
1954	 Rb. 26,453 6,839
1954	 Ct. 20,000 813

Totals 200,080 29,880 69,800 19,750.3
* Lengths in inches

Miscellaneous activities

Chinook salmon fishery

It is estimated that approximately five hundred spring chinook salmon
were taken by anglers on the McKenzie River in 1954. At least 1,200 adult salmon
were counted through the Fish Commission rack near Hendrick's Bridge, but it is
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believed that up to 2,000 adults escaped into the upper river spawning area. One
hundred salmon were observed spawning on one 200-yard section of stream area
immediately below the Leaburg Dam

Below the Meridian Dam on the Middle Fork Willamette River, mortality
among adult chinook was down to a minimum in 1954, mainly because the stream
temperature below the dam was about 10 degrees cooler than it was in 1953.
Mortalities were extremely severe in 1952 and 1953.

Pollution

Many cases of pollution were observed during 1954. Sawmills, road
construction, logging and gravel operations were the major contributors. In
many instances, corrective measures were undertaken, and in others, promises of
correction were made.

Water development 

An investigation was made of the proposed upper McKenzie River develop-
ment by the Eugene Water and Electric Board. From a fisheries viewpoint, Fish
Lake and Clear Lake will be affected more than the upper McKenzie. A separate
report was filed.

Other activities included a survey of Hills Creek dam site and investiga-
tions of miscellaneous water applications for mining, farm ponds and irrigation.

Public access

Many access sites were investigated throughout the district and aid was
extended in the construction of boat slides.

Tributary studies, Triangle Lake

An investigation of the tributaries above Triangle Lake revealed that
there are available promising spawning areas for salmon and steelhead in Condon
and Upper Lake Creeks. The Triangle Lake Rod and Gun Club has been asking that a
fish ladder be installed in the lower end of Triangle Lake for fish passage.



FLORENCE AND MIDDLE WILLAMETTE DISTRICT

Siltcoos and Tahkenitch silver salmon fishery

Siltcoos outlet was opened November 8, 1953, by use of a bulldozer con-
tracted for by the Game Commission. Silver salmon, delayed at the mouth, tended
to move up Siltcoos River and into the lake quite rapidly. Angling was generally
confined to the period between November 10 and the first week in December. Anglers
checked were found to have a low success rate. Records kept by two resort owners
on Siltcoos Lake listed 103 anglers checking in 86 silvers, but the records did
not include unsuccessful anglers and are not representative of the whole. Table 37
is made up of creel census data for Siltcoos River and Lake.

Table 37

Silver salmon creel census, Siltcoos Lake and River
November 10 to December 3, 1953

Fish per	 Fish per
Method	 Anglers	 Hours	 Silvers	 angler	 hour 

Boat	 28	 108	 4	 0.143	 0.037
Bank 	 57	 103	 4	 0.07	 0.039 

Totals	 85	 211	 8	 0.09	 0.038

Table 38 depicts fair success for 25 anglers who fished along the bank of
Tahkenitch outlet.

Table 38

Silver salmon creel census, Tahkenitch Creek
November 3, to 22, 1953

Anglers	 Hours	 Fish caught	 Fish per angler Fish per hour

25	 49	 11	 0.44	 0.22

Scales analyzed from several silvers from Siltcoos and Tahkenitch are of
interest in that they show a jack leaving and returning in the third year. Scales
from young silvers in various coastal lakes reveal that some remain in fresh water
until their third year. Most adult silvers checked were of the normal silver
pattern.

Siuslaw River

Complete data on the 1954 salmon run were not available for inclusion here
but material pertaining to the 1953 run is presented.

Average size of silvers 

It was found that the average adult silver weighed 8i pounds and was 27.1
inches in length. Jacks comprised 26.5 per cent of the catch and averaged 17.3



inches in length. It is interesting to note that a late run of silvers was
checked during the steelhead creel census period. The fish were caught through-
out December and two were taken in January. They were bright and often mistaken
for steelhead by anglers. They averaged 6.5 pounds and 25.6 inches in length,

Silver salmon spawning ground counts 

Thirteen tributaries of the Siuslaw River and Lake Creek and one
Siltcoos Lake tributary were surveyed in the period December 11 1. 1953 to
January 3, 1954. Varying stream conditions undoubtedly were of importance in
the determination of the presence of fish.

Taylor and Rogers Creeks were the most productive spawning areas with
16 and 23 fish per mile, respectively. Other creeks had 6 to 8 fish per mile
with two exceptions.

Maple Creek, tributary of Siltcoos Lake, contained 135 silvers in the
mile surveyed. The count is typical of coastal lake tributaries.

Table 39

Silver salmon spawning ground count,
Siuslaw River and tributaries, 1953

Silver salmon
Stream Miles Females Males Jacks Total fish Fish per mile

Hadsall Creek 3/4 - - 1 1 1.3
Knowles	 " 3/4 2 3 1 6 8.0
Condon	 " 1 2 6 0 8 8.0
Billie	 11 1 2 4 0 6 6,0
McCleod	 " 1 1 0 0 1 1.0
Taylor	 11 1 8 8 0 16 16.0
Rogers	 It 1 11 12 0 23 23.0
Misery	 " 1 2 4 0 6 6.0
Panther	 I! 1 4 3 0 7 7.0
Haynes	 11 3/4 2 2 0 4 5.3
Greenleaf " 1 3 3 1 7 7.0
Fish	 " 1/2 2 2 0 4 8.0
Nelson	 " (1) - - - - -
Maple	 " (2) 1 - - 47 135 135.0

(1) No fish could be located on two different occasions.
(2) Tributary of Siltcoos Lake.

Steelhead creel census

Steelhead anglers were checked from November 1, 1953, to February 28,
1954. Table 40 gives the bimonthly success for bank and boat anglers. Silvers
and chinook contributed greatly to the bank angler's catch in the early part of
the season. Only two periods--December 1 to 15, and January 1 to 15--were very
productive for bank anglers insofar as steelhead were concerned. Boat anglers
caught practically all of their fish from December 16 to January 15. Adverse
weather was an important limiting factor to boat anglers. Boat anglers were four
times as successful as bank anglers*
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Average size of steelhead 

The average steelhead caught was 27 inches in length. The average
included two "jacks" under 20 inches. An average weight was not determined
because a sufficient number could not be weighed. In general, most of the fish
approximated nine pounds in weight.

Table 40

Steelhead creel census, Siuslaw River, 1953-54

BANK ANGLING:

Date	 Anglers 'Hours St.	 Sil.	 Ch.
Total
fish

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

Nov. 1 -15	 17 31 0 3	 11 14 0.82 0.45
Nov. 16-30	 142 541 5 4	 0 9 0.63 0.16
Dec. 1 -15	 102 527 15 2	 2 19 0.19 0.04
Dec. 16-31	 85 393 2 6	 0 8 0.09 0.02
Jan. 1 -15	 166 540 10 2	 0 12 0.07 0.02
Jan. 16-31	 24 79 0 0	 0 0 - -
Feb. 1 -14	 79 262 1 0	 0 1 0.01 0.00
Feb. 15-28	 14 32 0 0	 0 0 - -
Totals	 629 2,405 33 17	 13 63 0.10 0. 026

BOAT ANGLING:

Boats Boats Total	 Fish per Fish per
Date	 counted checked Anglers Hours St. Sil. fish	 angler hour

Nov. 16-31 29 5 10 47 1 0 1 0.10 0.02
Dec. 1 -15 14 5 10 66 2 0 2 0.50 0.03
Dec. 16-31 43 15 34 174 20 1 21 0.62 0.12
Jan. 1 -15 72 19 41 179 19 1 20 0.49 0.11
Jan. 16-31 1 0 0 - - - - - -
Feb. 1 -14 17 4 9 36 1 0 1 0.11 0.03
Feb. 15-28 9 1 2 7 0 0 0 - -
Totals 185 49 106 509 43 2 45 0.412 0.088

CENTRAL WILLAMETTE VALLEY DISTRICT

Steelhead fishery

The under-utilized steelhead fishery of the Santiam River was given
considerable attention in the spring of 1954. The first heavy run of fish was
noticed during the first week of April when steelhead were observed jumping at
dams at Stayton and Lebanon on April 10, and on Abiqua Creek above Silverton on
April 3.

Angling success 

Although some anglers tried their luck throughout March and April,
little success was enjoyed. For example, on April 24 and 25, 52 unsuccessful
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anglers were checked. It is thought that the largest percentage of steelhead are
caught when trout season begins and when steelhead are more available in smaller
streams and spawning areas.

Anglers were usually concentrated at popular holes in March and April.
On the North Santiam such areas were at Stayton, Mehama, Mill City and Gates
(the winter deadline). A favorite spot was below the Lebanon Dam on the South
Santiam. The newly-opened areas above Foster on the Middle and South Forks
provided anglers with access to many excellent holes along the stream.

No spawning counts were made, but it was noted that fish used the main
streams as well as small tributaries. A large number of fish were observed in
the main part of Quartzville Creek. Judging from-the exceptional number of fry
observed throughout the Santiam system, the run may have been above average.

Spring chinook fishery

Spring chinook were first observed in the Santiam system on May 14 at
the upper Stayton Dam. Fish were also appearing at the Lebanon Dam at about the
same time. Several visits were made to the Stayton Dam throughout the summer
and counts made of salmon jumping at the dam are tabulated in Table 41 .

Table 41

Spring chinook counts at Stayton Dam,
North Santiam River, 1954

Date No. fish Time observed Fish per minute

May 14 40 15 minutes 2.66
May 3o 5o 5	 11 10.00
June 11 75 10	 " 7.5o
June 22 108 10	 " 10.80
July 12 2 40	 " 0.05
August 14 0 20	 " 0.00

Angling

Angling success was quite slight for spring chinook but particular creel
census was kept since salmon anglers were intermingled with trout anglers. The
large hole 400 feet below the Stayton Dam proved to be popular for chinook fishing
as well as did holes at Mehama, Mill City and Gates.

Spawning survey 

A general survey was made in the last part of September in order to
determine the streams and areas used by chinook for spawning in the Santiam system.
It was found that almost all spawning took place in the main stream. On the Little
North Fork the only fish observed were below the falls at Elkhorn. About fifteen
were in the pool below the falls, and two pairs were spawning on the first riffle
below. On the South Santiam, all fish observed were in the stretch of river between
Foster and Cascadia with none being observed above.
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Detroit Reservoir

An estimated 19,625 anglers caught an-estimated 52,791 fish on Detroit
Reservoir in 1954, (see Table 42 ). Over one-half of the total was recorded for
the month of May. Angling pressure remained constant for the other summer months.
The number of cars counted by area are recorded in Table 43 . Lakeshore Forest
Camp was the most extensively used area because overnight camping facilities were
available.

Table	 42

Total estimated catch, Detroit Reservoir, 1954

Date
Cars
counted

Estimated
total cars*

Estimated
total anglers*

Estimated
total catch

May	 1-15 1,551
May	 16-31 861 4,078 10,195 27,424
June	 1-15 105
June 16-30 289 976 2,440 6,564
July	 1-15 506
July 16-31 401 972 2,430 6,537
Aug.	 1-15 456
Aug. 16-31 504 999 2,498 6,719
Sep.	 1-15 518
Sep. 16-Oct. 10 10 825 2,062 5,547
Totals 5,201 7,850 19,625 52,791

*Estimates by months only.

Table 43

Car count by area, Detroit Reservoir, 1954

Area May June July August Sept. Totals

Mongold 492 30 75 123 90 810
Forest camp 543 84 425 319 266 1,637
Breitenbush arm 425 65 136 192 87 905
Detroit 307 36 104 107 53 607
N. Santiam arm 477 119 164 96 32 888
Blowout Cr. arm 178 10 6 * * 194
Totals 2,422 344 910 837 528 5,041

*No count made.

Stocking

Sixty-thousand ranbows of legal length were stocked in the reservoir
in 1954 plus 140,000 rainbow fry. Breitenbush and the North Santiam Rivers, were
also well stocked.



Creel census

Bimonthly catches are listed in Table 44. Anglers averaged 2.69 fish
per person and 0.54 fish per hour for the season. Young chinook salmon, landlocked
by the dam, contributed to the catch in May as did cutthroat and some eastern brook.
Young steelhead, recorded in the table as rainbow, comprised a surprising portion
of the catch in the early part of the season.

Table 44

Creel census, Detroit Reservoir, 1954

Date Anglers Hours Rb. Ct. Ch. EB
Total
fish

Fish
per
angler

Fish
per
hour

May	 1-15 1,568 8,374 5,361 46 325 22 5,754 3.68 0.69
May	 16-31 651 3,248 991 14 39 2 1,046 1.60 0.32
June	 1-15 44 145 47 0 4 0 51 1.16 0.35
June 16-30 163 672 437 1 13 0 451 2.77 0.67
July	 1-15 263 1,274 400 0 10 0 410 1.56 0.32
July 16-31 202 935 314 0 7 0 321 1.59 0.34
Aug.	 1-15 171 829 444 0 14 0 458 2.68 0.56
Aug. 16-31 224 1,111 651 0 2 0 653 2.92 0.59
Sep.	 1-15 273 1,206 541 0 1 0 542 1.98 0.45

Totals 3,559 17,794 9,186 61 415 24 9,868 2.69 0.54

Length frequency of rainbows 

In Table 45 , 3,785 rainbows, measured by Game Commission personnel,
were recorded by size groups and time of catch in order to plot the growth rate.

Table 45

Length frequency of rainbow trout, Detroit Reservoir, 1954

Sizegroups by inches
Period 6-S 5-10 10-12 12-14 14-16 16-18 Total

May 132 1,064 879 70 3 3 2,151
July-Sept. 34 363 1,138 95 2 2 1,634
Totals 166 1,427 2,017 165 5 5 3,785

Two gill net sets were made in the reservoir prior to trout season.
(See Table 46 ). Scales were examined and rainbows from six to nine inches with
one winter annulus were thought to be of a 1953 planting of 300,000 fry.

Creel census, North Santiam and tributaries 

The variability of success in the North Santiam was largely accounted for
in that many anglers were fishing for spring chinook from May 16 ,to June 15.
Table 47 shows the relatively sharp drop in success for the period. Heavy stock-
ing in the last part of August increased the angler success to 0.97 fish per hour
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The season's success rate was 0.47 fish per hour.

Table 46

Length frequency of fish in gill net sets,
Detroit Reservoir, April 1954

No. of
sets	 Species

2	 Rainbow
Cutthroat

Size group in inches 
6-8	 8-10	 10-12

7	 8	 3
0	 1	 0

Total

18
1 

19Total 

Table 47

Creel census, North Santiam River, 1954

Date Anglers Hours Rb. Ct. St. Ch.
Total
fish

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

May	 1-15 17 48 32 2 1 0 35 2.06 o.73
May	 16-31 62 125 2 0 1 7 10 0.16 0.08
June	 1-15 62 159 6 0 6 1 13 0.21 0.08
June 16-31 52 154 106 1 1 0 108 2.08 0.72
July	 1-15 24 45 19 0 0 0 19 0.79 0.42
July 16-31 6 12 8 0 0 0 8 1.33 0.67
Aug.	 1-15 28 76 27 0 0 0 27 o.96 0.37
Aug. 16-31 35 141 137 0 0 0 137 3.92 0.97
Totals 286 76o 337 3 9 8 357 1.25 0.47

Creel census data for the main tributaries of the North Santiam are
presented in Table 48.

Table 48

Creel census, North Santiam tributaries, 1954

Total	 Fish per	 Fish per
Stream	 Anglers Hours Rb. Ct. EB	 fish	 angler	 hour

Breitenbush R. 31 71 24 2 1 27 0.87 0.38
Little N. Fork 27 59 17 7 0 24 0.89 0.41
Marion Creek 13 45 0 32 0 32 2.45 0.71

Creel census, South Santiam

The South Santiam and tributaries received little angling pressure
except for opening day as depicted in Table . 49. Thomas Creek is slightly above
average in success since anglers enjoyed good fishing following a July stocking.
Quartzville r,reek was quite popular for steelhead angling.
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Table 49

Creel census, South Santiam and tributaries, 1954

Stream Anglers Hours Rb. Ct. St.
Total
fish

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

South Santiam R. 36 75 12 0 0 12 0.33 0.16
Middle Santiam R. 2 6 7 1 0 8 4.00 1.33
Crabtree Cr. 50 100 27 3 0 30 0.60 0.30
Thomas Cr. 77 176 120 22 0 142 1.84 0.81
Roaring R. 24 41 6 2 0 8 0.33 0.19
McDowell Cr. 13 25 12 2 0 14 1.08 0.56
Hamilton Cr. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
Quartzville Cr. 35 83 24 0 3 27 0.77 0.33
Bilyeu Cr. 21 57 7 23 0 3o 1.43 0.53
Wiley Cr. 8 20 2 6 0 8 1.00 0.40

Creel census, Pudding River drainage 

Abiqua and Butte Creeks had a respectable 0.78 fish-per-hour success
for the season. Planted rainbow comprised almost 50 per cent of the catch.
Angling totals are given in Table So.

Table 50

Creel census, Pudding River system, 1954

Total	 Fish per Fish per
Stream	 Anglers Hours	 Rb.	 Ct.	 St.	 fish	 angler	 hour

Abiqua Cr. 164 376 188 108 1 297 1.81 0.79
Butte Cr. 37 124 5 89 0 94 2.54 0.76
Silver Cr. 21 42 1 29 0 30 1.43 0.71
Drift Cr. 15 29 3 9 0 12 0.80 0.42

Creel census, west side Willamette tributaries 

Anglers enjoyed fair success at 0.75 fish per hour on the Luckiamute
River. The Little Luckiamute provided a fewer number of anglers with the same
success rate per hour. Planted rainbow comprised about one-third of the catch for
all west side streams shown in Table 5i. Data for Mary's River and Rickreall
Creek include opening week end catches only.

Cascade lakes

Creel census

Success was variable for Cascade lakes in the district. Pamelia Lake
was outstanding with a fish-per-hour catch rate of 1.71, but the catch was com-
prised almost entirely of small cutthroats of six to eight-inch lengths. Parrish
and Ann Lakes provided a better-than-average catch for eastern brook. Although
success at Marion Lake was not considered to have been good, rainbows in the catch
were quite frequently from 14 to 20 inches in length. Data concerning the lakes
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studied are presented in Table 52.

Table 51

Creel census, west side tributaries of Willamette River, 1954

Hours Rb. Ct.
Total
fish

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hourStream Anglers

Little Luckiamute 99 294 116 106 222 2.24 0.76
Mary's River 57 130 0 117 117 2.05 0.90
Rickreall Creek 15 16 0 7 7 0.47 0.44

Luckiamute R.:*
May 246 1,012 245 597 842 3.42 0.83
June 110 477 19 175 194 1.76 0.41
July and August 121 539 259 223 482 3.99 o.89

*Total Luckiamute 477 2,028 523 995 1,518 3.18 o.75

Table 52

Creel census, Cascade Lakes, 1954

Lake Anglers Hours Rb. EB Ct.
Total
fish

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

Marion 73 522 90 21 0 111 1.52 0.21
Ann 71 371 0 324 1 325 4.56 0.88
Pamelia 82 572 0 0 917 917 11.18 1.71
Parrish 17 124 0 100 0 100 5.88 0.81
Daly 5 24 0 5 8 13 2.60 0.54
Big 15 97 0 6 0 6 0.40 0.06
Duffy 15 52 0 19 0 19 1.27 0.37
Santiam 3 17 0 4 0 4 1.33 0.23
Mowich 2 8 0 6 0 6 3.00 0.75
Lost 30 156 16 0 12 28 0.93 0.18
Indian Prairie 45 210 77 20 0 97 2.13 0.46

Length frequency of fish in gill nets 

Gill nets were set in Fay Lake (Table 53) and Big Lake (Table 54 ).
Both lakes contained eastern brook ranging generally from seven to ten inches in
length. A deep set was made in Big Lake for kokanee or lake trout but produced
nothing, though it is known that lake trout are often taken by anglers.

Dunlap and Elk Lakes 

Dunlap and Elk Lakes were netted experimentally in July. Two overnight

sets in each lake gave evidence that no fish survived the 1953 poisonings Elk
Lake was stocked with 25,000 small yearling rainbow in July. It is hoped that the
fish will be of sufficient size to provide angling in 1955. Dunlap Lake was
stocked in October with 2,200 rainbow fingerling.
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Table 53

Length frequency of fish in gill net sets
Fay Lake, July, 1954

Size groups in inches
No. sets	 Species	 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11	 Total 

2	 E13	 2	 8	 12	 12	 1	 35

Table 54

Length frequency of fish in gill net sets
Big Lake, August, 1954

Size groups in inches 
No. sets Species 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 Total 

1	 EB	 1	 3	 14	 2	 0	 1	 11
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LOWER WILLAMETTE 

The 1954 Willamette River spring chinook sport fishery 

The spring of 1954 marked the eleventh Willamette River spring chinook
sport fishery analysis as conducted jointly by the Oregon State Game Commission
and the Fish Commission of Oregon.

Catch determination

The method of determining the total catch is identical to that used in
previous years.

Moorage observations made in 1946, 1947, 1948, and 1950 indicated that
the pattern of fishing intensity throughout the day did not vary appreciably from
year to year. An average figure from the four years was used in determining the
percentage of boats fishing at a given time of day. The percentages, in conjunc-
tion with airplane counts of boats and the records kept by moorage operators were
used in calculating the 1954 catch (Tables 55 and 56 ).

Catch statistics

The 1954 calculated catch of 11,500 spring chinook, although nearly
5,000 fish below that of 1953, compares favorably with the average catch of the
previous nine years of study and is 2,400 fish greater than the catch of the parent
run (Table 57 ). The division of the catch was as follows: Lower river 5,763;
upper river 5,737s° which includes an estimated 194 salmon taken by bank anglers
(Table 58 ).

The peak catch in the upper as well as the lower river fisheries was
made during the week of April 18-24 (Table 58 ). In past years the lower river
peak has been about two weeks earlier than that of the upper river. Table 59
shows the catch by weeks for all the years of study.

Fishing intensity, measured in man—days of angling, was calculated to
have been 104,057 angler days, which is the highest so far recorded (Table 57 ).
The catch per day of angling was 0.11 fish, or 9.2 days of angling per fisherman
to catch one salmon.

The average length of 354 fish was 35.6 inches; the average weight was
18.5 pounds (Figures 6 and 7 ). The over—all weight of the sport catch was in the
magnitude of 114.5 tons, or 229,000 pounds.

Discussion

It will be noted in Table 57 that the 1954 total of catch plus escape-
ment is slightly greater than the parent run (1949) total. This is the third con-
secutive year that the run of the progeny has exceeded the parent run.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the average catch per boat and
gauge reading at Willamette Falls. It appears by inspection that flows resulting
in a gauge height of more than 6.0 feet result in poor fishing while flows below
6.0 feet have little effect on angling success.
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Calculations made from systematic sampling of 458 sport-caught fish
showed that hatchery-reared fish released when 4 inches long, and returning as
jacks and adults, constituted 0.7 per cent of the run.

Summary

1. The 1954 sport catch of 11,500 spring chinook salmon did not
deviate greatly from the average catch for the previous 9
years of study.

2. The peak catch in both the lower and upper river fisheries
occurred during the week of April 18-24.

3. Fishing intensity computed in man-days of effort, amounted
to 104,057 days, which is the highest on record for any
year.

4. The catch per angler day was 0.11 fish, or an average of
9.2 days of fishing to catch one salmon.

5. The average weight of 354 salmon was found to be 18.5
pounds. The total weight of all fish amounted to some
114.5 tons or 229,000 pounds.

Trout fishery'

Observations made on the opening week end (May 1-2) of trout season
showed fewer wild cutthroat in the creels than on the opening week end (April 18-
19) of the 1953 season. The later opening date in 1954 may have given most of the
fish time to spawn and drop down into the larger streams before the season opened.
The wild fish checked were in excellent condition while the fish checked on opening
week end of the 1953 season had obviously only begun to recover from their spawn-
ing activities.

Table 60 depicts creel census data collected on several streams on
May 1 and 2.

Additional creel census material collected On the Molalla River is
presented in Table 61. All fish checked were rainbows and most of them were
thought to be young steelhead which were abundant in the Molalla at that time of
year.

Table 61

Creel census, Molalla River,
June 12, 1954

Number	 Hours	 Size 	 Fish per
of anglers	 fished	 6-8 8-10	 hour 

26	 83	 7	 91	 1.18
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Relationship between average catch of fish per boat in the
Lower Willamette River spring chinook sport fishery and
the upper river gauge height at the Willamette Falls in
1954.
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Stocking of the Clackamas River was intentionally delayed because of
high, cold water conditions. Practically no stocking was done before June 15.
Table 62 is a summary of creel checks taken during the season.

Table 62
Trout creel census,
Clackamas River, 1954

Number
of anglers

Hours
fished

Fish* Fish per
hour6-8 8-10 10-12

164 5214 514 251 50 0.696

*All fish were rainbows but some were thought to be
young steelhead.

Winter steelhead

A heavy steelhead run occurred in the Molalla River almost entirely dur-
ing the months of April and May. Spawning reached a peak just at the beginning of
trout season. Although the trout anglers present on the opening week end expended
considerable effort to catch the spawning fish, few fish were taken on legal gear,
probably because of the low, clear water. Several instances of foul hooking were
reported. Fortunately, the angling pressure was not heavy.

Angler success on the Molalla during the winter season was reportedly
low for the few fishermen who participated in the fishery. Such was true even dur-
ing the month of April. This is not surprising inasmuch as the 1954 season was only
the third year the stream has been open for winter fishing. Angling success is ex-
pected to improve as the anglers become more adept at fishing the stream.

Tables 63 , 614 and 65 show creel census data concerning steelhead ang-
ling on three other streams in the district. It can be seen that the angling
success was low on all three. This may be expected considering the number of
anglers fishing in the area. Steelhead runs in the three streams would have to
increase to many times their present size to offer good angling.

Table 63

Steelhead creel census, Scappoose
Creek, 1953 - 1954 season

Period*
Number
anglers

Hours
fished Fish

Fish per
hour

Nov. 16-30 45 118 1 0.01

Dec.	 1-15 67 160 2 0.013
Jan.	 1-15 27 82 1 0.012

Jan. 16-31 13 28 0 OMB

Totals 152 388 4

* Angling effort negligible during period Dec. 15 - Jan. 1.
** Average fish per hour - 0.010
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Table 64

Steelhead creel census, Eagle
Creek, 1954 season

Period
Number
anglers

Hours
fished Fish

Fish per
hour

Jan.	 1-15 27 82 1 0.012

Jan. 16-31 34 85 2 0.024

Feb.	 1-15 27 84 1 0.012

Feb. 16-28 16 50 2 0.04

Mar.	 1-15 15 46 1 0.02

Totals 119 347 7

* Average fish per hour - 0.012

Table 65

Steelhead creel census, Clackamas
River, winter of 1954

Period
Number
anglers

Hours
fished Fish

Fish per
hour

Jan.	 1-15 126 393 8 0.020

Jan. 16-31 91 262 4 0.015

Feb.	 1-15 120 286 5 0.016

Feb. 16-28 61 173 3 0.02

Mar.	 1-15 37 111 3 0.03

Totals 435 1,225 23

* Average fish per hour - 0.02

Summer steelhead

Sauvie Island

The Sauvie Island summer steelhead bank catch was enumerated for the first
time in 1954. One of the five parking lot operators kept an accurate record of the
steelhead caught by his patrons. The other fishing areas were sampled periodically
to determine the percentage of the total catch that was reported, by the concession-
aire. The figure varied from 9 to 29 per cent. A weighted average was computed and
a factor of 18 per cent was assigned the catch tallied through the operator's lot.
On this basis the summer steelhead catch through September 13 amounted to 2,788 fish.

Anglers and concessionaires agreed that the catch was less than that of
1953, presumably because of prolonged high water and a smaller run of fish.
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Spring chinook

Anglers described spring chinook and jack angling as good during the
months of May and June. This fishery is expected to increase considerably in
magnitude in future years.

Sturgeon

Tables 66 and 67 depict sturgeon creel census data collected by
moorage operators. All fishing in the St. Helens area was done from boats while
the angling in Oregon Slough was done from the bank. According to the anglers
interviewed, angling in the St. Helens region was slightly better than in previous
years but was much worse than usual in Oregon Slough.

Table 66

Sturgeon creel census, Columbia
River near St. Helens, 1953 - 1954 season

Period
Number
anglers

Hours
fished

Legal
fish

Fish per
hour

Sublegals
caught & released

Dec.	 1-15 15 57 6 0.10 18

Dec. 16-31 8 25 8 0.32 13
Jan.	 1-15 12 60 19 0.32 15
Feb.	 1-15 24 110 57 0.52 31

Feb. 16-28 25 134 58 0.43 40
Mar.	 1-15 6 42 14 0.33 10

Totals 95 438 162 127

Angling effort negligible for period January 16-31.
Figures incomplete for period March 1-15.
Average fish per hour - 0.37.

Table 67
Sturgeon creel census, Oregon
Slough, December 1, 1953 to

March 15, 1954.
Number	 Hours	 Legal fish	 Fish per	 Sublegals

of anglers	 fished	 caught	 hour	 caught & released

42	 193	 4	 0.02	 2
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Log jams

The Weyerhauser Timber Co., Pope and Talbot Lumber Co., and the Gilmore
Logging Co. displayed excellent cooperation in the removal of two large log jams
on the Molalla River.

Forest Service cooperation 

An inspection was made of the proposed locations of two Mt. Hood Forest
Service timber access roads. One is to be built up the Collawash River, and the
other up Fish Creek. It was obvious that the aquatic life in the streams had been
given every reasonable consideration when the roads were located.

Upon notification that a logging operator was muddying a main fork of
the Collawash River, Forest Service personnel took immediate action, and the
operation was halted.

Assistance was rendered the agent in surveying certain lakes in the
Collawash River drainage.

Fish ladders 

Steelhead were delayed by high water for at least two weeks below the
Oregon City Falls fish ladder. There is a definite need here for a ladder that
will operate during extreme water conditions.

Lake inventory 

Examination of fish caught by angling in some of the lakes in the
Collawash Basin indicated overstocking. Lakes in this category include Lower
Welcome, Beth, Lenore, and Big Slide. Forest Service personnel in the area report
angling pressure as being light. Some of the lakes are fished by only one or two
parties a year.

Examination of fish caught in Upper and Lower Rock Lakes in the Roaring
River drainage led to the conclusion that these lakes also are overstocked. Forest
Service personnel describe angling pressure in the two lakes as moderately heavy.

Information collected by gill net sets in some other lakes is presented
in Table 68 .

Table 68

Average length of mature female fish in three Cascade Lakes

Lake
Number
of sets Species

Number
taken

Average size of
mature females

Middle Rock 2 E.brook 20 8.13

Squaw 1 E.brook 9 7.38

Middle Welcome 1 E.brook 14 10.20
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SANDY RIVER

Marmot fish screens

The Marmot Tish screen testing program has produced some tentative
conclusions as to the worth of the screens in by-passing downstream migrants.
Additional work is needed for more concrete conclusions. Table 69 depicts the
number and size of fish recorded in the by-pass trap for 1954. In addition, 26
adult spent steelhead and about 200 smaller fish were flushed from in front of
the screens into the river when the canal was drained.

Table 69

Fish screened from power diversion,
Marmot Dam, Sandy River 1954

Size
(inches)

Species
Steelhead Cutthroat Silver

0-2 1,379 (42) 4 (0) 3 (0)
2-4 1,291 (49) 54 (0) 1,803 (43)
4-6 2,112 (17) 192 (2) 3,190 (97)
6-8 9,250 (79) 423 (2) 33 (1)
8-10 707 (11) 26 (0) 0

Over 10 275# (8) 1414# (1) 0

Alive 14,818 738 4,888
Dead 206 5 141

Total 15,024 743 5,029
() Number of dead included.
* Adults, assumed spent.

In Table 70 are found approximated figures on screen efficiency for
the various size groups. The approximations are taken from progress reports
submitted during the summer.

Table 70

Approximate screen efficiency for various size groups
of salmonoid downstream migrants, Marmot fish

screens, Sandy River, 1954
Size
(inches)

Number of
fish by-passed

Approx. efficiency
of screens

Approx. no. of
fish available

0-2 1,366 5% 27,720
2-4
4-6

3,148
5,504

75%
100%

4,197
5,113

6-8 9,706 100% 9,614
8-10 733 100; 728

Over 10 319 85% 375
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Downstream migrants less than 2 inches in length pass readily through
the bi mesh screens. This factor is primarily responsible for the low efficiency
in the smallest size group.

It is believed that the spent adult fish in size group "Over 10 inches"
will by-pass with almost 100 per cent efficiency. The lower percentage given here
is thought to be caused by natural mortality, but it was impossible to separate
natural mortality from screen mortality.

Thus far only size differences have been found to be a factor in the
ability of fish to by-pass. Species differences are not known.

The migration time for the various species is illustrated in Figure 9.

Steelhead creel census

A summary of creel census data for Sandy River steelhead fishermen is
contained in Table 71. The total effort was much greater than the 1,519 anglers
interviewed, but no practicable estimate of the total is thought possible from
the information at hand.

Table 71

Sandy River steelhead creel census,
January 11 to April 15, 1954

Period
Number

of anglers
Number of
angler hours

Number of
steelhead

Fish
per hour

Hours
per fish

Jan. 11-31 496 1,164 14 0.012 83
Feb.	 1-15 287 782 12 0.015 65
Feb. 16-28 262 698 10 0.014 70
Mar.	 1-15 231 551 8 0.015 69
Mar. 16-31 178 376 8 0.021 47
Apr.	 1-15 65 115 2 0.017 58

Totals 1,519 3,686 54 0.015 68

For the 1954-55 steelhead season a car count on randomly-selected days
is planned for an estimate of the total effort and catch.

Scales were collected from 50 of the steelhead in creels. The results
of the scale readings are found in Table 72 . Frank Sumner checked,the readings
and passed along some valuable tips on scale analysis.

Steelhead escapement 

The population of steelhead in the Sandy seems to be a healthy one.
A total of 2,200 adult fish were counted over Marmot Dam from February 1 to
June 18. The peak of the migration was in April. The number of fish passing
the dam before the counting period is not known, but is thought to be significant.

A correlation is belived to exist between the movement of steelhead
over Marmot Dam (dependent variable) and water height and water temperature
(independent variables). Figure 10 illustrates the relationship.
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Spring chinook

Two factors are thought to be largely responsible for the decimated run
of spring chinook. They are the inadequate fishway and the fish cultural practices
carried on at Marmot Dam.

More than three weeks elapsed from the time the first chinook were sighted
at Marmot Dam until the first one was found in the fish ladder trap. During the
three weeks the salmon were jumping repeatedly at the north side of the dam;
probably not without some injury. Five of those that passed the dam were found
dead on the screens long before the spawning period.

A survey was initiated to determine the pre-spawning mortality of the
fish held for eggs.

The spring chinook situation is summarized in Table 73 .

Table 73

Distribution of spring chinook salmon arriving
at Marmot Dam, Sandy River, 1954*

Number
of fish

Number
of females

Number
of eggs

Per cent
of total

Fish Commission
egg-take 193 114 502,480 (49)

Pre-spawning
mortality 123 71 312,400 (30)

Escapement
over dam 52 30 132,000 (13)

Spawning in
holding pool (32) (19) (88,000) (8)

Totals (400) (235) (1,034,880) (100)

* The figures in parentheses are estimations. The remaining figures are actual
counts and calculations from actual counts.

Fish passage at river mouth

On several occasions in the fall of 1954, the river mouth was surveyed
in relation to fish passage. The Sandy is wide and shallow at its lower end.
Sand bars are constantly shifting downstream. At the time of the surveys, the
average depth of water was 4 to 6 inches. It is believed that the fall runs of
fish could enter the river, although their migration may be retarded to a slight
degree.

A visit to the U. S. Geological Survey office in Portland brought forth
the flow records for the days the river mouth was surveyed. Table 74 depicts
low, high, and average flows for the respective days.
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Table 74

Sandy River flow from U.S.G.S. water recorder
below confluence of Bull Run River, 1954

Date of survey
Low flow
(cfs)

High flow
(cfs)

Average f ow
(cfs)

September 8 180 880 697
September 24 350 1,010 894
September 29 135 870 578
October 6 (Approximately same as 9/29)

The power plant at Bull Run is largely responsible for the wide fluctua-
tion in flow. The surveys were at the time of day when the flow was near its peak.

The summer season of 1954 was unusually wet. In 1952 the average flow
for September was 389 cfs, for October 326, and for November 294 cfs. It is
probable that the migration of fall fish was impeded to a much greater degree in
1952.

Tagged fish experiment 

In an effort to determine the contribution of hatchery trout to the
creel in the Sandy River,. 1,500 rainbow trout of legal length were tagged and
released in /14y 1953. Table 75 lists the returns.

Table 75

Returns from tagged fish released in. Nay, 1953,
in upper Sandy River system

Stream
Number of

fish tagged

Number of Percentage of
tags returned
1953	 1954

tags returned
1953	 1954

Sandy River 600 25 1 4.2 0.2
Salmon River 200 33 1 16.5 0.5
Zigzag River 250 30 0 12.0 0.0
Camp Creek 250 31 0 12.4 0.0
Still Creek 200 47 4 23.5 2.0

Totals 11500 166 0.4

Most of the fish were recovered near the release site. Of the 600
planted in the Sandy itself, one was recovered at Gordon Creek and one at the
river mouth.

The figures are probably lower than the actual contribution to the creel.
No systematic sampling of creels was undertaken. The figures given here are from
voluntary returns.
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Temperature record

The thermograph has been in operation throughout most of the year.
Normally its location is about one-quarter mile below the U. S. Highway 30 bridge.
High water backing into the Columbia forced the removal during May, June, and July.

During the interval it was placed in operation at the fish screens at
Marmot Dam. Figure 11 shows the temperatures at maximum and minimum by month.
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NORTHEASTERN OREGON 

Wallowa Lake

Catch record

A random method of creel sampling vas designed and closely followed on
every 10th day at Wallowa Lake for 160 days (May 2 - October 8) for a 12-hour
period on each check day to provide total catch data needed in developing a
stocking policy. A daily calculation of use was made on the basis of counts at
2-hour intervals (with binoculars) of all boats and bank anglers. From inter-
viewed anglers, a random sample of the catch and time expended per completed
trip for both bank and boat anglers was obtained and applied to the counted
anglers in terms of the possible number of trips within the check day.

Total anglers on any check day were computed thus: C/N x H/A when
C/N equals the total visual count of all anglers divided by the number of counts,
and H/A equals the total average hours in an average angling day (12) divided by •
the average time expended per angler trip. A daily use factor was thus calculated
for both boat and bank anglers which could be applied to each of the 160 days in
the season.

One mathematical weakness occurs in determining the average number of
possible hours in an average angling day within the period. An average of 12 was
assigned to the formula as being the best whole number suiting the length of all
of the days within the check period. A statistical testing of the formula indi-
cates a probability of error of about 5 per cent. Tables 76 and 77 include the
seasonal calculations regarding angling activity and success at Wallowa Lake in
1954.

Table 76

Calculated seasonal averages for the 160-day random
sampling period - Wallowa Lake

Boat	 Bank

Average hours per angler trip 	 3.2	 3.2

Average number of fish per angler trip 	 2.7	 3.7

Average number of anglers per boat 	 2.2	 -

Average number of possible trips per day 	 3.7	 3.7

Table 77

Calculated seasonal totals for the 160-day random
sampling period - Wallowa Lake

	

Total	 Total
angler trips	 catch	 Rainbow	 Kokanee Dolly Varden

Boat	 8,500	 22,270	 19,100	 2,940	 220
Bank	 5,500	 20,540	 20,100	 205	 205 

Totals	 14,000	 42,810	 39,200	 3,145	 425 
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Marked rainbow released in 1952 in Wallowa Lake contributed 77 per cent
of all rainbow found in anglers' creels. Applying, the known percentage of hatchery
fish in the catch in 1952 to the catch in 1954, a total of about 30,000 hatchery-
reared rainbow were estimated to have been caught. Total stock in 1954 was 35,000
legal-sized rainbow. The inference that 85 per cent of our hatchery stock was
taken in 1954 is based on the non-random creel sampling of marked fish in 1952.

In an effort to reduce the increasing numbers of legal-sized hatchery
trout apparently needed* in Wallowa Lake to maintain a fishery, 23,000 four to
six-inch rainbow were marked and released in September. An earlier experiment
(1948) revealed that 5-inch rainbow stocked in Wallowa Lake contributed substan-
tially to the creel. By utilizing graded sublegal fish, a future reduction in
the numbers of yearling trout may be possible. A total of 40,000 sublegal fish
will be marked and released by April 1, 1955.

High lakes of the Wallowas 

In line with our management efforts toward trout production, Razz Lake
was treated with 385 pounds of 5 per cent rotenone to eliminate a population of
very small eastern brook trout prior to the stocking of golden trout fry. Razz
Lake lies at the 8,500-foot level. A low, earthen dam was constructed at the
outlet to check the flow of treated water entering Horseshoe Lake.

A total of 9,774 golden trout fry were brought from Wyoming by truck,
and released in high Wallowa Mountain areas in 1954. The use of golden trout
is limited to high, barren waters and to those high lakes where stunted brook
trout no longer provide angling. A total of 1,000 golden trout fry were trans-
ferred to the Wizard Falls Hatchery, where they will be held for brood stock.

The extremely poor catch of kokanee reflects events occurring in 1950
and 1951 on the Wallowa River. At that time channel dredging obliterated nearly
all of the kokanee spawning area.

Inventories reveal that Magone and Strawberry Lakes can be safely
stocked annually with small numbers of brook trout fingerlings. No stocking is
indicated for Fish Lake. Twin Lake should receive a small planting of brook
trout biennially.

The impounded waters of Northeastern Oregon

Unity Reservoir 

Gill net sampling since 1951 revealed an alarming increase of roach and
suckers in Unity Reservoir. Creel sampling in early May indicated that the average
length of rainbow trout was being driven down by competition with coarse fish.
An early recommendation for total poisoning was accepted, and an increased bag
limit for the removal of trout was inaugurated by the commission.

Prior to the application of rotenone, the upper limits of coarse fish
were established on main tributaries by the use of shocker or rotenone.

In late October, 18 men spent 3 days applying about 2,000 pounds of
rotenone to the 200 miles of tributary streams. Dredge hole areas were sprayed

*See Figure 12
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with a high pressure, two-inch hose supplied by a Homelite pump from a 300-gallon
mixing tank. Liquid rotenone dripped slowly from drums suspended over the two
main tributaries for a 4-day period to prevent fish from entering the tributaries
to escape the toxic reservoir water.

A total of 4,300 pounds of rotenone was applied to the reservoir by
boats and a power pump. Back pumps were used in shallow mud flats near tributary
deltas.

McKay Reservoir

Many thousands of anglers took advantage of the first crop of rainbow
trout produced in the reservoir since poisoning in October, 1952. Creel sampling
on forty separate trips by Game Commission or State Police personnel indicates
excellent angler success. Averages on check days ranged from 2 to nearly 8 fish
per angler. Sampling indicates that about 70,000 rainbow trout were taken in the
season.

Table 78

McKay Reservoir, Umatilla County, 1954
An illustration of angler success on a reclaimed reservoir

in its first year of production

Number
interviewed

Total
hours

Total catch
(rainbow)

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

Bank anglers
Boat anglers

2,046
1,990

4,846
5,317

5,371
7,699

2.6
3.8

1.1
1.5

Totals 4,036 10,163 13,070 3.2 1.28

Warm-water game fish

A total of about 100,000 largemouth bass fry were distributed in the
northeast region upon arrival by plane from Oklahoma. Heavy losses were sustained
during releases. Successfully stocked were Cold Springs Reservoir and the McNary
backwaters in Umatilla County, three highway ponds and two river sloughs in Union
County, and one highway pond in Baker County.

Previous releases of bass stock in Cold Springs Reservoir provided many
hours of angling in 1954 as small bass entered the catch in numbers.

Three ponds in Baker County, totalling seven surface acres, were
chemically treated to remove coarse fish and stunted bullheads prior to the
liberation of bass.

The streams of Northeastern Oregon

Powder River

An experiment utilizing eyed rainbow trout eggs and live trout finger-
lings was conducted in the turbid waters of the Powder River in an effort to
measure the effect of gold dredging silt upon game fish.
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By the end of a 20-day period all of the eyed eggs at the Powder River
station were dead (See Table 79 ). Mortality resulting from smothering was noted
on the second check trip six days after the transfer of eggs to the Powder River
hatching basket.

Mortality among rainbow fingerlings was constant through the period of
experimentation at the Powder River station.

Table 79

The effect of siltation on rainbow trout and eyed eggs
on the Powder River, April 16 - May 7, 1954

Surface	 Rainbow	 Rainbow
Turbidity	 temperature	 fingerling	 egg

range	 range	 mortality	 mortality
in	 in	 in	 in

Stations	 p.p.m.	 degrees F.	 per cent	 per cent 

Powder River
1-1/2 miles
below dredge 1000 - 2500 41° - 46° 57.0 100

Smith Creek
(clear trib.) 0 - 0 390 - 58o 9.5 6

No rainbow trout losses were observed in the live-boxes until the sixth
day of the experiment. At that time, two fish were found dead in each live-box.
Mortality then ceased at the Smith Creek station, but losses continued in the
Powder River group.

The collection of information relative to the actual amount of turbidity
and its effect upon game fish was necessary before pollution abatement action
could be taken on the Powder River. Random turbidity sampling at two-week inter-
vals was accomplished over a period of eight months in 1954. Six stations
provided a sequence of readings which illustrate the effect of gold dredging on
water quality over a 50-mile distance (Table 81). A graphic illustration
(Figure 13) reveals the rapid clearing of the Powder River after the dredge closed
down on the first week in August.

Continued sampling by electrofishing on the Powder River revealed no
rainbow trout for a distance of about 50 miles. By comparison, one section worked
on Deer Creek, tributary to the Powder River, revealed native rainbow populations
in limited numbers. Whitefish were also found in Deer Creek, but are not present
in the river below the dredge; Table 80 closely resembles similar work done in
1953. No rainbow have yet been found in the constantly silted area.

Rotary screen investigations 

By-pass trapping was continued in 1954 at 33 installations representing
17 per cent of all operating screens to provide information pertaining to mainte-
nance, the time and frequency of fish migration, and the practicality of operating
certain screens.
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A total of 92,064 salmon and steelhead fingerlings was counted through
the 33 by-pass traps in the 1954 irrigation season. An average of 2,790 fish
was stopped at each screen. Since nearly 200 screens were in operation, an
estimated saving of 560,000 fish was probably realized.

Screen efficiency sampling and open diversion sampling was continued in
1954 to provide further information pertaining to: (1) the need for screens;
(2) the specific mesh sizes necessary in relation to the size of migrants present;
and (3) a determination of the kind of maintenance required at some screens.

Table 82 includes a seasonal record of downstream migrant trapping at
20 screen by-passes located on 8 different streams. The underlined figures repre-
sent peak months in migration at the various installations.

In addition, some screens on Eagle Creek were operating in November with
interesting results at a few by-passes where check boxes had been installed, as
shown in Table 83.

Table 80

Electrofishing, Powder River, 100-foot sections

Station
below
dredge	 Turbidity	 Squaw- Chisel-
(miles) Temp. in p.p.m. Rb. Suckers fish mouth 	 Dace Cottids Shiners

6 54 15o* 0 14 14 0 5 6 3
30 68 1,000 0 7 5 0 0 57 1
45 74 20 0 19 16 78 4 0 8

* Ten days after dredge ceased operation

Table 83

Eagle Creek - November, 1954

Screen number Rainbow Salmon Total

9-1 303 3,153 3,456
9-4 253 4,849 5,102
9-6 48 833 881
9-23 187 2,913 3,100

Totals 791 11,748 12,539

Birch Creek

Pollution from waste water discharges at the Pilot Rock Lumber Company
caused a void in game fish populations for a distance of over two miles in Birch
Creek, an excellent steelhead spawning stream in the Umatilla drainage. The results
of electrofishing in four 100-foot sections were presented at a hearing in the
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Table 81

Measurements of turbidity caused by siltation
from gold dredging, Powder River, 1954

(Measurements in D D M•__• with U.S.G.S. turbidity tape)

Approximate miles below dredge
1 mile

below dredge
1 mile above

dredge
47 38 29 10

Date	 N. Powder Baker Salisbury McEwen

Feb.	 315
110
160

200
225

450
450

1000
2000

300C*
3000*

0
0

Mar.	 2 180 250 350 2000 3000* 0
17 160 220 240 600 1200 0

1 250 280 400 1500 2500 0
Apr.	 16 35o 400 450 750 1000 0

3 130 450 300 2000 2500 0May	 18 20 600 600 3000* 3000* 0

June	 115
50
75

600
450

550
550

2500
3000

3000
3000

0
0

July	 1 75 450 500 2500 3000* 0
13 18 500 800 3000* 3000* 0

3Aug.	 16***
15
22

1000
175

3000
160

3000*
110

3000*
120

0
0

Sept. 2
15

24
26

25
20

95
40

85
40

105
45

0
0

Oct.	 1 0 0 0 25 25 0

* Turbidity greater than 3,000 D D M•_• not measurable on field equipment
** Dredge not operating temporarily

*** Dredge closed down for season
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Umatilla County District Attorney's office (Table 84). Other evidence of damage
was presented by the State Sanitary Authority. Pilot Rock Lumber Company officials
promised restoration of the stream. Two large pumps have been installed and no
wastes of any kind reach Birch Creek at the present time.

Table 84

The effect of mill wastes on rainbow trout populations
in Birch Creek from electro sampling

Over Total Rough
Section no.	 Location	 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-12	 12	 Rb.	 fish

1	 2 mi. below mill	 -	 2	 -	 -	 -	 2	 30

2	 14 mi. below mill	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2*

3	 1 mi. above mill4	 21	 29	 4	 1	 2	 57	 418

4	 3 mi. above mill	 L 	 18	 3	 -	 -	 25	 46

* Small dace dead

Grande Ronde River

A preliminary survey of several Grande Ronde River tributaries indicates
that our efforts in 1953 toward reducing fish kill in budworm spray project areas
may have been effective. No aquatic life was observed to have been destroyed in
lower Beaver Creek.

On Limberjim Creek, an excellent steelhead spawning area, blind rainbow
trout were noted on July 12. Blindness and "burning" around the eyes, mouth, and
dorsal area seems to precede destruction by DDT in oil solution. Heavy kills of
crayfish, Cottids, and aquatic insects were found over a two-mile area.

The sampling of live fish populations with electricity, before and after
spraying, is summarized in Table 85.

Table 85

Limberjim Creek

Before spraying
	

After spraying
Rb.	 Cottids
	

Rb.	 Cottids

Sec. 1
	

41	 14	 20	 7

Sec. 2
	

25	 8	 18	 5

A new spring chinook salmon run on the upper Grande Ronde River initiated
numbers unknown on the river for over 30 years. In a 3-mile section, 89 salmon
and 42 redds were counted. By air, a total of 83 redds was seen on the upper
river, and 19 redds on Sheep Creek. In 1953, only 12 salmon were counted in the
same area.
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Steelhead, Northeast Region

Catch records collected by State Police and Game Commission personnel
indicated a generally good return to steelhead anglers using northeastern Oregon
streams in 1954 (see Table 87 ). An exception was the catch from the Imnaha
River, which has been consistently low per unit of effort since 1951.

Circumstances attendant upon the location of McNary Dam on the Columbia
River have concentrated steelhead anglers into a 2-mile area. Bank angling is
apparently most popular on the Oregon shore, but boat angling produces more steel-
head (see Table 86 ).

Necessary to the management of steelhead in some upper Columbia River
tributaries will be a spring closure designed to protect ripe fish in open areas
near present deadlines. Noted in 1954 was a heavy take of gravid females in the
upper Grande Ronde River, Walla Walla River, and Pine Creek in mid-April.

Table 86

A comparison of success between boat and bank anglers,
Columbia River, McNary area, December 1953- April, 1954

Method
Anglers

interviewed Hours
Steelhead
landed

Fish
per
angler

Hours
per

steelhead

Bank

Boat

570

197
1,837

711

90

82

0.16
0.42

20.4
8.7
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SOUTHEASTERN OREGON

Creel census

The 1954 angling season throughout the southeast region and particularly
in Harney and Malheur Counties was quite markedly affected by abnormally dry weather
throughout the year. Precipitation for the year to November 5, 1954, in Harney
County, totalled 5.40 inches which was 2.24 inches below normal for an 18-year
period.

Small streams provided angling early in the spring but soon became dry
or nearly so and were non-productive insofar as angling was concerned. Nearly all
reservoirs were drawn down far below normal and some were reaching a critical point

for game fish. Only the large streams continued to flow all season.

Malheur Reservoir, in Watershed 10, attracted the largest concentration
of anglers in Malheur County during the opening week end, but with half the number
of anglers in the same period in 1953. A count of boats, shore anglers and camps
between 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. revealed that approximately 95 boats, 270 shore
anglers, 57 camps on May 1, and 147 boats, 209 shore anglers and 69 camps on May 2
were present at the reservoir in 1954.

During the opening week end, angler success on Malheur Reservoir was
miserably poor and remained below one fish per angler until after mid-July. As a
result of such poor returns, the bulk of the fishing effort shifted to Beulah
Reservoir which began producing-good catches of rainbow of ten to fourteen inches
in length and continued to do so until mid-season when angling improved slowly in
Malheur Reservoir and slacked off at Beulah.

Creel census information for Malheur Reservoir is given in Table 88

A summary of creel census information for Watershed 10 is given in
Table 89•

Creel census in Watershed 11 was not too extensive but revealed that
nearly all of the fish taken were warm-water game fish composed of crappie for the
most part, followed by largemouth bass, smallmouth bass and bullheads, respectively.
Few trout were taken except those stocked in the Owyhee River below the dam.

Angling in the Owyhee Reservoir during the 1954 season was not as pro-
ductive as in 1953 because the boat hoist located at the dam discontinued operation
on June 1st, making,it necessary for anglers to launch their boats elsewhere on
the reservoir, and there was a rapid and unprecedented drawdown of the reservoir
which made it impossible to launch boats except at Dry Creek, Deadman Gulch or at
the Cherry Creek resort which was difficult to reach. As a result, angling pressure
for more than half the season was a mere token of what it should have been.

In checking anglers during the early part.of the season as to origin, it
was found that 56.5 per cent of the fishermen entering the Owyhee Reservoir by way
of Cherry Creek or the dam were non-resident Idaho anglers. On May 16, a car check
at Cherry Creek revealed that 66.2 per cent 'of the anglers were non-resident.

Anglers on the Snake River near Ontario took smallmouth bass and channel
catfish for the most part. One male sturgeon weighing 125 pounds and measuring
six feet in length was taken in the Nyssa area. An examination of a cross-section
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of the pectoral fin by fishery research biologist, Ivan J. Donaldson, of the U. S.
Engineers established the age of the sturgeon at approximately fifteen years.

A summary of creel census information for important waters of the Owyhee
drainage is given in Table 90.

Streams and reservoirs in Watershed 12 provided excellent fishing in
spite of the water shortage. Fish Lake continued to be the most popular angling
spot, followed by Delintment Lake and Silver Creek Reservoir. Excellent returns
were enjoyed by anglers throughout the entire season at Fish Lake. The catch was
composed of 73 per cent rainbow and 27 per cent eastern brook. The majority of
the brook trout were taken within an eight-week period following the release of
2,000 fish on June 29.

Creel census data for Fish Lake are given in Table 91.

The largest trout in the region were taken from Silver Creek Reservoir
where approximately 50 per cent of the rainbow stocked in May 1953 at 8 inches in
length were being taken in the 18 to 2I -inch length class by the end of the 1954
season.

A creel check at Delintment Lake revealed that success had been attained
in preventing a total winter kill as had occurred in past years. Five rainbow and
four eastern brook were checked which had been tagged in 1953 and survived the
winter owing to the efforts of local sportsmen and Game Commission personnel in
aerating the lake during the latter part of the winter.

A summary of creel census data for individual waters in Watershed 12 is
given in Table 92

Angling in Watershed 13 continued to be productive during the 1954 season
Crump and Hart Lakes provided fair bullhead angling before the trout season opened.

Drew's Reservoir and Creek yielded the majority of the large rainbow
taken during the summer. Many of the rainbow were scarred with lamprey marks.

A creel census at Blue Lake was taken through a system of voluntary
returns. Check boxes and creel slips were installed at the head of each trail
near the lake. Anglers leaving the lake were requested by signs to complete creel
slips and leave them in the boxes. By the method, eighty-three creel checks were
obtained.

Lofton Reservoir contains many excellent eastern brook trout, but few of
the trout are taken by anglers.

Creel census results for Watershed 13 are given in Table 93.

Fish population studies 

Studies to determine the extent of trash fish populations in various lake
and reservoirs of the southeast region were made with gill nets and seines.

Results of the studies are presented in Table 94

Trout were examined for maturity, sex, weight and length measurements.
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Table 95 presents length at maturity data for female fish from south-
eastern Oregon -waters. Table 96 gives the composition and length frequency by
percentages of the same fish. Fork length measurements were used in all cases.

Trash fish control

Two rehabilitation projects were completed within the region during the
1954 season.

Antelope Reservoir, in southern Malheur County, was treated with rotenone
on October 26, 1954 in order to eliminate a population of suckers, squawfish, shiner
and perch. Since it is impractical to poison out the tributary Jordan River which
lies mainly in Idaho above the reservoir, the Antelope project will be an experiment
in partial control through periodic poisoning.

At the time of treatment, the reservoir was drawn down to less than 80
surface acres and required only 650 pounds of rotenone to complete the job.

The reservoir will be restocked with two strains of cutthroat and two
strains of rainbow in an effort to determine the type of trout best adapted to
the waters of southeastern Oregon.

Priday Reservoir in southern Lake County was poisoned on November 12,
1954 in order to eliminate a population of brown bullheads. The reservoir con-
tained approximately 86 surface acres with a maximum depth of twelve feet and 1,900
pounds of rotenone were required to kill all the resident fish. Here cutthroat or
rainbow are to be stocked.

Following the poisoning, 346 bullheads were picked up along the shoreline.
Table 97 gives the various size groups into which the fish fall.

Table 97

Length frequency of 346 bullheads from Priday Reservoir,
Lake County, November 12, 1954

-■•■10.11•■■■■IYM•••••..1.,

Size group Number

0-2 3
2-4 9
4-6 22
6-8 206
8-10 96

10-12 8
12-14 2

Total 346

In conjunction with trout stocking, a number of checks have been made
from time to time throughout the season for the presence of delayed mortality. In
the past, a loss of trout has occurred enroute from the hatchery to the liberation
site and following liberation.

In making an attempt to check for delayed losses, a number of trout from
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various loads stocked throughout the season in the region were held for a seven-
day period in live boxes. Results of the various live box checks are given in
Table 98 Serious losses occurred in a few loads but otherwise liberation suc-
cess was excellent throughout the season. Losses enroute from hatchery to libera-
tion sites were almost non-existent even though hauls were frequently over 200 miles
one way with the longest haul being 482 miles.

In order to compare the merits of Oregon liberation units with those of
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service from Hagerman Hatchery, Idaho, checks were made
on two occasions.

Table 99 gives a comparison between three liberation trucks hauling
trout from the Hagerman Hatchery in Idaho to southeastern Oregon waters.

Table 100 gives a comparison between an Oregon and a U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service liberation unit. Chemical tests were made by a U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service biologist.

Biological survm

A winter survey of Delintment Lake was made January 12 to 14 0 1954 in
order to determine water conditions and trout survival. An analysis of the water
revealed that the dissolved oxygen content was down to approximately 3 p.p.m. at
the surface and 2 p.p.m. at the seven-foot depth. Since fifteen trout were taken
in gill nets, it was evident that a complete winter kill had not yet occurred.

Throughout the remainder of the winter, in an effort to prevent a com-
plete winter kill as has occurred every year in the past, various methods were used
from time to time to aerate the lake. On January 20, 1954, a large air compressor
was used to force air through two hundred feet of pipe laid on the bottom of the
lake. The ice cover melted rapidly, leaving a large surface of water open to the
air after eighteen' hours of operation. The oxygen content had increased slightly..
On February 10 and 27, a group of local sportsmen attempted to aerate the waters
of Delintment Lake by installing outboard motors in holes cut in the ice. The
circulation created by the motors caused the ice to melt and exposed the water
surface to the air. The success of the efforts to prevent a total winter kill was
evident when trout were seen and caught by anglers following the spring breakup.

An attempt was made in March and April to determine the extent of the
rainbow spawning run which migrates up Drew's Creek from Drew's Reservoir each
spring. A trap was installed on March 20, 1954. The first spawning rainbow
appeared on April 1, and by the 20th, the majority of the run was completed. All
trout taken in and below the trap were measured, weighed, marked and released. A
total of 64 spawners, averaging nineteen inches in length and two end eight-tenths
pounds in weight, were checked over the trap, but the majority of the run passed
the weir during a period of high water.

In conjunction with the Drew's Creek project, a creel census was taken
during the first few days of the 1954 angling season. Trout were checked for
maturity and marks. During the three-day check, 167 anglers caught 272 trout,
94 per cent of which were migratory spawners from Drew's Reservoir. The remaining
6 per cent were resident immature trout from Drew's Creek. Only 19 marked rainbow
were found in the catch.
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Table 99

A comparison of two Oregon liberation units and
one U.S.F.W.S. (Hagerman Hatchery) unit

March 1C, 1954

Oregon
liberation
unit

U.S.F.W.S.
liberation
unit

Oregon
liberation
unit

Hatchery Hagerman Hagerman Hagerman

Liberation site Ana Ras. Ana Res. Malheur Res.
Watershed 13 Watershed 13 Watershed 10

Distance of haul 482 miles 482 miles 283 miles

Time loaded 3:40 a.m. 3:40 a.m. 6:00 a.m.

Time released 9:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 1:00 p.m.

Hours enroute 17.5 17.5 7

Gallons of water 800 500 800

Sodium amytal 400 gr. 250 gr. None

Icing 600 lbs. Yes (unknown
quantity)

None

Pounds of fish loaded 600 700 600

No. of fish loaded 3,480 4,060 3,1180

Fish held in live box 103 101 100

No. lost after one week 0 53* 0

Hatchery temperature 58° F. 58° F. 58° F.

Truck temp. at start 50° F. 48° F. 590 F.

Truck temp. at liberation
site 34° F. 41°F. 411°F.

Surface temp. at libera-
tion site 500 F. 50° F. VP

* All fish lost after the second day of captivity in live box.
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Table 100

A comparison between an Oregon State
and a U.S.F.W.S. liberation unit

May 10, 1954

Oregon	 U.S.F.W.S.
liberation
	

liberation
unit
	

unit

Origin of haul

Destination
Length of haul (one way)
Time loaded
Time liberated
Hours hauled
Species hauled
Pounds loaded
Number loaded
No. per pound
Size
Gallons of water hauled
Trucks iced

Truck temperature at start
Truck temp. at delivery point
Temperature of stream
Hatchery temperatures
Loss due to haul
Co2 content in truck
M.0. alkalinity in truck
Ph content in truck
02 content in truck
Sodium amytal used
No. held in live box
No. lost after one week
No. released
Ph of creek
02 of creek

Hagerman Hatchery, Idaho
Silver Creek
Watershed. 12
326 miles
3:00 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
11
Spring rainbow
600
1,980

3.3
9
500 plus iee
500 lbs. plus 200 lbs. at
Burns

56-59° F.
55-57° F.
59° F.
0
10 p.p.m.
145 P.P.m•
7.1 p.p.m.
11.3 p.p.m.
None
51
1
50
7.4 p.p.m.
8 .9 p.p.m.

Klamath Hatchery
Sawmill Creek

Watershed 12
255 miles
6:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m.
7.5
Fall rainbow
400
2,040
5.1
9
800
None

46° F.
53-540 F.
55-57° F.
460 F.
0
8 p.p.m.
65 p.p.m.
7.1 p.p.m.
10.9 p.p.m.
None
105
11
94
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Of 139 trout checked for sex and maturity, 89 fish or 64 per cent were
female and 36 per cent male. Of the female fish, 39 per cent were unspawned and
not yet ripe, 29 per cent had spawned to various degrees, while 32 per cent were
completely spent. The majority of the male trout were ripe. Many of the trout
were found to be scarred with lamprey marks.

Management

A region-wide management plan for the fishery resources of the area is
in the process of being formulated in an effort to utilize the resources to the
fullest. Under the plan, the following objectives have been set forth:

1. The establishment of cutthroat trout in waters lying generally in
the southern and western part of the region, including Cow Lakes,
Antelope Reservoir and Crooked Creek in Malheur. County, Trout Creek
in Harney County and the Warner Valley lakes and tributary streams,
Silver Lake, Thompson Valley Reservoir,' Ana Spring and Rivet and the
Drew's Reservoir-Dog Lake system in Lake County.

2. The continued use of rainbow in streams tributary to Malheur Lake
and in the waters of the Malheur River system in and above Beulah and
Warm Springs Reservoir.

3. Rehabilitation of the Malheur River between Beulah Reservoir, Warm
Springs Reservoir and the Harper diversion dam with the subsequent
establishment of smalimouth bass.

4. Rehabilitation of a number of large reservoirs and lakes in order
to eliminate undesirable populations of trash fish.

5. Establishment of a series of brood ponds for mnallmouth and large-
mouth bass to serve as a source of the species for stocking purposes.
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CENTRAL OREGON -  COLUMBIA DISTRICT

Creel census

Anglers' creels were checked at lakes and streams throughout the
fishing season. Special effort was directed toward four streams selected as
representative of the drainage.

Table 101 depicts creel census data collected from December 1, 1953 to
November 1, 1954. Assistance was received from State Police game officers and
from other district personnel.

Trout

In an effort to evaluate the effect of trout stocking in the streams
of the Hood River drainage, four were selected for intensive creel census study.
Those selected were the East Fork of Hood River for a distance of 13.4 miles,
Neal Creek for a distance of 6.7 miles, Odell Creek for a distance of 2 miles
and the Lake Branch of Hood River for a distance of 6.5 miles.

The following items were considered to be of importance in this study:

1. The percentage of liberated fish returned to the creel.

2. The contribution of liberated fish to the total catch.

3. The best time and method for stocking.

4. The movement of fish from the planting site.

All of the fish stocked into the test streams were marked by the
removal of both ventral fins, and five per cent were given metal circular jaw
tags.

The marked fish were checked in the creel census, and the tags were
returned on a voluntary basis. To aid in getting maximum return, the streams
were well posted, and much aid was received from the Hood River News and from
radio station KIHR, located in Hood River.

Table 102 summarizes the tag releases and recoveries from the Hood
River drainage.

Assuming that the potential percentage of return is equal for each
stream involved, it may be that Neal Creek and Odell Creek are not providing the
desired return to the angler. From information collected during an angling
survey on the four streams, it is indicated that the smaller streams in the valley
may be overstocked for the number of anglers fishing in them.

Table 103 summarizes information collected on angler-use as based on
car counts adjacent to the test streams.

The fish released into the larger streams did not seem to move far
from the liberation site. To the contrary, in the small streams much movement
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out of them occurred, some trout being recovered at the mouth of Hood River.

Table 102

Tagged fish released and recovered,
Hood River drainage, 1954

Stream
Total fish
released

Number fish
tagged

Returns
Number Per cent

Hood River,
East Fork 14,000 700 159 22.7

Hood River,
Lake Branch 8,000 400 85 21.2

Neal Creek 2,500 125 19 15.2

Odell Creek 2,500 125 11 8.8

Table 103

Angler-use on test streams,
based on car counts, Hood River, 1954

Month
Number
of days

Streams
Hood River,
East Fork

Neal
Creek

Odell
Creek

Hood River,
Lake Branch

May 11 156 32 12 15
5* 14*

June 8 140 14 1 10
5* 4*

July 8 532 14 0 30
7*

August 7 42541* 2 1 28
1* 12* 

September 2 38 0

Totals 36 1 ,291*** 62 14 89
11* 37*

* Individual fishermen without cars
4* Represents 6 days

*** Represents 35 days

Catch records indicated that the yearlings planted in 1954 contributed
to the total catch of each stream by the following percentage: East Fork of
Hood River, 78.9; Lake Branch of Hood River, 67.8; Neal Creek, 68.9; and Odell
Creek, 53.4.
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In the latter part of the season catches in the Lake Branch and Odell
Creek were made up of 87 to 100 per cent hatchery fish released during the
current season, while East Fork and Neal Creek produced nearer the average
throughout the season.

The method and time of the liberations was satisfactory, but higher
returns to the angler may have been possible on the smaller streams if libera-
tions had been made in the last part of any given week, a practice allowing less
time for the fish to leave the streams before being caught.

Recommendations for future stocking would be toward less fish for the
smaller streams, slightly larger allocations for streams such as the East Fork,
while allocations for streams of the Lake Branch type should remain the same
as in 1954.

Steelhead

Considerable time has been expended annually toward improving and
increasing the extent of steelhead migration through screening, removal of
barriers and in the elimination of pollution.

During the 1954 season 357 anglers were interviewed and were found
to have expended 560.5 hours, in which time they caught 42 steelhead, for an
average of 0.11 fish per angler.

Table 104 summarizes Hood River steelhead creel census data by months
for 1954.

Table 104

Steelhead creel census results
Hood River, 1954

Anglers
Month	 checked

Hours
fished

Fish
checked

Fish per
hour

Hours per
fish

Fish per
angler

Dec. 11 12.5 3 0.24 4.16 0.27

Jan. 45 75.0 8 0.10 9.37 0.17

Feb. and March 88 131.5 6 0.04 21.9 0.06

April 198 319.5 23 0.07 13.8 0.11

June 15 22.0 2 0.09 11.0 0.13

Totals 357 560.5 42 0.07 13.8 0.11

Table 105 presents a comparison of the catch statistics of the steel-
head fishery in Hood River for the last three years.

In order to measure the adult populations, some method of determining
the extent of the runs should be placed into practice. To that end a counting
station may be installed in the forebay of the Powerdale Dam at the head of the
east ladder.
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Table 105

Steelhead creel census results by years,
Hood River, 1952, 1953 and 1954

Item 1952	 1953	 1954

Anglers checked	 97	 85	 357
Fish caught	 27	 22	 42
Fish per angler	 0.27	 0.25	 0.11
Hours fished	 215	 176	 560.5
Hours per fish	 7.9	 8.0	 13.8

Olallie Lake

In an effort to determine to what degree the total fishery is supported
by fingerling and yearling stockings, a marking program for Olallie Lake was
initiated in July of 1954. The allocation for 1954 was 6,000 spring rainbow
from Oak Springs. All of the fish were marked by the removal of the right ventral
fin prior to release.

It became apparent early in the season that past liberations contributed
very little to the 1954 fishery. The angling return on the opening weekend amounted
to only 0.15 fish per angler and almost 30 hours of effort per fish. Plantings of
the 6,000 fish contributed up to ninety per cent of the catch in late July and
August. An additional 3,271 legal, marked fall rainbow trout were released in the
lake from the Hood River Hatchery on August 24. Subsequent to the release, over
ninety-two per cent of the catch were marked. Table 106 summarizes the releases
of fish of legal length and the percentage of marked rainbow in the catch at
Olallie Lake in 1954.

Table 106

Fish releases and percentage of marked fish in the catch,
Olallie Lake, 1954

Census date, 1954	 Per cent

7- 2	 1,980	 RV	 7- 3 and 5	 21.7
7-15	 1,964	 RV
7-3o	 2,547	 RV	 8- 1 - 8-13	 89.7
8-24	 3,161	 RP	 8-14 - 9- 6	 92.4

Tables 107, 108 and 109 are summaries of liberations and catch statis-
tics for past years.

Table 109 shows the steady increase in total weight of fish liberated
until 1953, when only 613.1 pounds were released from a previous high of 8,045
pounds in 1952.

Table 110 summarizes the catch composition by species at Olallie Lake
since 1951.

Liberation 1954 Markdate, Number
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The last eastern brook release was made in 1949, from which enough
remained in the lake to provide forty per cent of the total catch during the
1951 angling season.

Fifteen thousand eastern brook are being held at the Hood River
Hatchery for release at Olallie Lake in July, 1955.

There was a fair catch of small fish in 1953.

It .would seem that the stocking policy for Olallie Lake should provide
approximately 10,000 rainbow of legal length and 15,000 four to six-inch eastern
brook trout annually. Results of the 1955 season may furnish information on
whether releases of fry and fingerling rainbow are desirable.

Table 107

Size composition of the catch expressed in percentages,
Olallie Lake, 1951, 1952, 1953 and 1954

Size Per cent of tota catch
ram 1331 1952 1953 195&

6-8 29 23 25 32.8

8-10 35 23 66 44.3

10-12 24 26 8 20.0

12-14 11 21 0.8 2.6

14-16 1 6 00.3 0.0

Table 108

Summary of creel census record,
Olallie Lake, 1951, 1952, 1953 and 1954

Item 1951 1952 1953 1954

Fish checked 377 139 892 765

Anglers checked 164 77 367 384

Fish per angler 2.3 1.8 2.4 1.99

Hours fished 797 387 1,952 2,032

Hours per fish 2.1 2.8 2.2 5.2
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Table 109

Comparison of species, numbers and pounds liberated at
Olallie Lake, 1947 through 1954

Year Species Number Pounds Size
Total
number

1947 EB 25,080 66 0-2
Rb 11,590 2,105 36,670 2,171

1948 Rb 9,000 300 4-6
Rb 10,920 2,190 6+
EB 29,750 85o 4-6 49,670 3,340

1949 Rb 18,900 300 4-6
Rb 13,651 3,437 6+
EB 41,95o 1,111 0 4-6 74,501 4,877

1950 Rb 13,000 65o 4-6
Rb 11,854 4,680 6+ 24,854 5,330

1951 Rb 9,480 600 4-6
Rb 25,864 5,920 6+ 35,344 6,520

1952 Rb 33,505 8,045 6+ 33,505 8,045

1953 Rb 42,000 13.1 0-2
Rb 4,020 600 6+ 56,020 613.1

1954 Rb 26,173 1,804 3-7
Rb 9,652 1,767 6+ 35,825 3,571

Table 110

Composition of the catch by species at
Olallie Lake, 1951 to 1954

Per cent
Year	 Rainbow	 Eastern brook

1951 60 4o
1952 95 5
1953 99 0.2
1954 99.4 0.6

Columbia River
Sturgeon

The sturgeon fishery on the Columbia River has, during the past three
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years, shown a gradual decrease in returns to the angler per unit of effort.
Table 111 summarizes creel census information concerning the sturgeon fishery
from Cascade Locks to The Dalles from 1952 through 1954. Table 112 depicts
creel census statistics for 1954 by months.

Considerable trouble was experienced in checking the successful anglers.
The effort expended per fish was so great that anglers had a tendency to leave
the area shortly after landing a fish.

Car counts were taken periodically during routine creel checks and are
presented in Table 113. The car counts were made on two sections of twenty miles
each and averaged 20.2 cars per day between Cascade Locks and Hood River and 27
cars per day from Hood River to The Dalles.

Table 111

Sturgeon creel census data,
Columbia River, 1952, 1953, and 1954

Item 1952 1953 1954

Anglers checked 232 486 407
Fish checked 86 70 43
Fish per angler 0.4 0.14 0.10
Hours fished 696 1,259 1,234
Hours per fish 8.1 17.9 28.6

Table 112

Sturgeon creel census by month,
Columbia River, 1954

Month
Anglers
checked

Hours
fished

Fish
checked

Fish per
hour

Hours per
fish

Fish per
angler

Dec. 51 145.5 0 0 0 0

Jan. 29 98 0 0 0 0

Feb. and
March 192 585.5 31 .05 18.82 0.16

April 95 278 5 0.1 55.6o 0.05

May and
June 25 61 6 0.09 10.16 0.24

July and
August 15 66 1 0.01 66.00 0.06

Totals 407 1,234 43 .03 28.6 .10
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Table 113

Angling pressure on the Columbia River
sturgeon fishery based on car counts

Date
Hood River to
Cascade Locks

Hood River to
The Dalles

3-28-54 13 8
4- 3-54 18
4- 4-54 16
4-11-54 36 75
4-24-54 21
4-25-54 27
5- 8-54 9 20
6- 8-54 20

Daring the season 157 anglers were interviewed concerning their opinion
on a possible change in the size limit from 30 to 36 inches, total length. Of
those interviewed, 90.4 per cent were in favor of the increased size limit, 5.7
per cent against and 3.8 per cent expressed no opinion.

Stream pollution

Stream pollution continues to be one of the major problems in the
Columbia District, but progress has been made with the major offenders.

Oregon Lumber

Operations of the Oregon Lumber Company at Dee have been a major source
of pollution to Hood River for many years. Pollutants in the form of domestic
sewage, silt, bark, trash and wood fibers have been constantly discharged into
the main river.

Through the cooperation of the State Sanitary Authority, pollutants
entering the river have been somewhat reduced. Settling basins have been installed
to prevent the wood fibers from entering the river, septic tanks were installed
to accommodate the domestic sewage, and a bark saver was placed in the log pond
that removes all the bark and splinters from the pond surface.

The discharge of the sediment from the log pond was ordered by the
Sanitary Authority to take place only during high water, but the order was violated
on Labor Day weekend.

No effort has been made by the company to keep the trash from the chipper
chain from entering the river. Their common practice is to push it over the river
bank with a bulldozer and burn it -- a practice contrary to repeated requests for
other action.

A log jam caused by Oregon Lumber Company was removed.

Large amounts of wood fiber still enter the river and have rendered the
new fish screens at Powerdale inoperative at times.
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Hood River County rock crusher

Hood River County has constructed a series of three settling basins
adjacent to the main stream channel for the purpose of removing the silt from
their rock crushing activities. The ponds have operated successfully during the
summer months, but, due to their proximity to the main channel, will, undoubtedly,
be washed out with high water along with all of the silt that has been trapped
in them.

The county has been requested to provide more adequate facilities
situated away from the main river channel for removing the silt.

Neal Creek Lumber Company

A large amount of logging slash was observed in lower Neal Creek early
in October, 1953. It was found that Neal Creek Lumber Company logged this area
under a permit issued in April, 1953.

Following is a chronological list of observations and contacts made
with representatives of the Neal Creek Lumber Company relative to the slash:

October1 1953

Logging slash was observed in the lower 3/4 mile of Neal Creek.

December 1,22D
Mr. D. Emery, Neal Creek Lumber Company, was interviewed relative
to Neal Creek slash and a date arranged for inspection.

December 3 1953

Area was inspected. Mr. Emery, the logger, requested until
September 1, 1954, to complete the necessary work.

Juk	 1954

Checked area and reminded Mr. Emery of his agreement to complete
the work by September 1, 1954.

September, 1954

Checked area; no work had been started.

October 8 1954

Checked area; no work had been started. Mr. Emery was inter-
viewed and he requested an order in writing.

Novemberlij 1954

Checked area with Mr. Mathisen. Mr. Emery was interviewed and
again reminded of his responsibility of removing the slash.

A letter requesting complete removal of slash within thirty days has
been presented to the company.
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A report that the AGA packing plant at Oak Grove was dumping a pollutant
into Indian Creek was investigated. It was found that once a week a solution
containing sodium o-phenylphenate was released into this stream.

In order to determine the effect of the solution on fish, five live
boxes containing fish were placed in the stream for a period of fourteen hours.
All of the fish were killed for a distance of 1/4 mile below the point of entry
and 75 per cent for a distance of 3/4 miles. The fish in live boxes above the
plant and 1-1/4 miles downstream remained alive. A letter requesting cessation
of the practice has been delivered by the Oregon Sanitary Authority.

Barriers

Neal Creek

Two dams have been located on Neal Creek that are forming barriers to
steelhead and salmon migrations. The upper block is an irrigation diversion dam
owned by Mr. Wesley Swyer of Odell, Oregon. He has agreed verbally to remove the
dam before the steelhead migration in 1954.

Mr. Fred Thompson has an irrigation dam about 1/4 mile below the Swyer
dam that is a partial barrier during certain water stages. He has agreed verbally
to make necessary-alterations to overcome the situation before January 1, 1955.

Lake Branch of Hood River

Two log jams on Lake Branch have been blocking upstream migration for
several years. One of the jams has been approximately three-fourths removed,
but further work was suspended by request of the Oregon Fish Commission because
of construction on the Punchbowl fish ladder. Future work on the jams will be
continued upon completion of necessary work by the Fish Commission.

Fifteenmile Creek

Four' barriers were located on Fifteenmile Creek, all of which have been
removed. Three were formed by trash and windfalls and were removed by Game
Commission personnel. The fourth barrier was formed by rocks and dirt as a
result of the railroad relocation near the mouth of the stream. It was brought
to the attention of the contractor and subsequently removed.

Fishways and screens

Oregon Lumber Com

Surveillance was maintained on the new fish ladder constructed by the
Oregon Lumber Company over their dam on the East Fork of Hood River. Considerable
trouble was experienced with the ladder being plugged by bark and debris until
a log boom was placed above the entrance to the ladder.

The ladder did not operate satisfactorily owing to the distance from
the river surface into the first storage pool until two steps were added during
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the last week of September, 1954. After the improvement, salmon and steelhead
were observed negotiating the ladder with little difficulty.

Fifteenmile Creek

Observations were made of fish attempting to surmount the existing ladder
over the falls near the mouth of Fifteenmile Creek. The ladder was in such poor
condition that no fish were successful. Temporary repairs were made and fish were
able to pass over the falls. Improvements are in order here.

Pacific Power and Lit dam

Two risers were added to the west fish ladder over the Powerdale Dam
to compensate for the increased height of the dam.

Construction is in progress on three additional steps at the bottom of
the ladder. The changes should provide a ladder over the dam that fish can
ascend with a minimum of effort.

Fish were removed from the Pacific Power and Light transition grates
during April and May but because of vandalism and the number of fish removed by
unknown persons the project was discontinued early in June.

Table 114 is a summary of the fish removed from the transition grates
from 1952 through 1954.

Table 114

Admit steelhead taken from Pacific Power and Light
transition grates by month and year

1953 	  1954

Month

1952
Live fish
liberated

Dead fish
removed

Live fish
liberated

Dead fish
removed

Live fish
liberated

Dead fish
removed

March and
April 25 19 18 6

May 40 36 168 145 91 64

June 73 23 102 39 21 45

July 3 5 14 10

August 2 9 1

Totals 118 73 309 214 130 115

Grand totals 191 523 245

A five-unit Link-Belt screen has been installed in the Powerdale
diversion by the Pacific Power and Light Company, but it is not operating with
complete mechanical satisfaction as yet. The installation includes a by-pass
trap which will be operated by Commission personnel as soon as possible and
practical.
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CENTRAL OREGON - DESCHUTES RIVER

Introduction

The objective of river basin investigations in 1954 was to acquire
information on the Deschutes basin fishery and fish populations as affected by
present and proposed irrigation and power developments. Management studies con-
sisted of trout, steelhead, and spring chinook creel censuses, spawning ground
surveys, and the collection of biological data on stream inhabited by summer
steelhead.

Creel census

Trout

Less time was devoted to creel census work in the Cove, Grandview,
Warm Springs, and Trout Creek areas than in 1952 and 1953. Extensive checking
in the Maupin, Oak Springs, and Sherars Bridge sections was conducted throughout
the forepart of June and the entire month of July by Mr. George Morrison.

Inspection of 1,286 angler creels disclosed a catch of 2,633 fish, or
2.05 fish per angler. Angler effort consumed 6,358 hours, or 2.41 hours per fish.
The angler success in 1954, 2.05 fish per angler, exceeded that of 1953, 1.61 fish
per angler, and 1952, 1.58 fish per angler.

Creel census information obtained from the lower Deschutes River by
areas is found in Table 115.

Checking of angler creels disclosed five marked yearling steelhead in
the catch. Three fish having the dorsal-adipose fins removed (1953 plant) and
two yearling steelhead with the adipose-right pectoral fins clipped (1954 plant)
were checked in late May and early June. The fish were released in Squaw Creek,
and recoveries Aere.made in the following areas: Two fish at the mouth of Squaw
Creek--dorsal-adipose mark; one fish in the Warm Springs area--dorsal-adipose
mark; two fish in the Mecca area--adipose-right pectoral mark. Additional marked
yearling steelhead may have been recorded had extensive creel checks been conducted
in the first part of the angling season. All available information collected in
past years indicates a downstream movement of yearling steelhead in April, May,
and early June in the Deschutes watershed.

The anglers checked caught twenty-four steelhead while angling for trout.

Steelhead

The summer steelhead sport catch study was continued in 1954 in the 7.5
mile section of the Deschutes River from the mouth upstream to Kloan. Table 116
depicts the data as obtained from angler interviews for the years 1951 to 1954.

A total of 1,070 steelhead anglers caught 384 fish in 4,533 hours of
angling. An average of 0.36 fish per angler, requiring 11.81 hours per fish, was
recorded. Data compiled from completed angler trips (593 interviews) revealed a
catch per angler of 0.52 fish. It was then estimated that a minimum of 1,460
summer steelhead was caught in 2,808 angler trips to the lower 7.5 miles of the
Deschutes River.
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Fish	 Fish
Anglers	 Fish	 Hours	 per	 per

Year	 checked	 caught	 fished	 angler	 hour
Estimated
anglers

Table 116

Summer steelhead sport catch, Deschutes River, 1951-1954

1951 562 362 2,395 0.64 0.15 6.62 2,451
1952 1,054 443 4,276 0.42 0.10 9.65 3,190
1953 882 375 3,578 0.43 0.10 9.54 3,737
1954 1,070 384 4,533 0.36 0.08 11.81 2,808

No marked adult steelhead were checked, although some returns from the
1952 yearling releases were expected.

From 1951 to 1953, a gradual increase in angling pressure had been noted
in the Stiles and Kloan areas. A decrease from 1952 and 1953 angling use occurred
in 1954. The factors believed to have contributed to a decreased angler use are
as follows: (1) An angler-caused fire on the Don Miller property resulted in the
closure of the east bank of the Deschutes River at the mouth. The first 5.5 miles
in former years has supported by far the greatest steelhead angler use on the
Deschutes River; (2) The angler success in 1954 was slightly less than in the
years 1951 through 1953. Highway and railroad relocation construction conducted
at the mouth of the Deschutes River possibly had some effect upon the summer
steelhead entering the river. Bridge construction work at the mouth created a
hindrance to migrating fish in September, 1954.

Extensive checking by Game Commission and State Police personnel since
1951 has reduced the number of steelhead punch card violations on the lower
Deschutes River. Yet, in 1954 a minimum of seven per cent of the anglers inter-
viewed was in violation. The violation occurring most frequently was anglers
(thirty-three) without punch cards in their possession, followed by fishermen
(twenty-seven) with unpunched cards. A few anglers (seven) did not have punch
cards but had caught steelhead. In most cases verbal warnings were issued. Past
experience has shown that cases involving steelhead punch card violations in
Sherman County have been dismissed.

Spring chinook salmon

The Sherars Falls spring chinook salmon fishery extended mainly from
April 27 to May 25, 1954. The sample of completed angler days collected was
inadequate to portray a true picture of the angler success and catch. Reports
from anglers utilizing the limited area of the sport fishery provided information
that at least 139 salmon were caught during the season. Table 117 illustrates
the data pertaining to the spring chinook sport fishery.

The 88 anglers checked took 14 salmon for a success of 0.16 fish per
angler. A total of 372 hours was expended in angler effort, requiring 26.57 hours
per fish.
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Table 117

Spring chinook salmon sport catch, Sherars Falls,
Deschutes River, 1954

Anglers	 Fish	 Fish per	 Hours	 Hours per	 Fish per	 Fish reported
checked	 caught	 angler	 fished	 fish	 hour	 caught 

88	 14*	 0.16	 372	 26.57	 0.04	 139*
* Includes jacks less than 20 inches total length

Indian dip-net fishery, Sherars Falls 

Slight use was made of the Indian dip-net fishery at Sherars Falls in
1954. A total of 285 salmon was reported caught by two Indians in a period of
one week. The weight of the fish varied from four to eighteen pounds. A few
fish were taken by an additional three Indians, who fished about two days before
moving to the Celilo Falls fishing ground.

Spawning ground surveys

Spring chinook

The fourth annual chinook spawning ground census was conducted on Squaw
Creek and the Metolius River and tributaries. The spawning escapement was slightly
more than in 1952, yet much smaller than in 1951 and 1953. Data on spawning ground
counts are to be found in Table 118.

As in 1952, no salmon were allowed to move above the Fish Commission
weir on the upper Metolius River. The counts below the rack in the Metolius River
and in Squaw Creek were seventy spawning salmon, ten dead salmon, and eighty-nine
redds. As in past years, special attention was directed toward counting the
larger completed redds or where salmon were seen actively spawning on redds in an
attempt to eliminate the tabulation of false redds.

The number and sex of salmon spawned at the Metolius River rack were
obtained from the superintendent of the Metolius River Hatchery of the Fish
Commission. The records of the numbers of salmon spawned and released above the
Fish Commission rack and fish observed in other sections of the Deschutes basin
for the years 1951 to 1954 may be found in Table 119.

Steelhead

The annual steelhead spawning ground census in Squaw Creek indicated a
smaller escapement in 1954 than in 1953. The 1954 fish and redd counts exceeded
the 1951 figures and were only slightly less than those made in 1952. By consider-
ing both the redd counts below the Squaw Creek trap and the numbers of fish reaching
the trap, the 1954 escapement to Squaw Creek was considerably greater than in 1951
but much less than the years 1952 and 1953.

The number of steelhead arriving at the rack in Squaw Creek was 21 in
1951; 248 in 1952; 166 in 1953; and 84 in 1954.
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Table 120 depicts the Squaw Creek steelhead spawning census for the years
1951 to 1954.

Table 120

Steelhead spawning ground survey, Squaw Creek, 1951-1954

Spawning steelhead Redds
Location 1951 1952 1953 1954 1951 1952 1953 1954

Mouth to condemned bridge 3 6 11 1 2 13 16 22

Condemned bridge to corral 1 0 8 5 1 7 9 22

Corral to Rim Rock Ranch 2 10 15 7 4 5 3 127 30

Rim Rock Ranch to Davis Ranch 1 5 16 10 5 19 65 27

Davis Ranch to steelhead trap 11 25 11 15 11 75 175 57

Totals 18 46 61 38 23 167 392 158

Thirty-eight steelhead and 158 redds were observed in the 20 miles of
Squaw Creek below the fish rack. Insufficient years of record are available to
establish a trend in the steelhead populations.

Additional survey work on the Metolius River failed to disclose the
presence. of spawning steelhead, but many rainbow redds were seen in the Metolius
River with particularly heavy utilization from the head of the stream to the mouth
of Lake Creek.

Fish trap operations

Fish traps were installed on two tributaries of Crooked River in an
attempt to determine the prevalence of steelhead utilization of the stream system
above the proposed Prineville reclamation dam site. Normal spring runoff has in
the past made visual observation of spawning steelhead difficult.

Beaver Creek trap

The counting weir was completed on Beaver Creek, tributary to the South
Fork of Crooked River, March 22, 1954. High water and bad road , conditions pre-
vented trap installation at an earlier date. Six adult steelhead in excellent
condition were counted moving upstream. The fish were secured approximately 120
river miles above the mouth of Crooked River. It is believed that if the trap had
been installed at an earlier date a greater use by steelhead of the Beaver Creek
system would have been exposed. The six steelhead are the first record verifying
steelhead use of the headwater streams of Crooked River.

Newsome Creek trap 

Newsome Creek, tributary of Crooked River, is a small stream flowing
approximately five cubic feet per second. Steelhead had been reported in the
stream in past years, although no steelhead were taken by the counting rack in
1954.
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Steelhead Falls trap 

The trap in the fishway at Steelhead Falls was placed in operation on
July 2, 1954, in an attempt to ascertain the presence of fresh-run steelhead.
The following week three bright summer-run steelhead were checked and allowed to
move upstream. The July catch is the first established record of the movement of
fish above the falls in the early summer months. Since the landowner has blocked
roads leading into Steelhead Falls further observation of fish movements at this
point was prevented.

Records obtained in 1953 and 1954 indicate that steelhead move upstream
above Steelhead Falls in March, April, July, August, and September. The trapping
of fish in the ladder is dependent upon the amount of water flowing over the falls.
It is believed that when the river level is high steelhead can successfully nego-
tiate the falls. When irrigation demands reduce the normal river flow steelhead
must resort to the fishway to move above the falls.

Summer steelhead propagation program

The artificial propagation of summer steelhead was continued in 1954
with 40,821 marked yearling steelhead released as follows: 27,654 in Squaw Creek;
8,874 in the Metolius River; and 4,293 in the Deschutes River at Lower Bridge.
The fish were from the 1952 brood year and originated from 54,000 eggs taken at
Squaw Creek in 1953. The steelhead averaged seven inches in length at time of
release. A seventy-six per cent survival was realized from the egg-take to the
release of the 40;821 yearling fish.

Squaw Creek egg-take and rack count 

The Squaw Creek trap provided 26 female and 16 male steelhead for the
taking of 74,000 eggs. The average of 3,000 eggs per female was somewhat less
than the 3,851 average obtained in 1953. The fish were removed to Wizard Falls
Hatchery for spawning and returned to Squaw Creek for release. Plans to take eggs
at the trap site failed to materialize when it became apparent that the fish enter-
ing the weir were slow in maturing. No fish were Post during the holding period
at the Wizard Falls station.

The trap was installed on February 2 and removed in May, 1954. Steelhead
arriving at the Squaw Creek trap consisted of thirty-two males and fifty-two females.

Marked and sagged steelhead

One tagged male steelhead, twenty-six inches in length, was recovered at
the Squaw Creek trap February 25, 1954. The fish had been tagged on June 3, 1953,
in the Columbia River near Chinook, Washington, by Fish Commission personnel. A
period of eight and one-half months had elapsed from the time the fish was tagged,
approximately 349 miles had been traversed before recapture. The fish was in
excellent condition, and only slight abrasion of the skin was noted where the pin
holding the Peterson tag was inserted through the body. The fish was released and
allowed to move upstream to spawn.

A marked adult steelhead with the adipose and ventral fins excised was
recovered in April, 1954, in the wasteway leaving the ponds of the Wizard Falls
Hatchery. The steelhead was from the 1950 brood year and had been reared at the
Wizard Falls station and liberated as a yearling in the Metolius River in 1952.
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Scale analysis revealed a short residence in fresh water (-1) before entering the
ocean. The fish was three years old and had attaind 21.5 inches in length at time
of capture.

In July, 1954, Officer Keep checked three steelhead in the Warm Springs
area with the left ventral fin removed. The possibility exists that the three
fish could have been from the 1952 yearling steelhead release. The mark used was
both ventrals for the Squaw Creek fish and adipose-ventrals for the Metolius River
yearling release. An inadequate job of marking was noted on the group of fish at
time of release. Officer Keep reported that one of the fish had a deformed right
ventral fin. No scale samples were collected to confirm the validity of the mark.

Public access, Deschutes River

A serious reversal in the over-all development of the Deschutes River
access program resulted from an angler-caused fire in August, 1954, on the Don
Miller property in Sherman County near the mouth of the Deschutes River. The 5.5
mile section of river was immediately closed to angler use. Assistance offered
to the landowner by public-spirited sportsmen was refused. The person responsible
for setting the fire was not apprehended. Considerable effort was expended by
Game Commission personnel in attempting to trace the identity of the angler.

A loss of approximately $3,500 was experienced by the landowner when the
250 to 300 acres of range land burned. The loss was due to expenditures incurred
for fire fighting, replacement of fence posts, reseeding of the range, and the
labor involved in making the necessary improvements.

Access to other key areas remained unchanged, although some antagonism
among landowners and anglers existed. Guns, dogs, and fires are not tolerated
on the lower Deschutes River during the angling season. Despite the vigorous
campaign to acquaint sportsmen with the problems existing on the Deschutes River
in past years, more violations of trespass were verified in 1954 than since the
access program was started in 1951.

River basin developments

Haystack equalizing reservoir 

The proposed Haystack equalizing reservoir would be located approximately
nine miles south of Madras, Oregon, and two miles east of the U. S. The Dalles-
California Highway. The reservoir would cover 240 acres, and capacity storage
would be 6,000 acre-feet.

The purpose of the reservoir is to provide peak demands on the North Unit
project as well as supplemental storage. Additional project water would be pro-
vided by storage during the non-irrigation season and by refilling through the
irrigation season, utilizing savings in North Unit operational losses and obtaining
the surplus-flows at the Bend diversion dam that result from sudden operational
changes by the several canals at or above Bend. The surplus flows are in excess
of the fifty cubic feet per second continuous flaw allocated by court decree to
pass below Bend at all seasons of the year.

If a minimal pool is retained in Haystack Reservoir a fishery of small
importance may be provided. The annual escapement of trout into the North Unit
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canal would eventually find its way into the reservoir. Fluctuations of consider-
able magnitude will undoubtedly reduce the over-all values of the fish and wildlife
uses.

Removal of a possible trash fish population could be accomplished when-
ever necessary by drainage and poisoning of the reservoir.

The reservoir will have some value as a waterfowl resting area and will
provide a source of water for upland game birds in the immediate vicinity. Water-
fowl nesting success is doubtful because of fluctuating water levels.

The project was endorsed by the Game Commission, provided:

1. A minimal flow of fifty cubic feet per second would be left
in the river past the North Canal dam at Bend during the
irrigation season.

2. All State laws would be complied with before water is diverted
from the Deschutes River for the construction of the project.

3. Screening of the outlets be done if necessary and that public
access be assured.

Wickiup Reservoir

Two problems associated with the storage of water in Wickiup Reservoir
are the establishment of a minimal flow below the dam and the installation of
facilities assuring a minimal flow during the frequent periods of repair when all
water has been turned off. The items are of special importance in sustaining the
trout fishery in the twenty-one miles of river between Wickiup Reservoir and the
mouth of Fall River and have received much attention in 1954.

In November, 1953 $ Game Commission representatives proposed that the
outlet works be remodeled so that water could be permitted to flow in one tube
while the other tube underwent repairs. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation officials
determined that the center wall in the stilling basin could be extended with
provisions made for stoplogs to control the flow of water through individual tubes.
Construction of the needed facilities was estimated at $10,000.

The responsibility for the cost
the North Unit Irrigation District by the
ing in December, 1953, of U. S. Bureau of
Unit representatives the district decided
at Wickiup would be made.

of any remodeling work was placed upon
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. At a meet-
Reclamation, Game Commission, and North
that no improvements to the outlet works

In 1954, however, through the efforts of the Central Oregon Irrigation
District, the North Unit reversed its original decision, and the stilling basin
was to be re-designed to allow the passage of water below the dam during periods
of repair. The work was contracted for and all specifications with the exception
of a minimal flow were agreeable to the Game Commission. The work will be finished
prior to the 1955 irrigation season.

The Game Commission protested to the State Engineer in 1954 agains the
allotment of storage rights at Wickiup Reservoir to the North Unit Irrigation
District as a minimal flow below the dam had not been established. As a result,
the State Engineer ordered a public hearing in Bend, September 27, 1954. Evidence
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supporting the required 200 cubic feet per second was presented by the Game
Commission, while the irrigation districts (Lone Pine, Central Oregon, Deschutes
Municipal Improvement District No. 1, Arnold, and the North Unit Irrigation
Districts) strove to verify that insufficient water was available in short years
to provide the 200 cubic feet per second below wickiup.

It was admitted by irrigation representatives that even in the years
when water was plentiful the water in the Deschutes River was lowered without
consideration given to the fishery resource. The minimal flow that should be
allowed below Wickiup Reservoir has not been determined by the State Engineer.

Minimal flows below Bend, Oregon

The provision for a minimal flow in the Deschutes River below Bend was
made in the original Deschutes Decree by the Circuit Court of Deschutes County on
February 10, 1928. In Paragraph 30 the following statement is made: "A continu-
ous flow of not less than fifty cubic feet per second past Bend shall be maintained
at all seasons of the year."

In ruling on claims to water for the operation of fish ladders the court
ruled that the claimants cannot justly be required by the State to provide water
out of their own appropriations for the operations of fish ladders but that "Water
for uses such as this have been reserved by the State under the order of the State
Water Board on November 26, 1921."

Subsequent orders and proceedings have been examined, and no changes in
the above have been found in the decree and mandates of the Oregon Supreme Court
entered on May 2, 1931, the supplemented decree of the Circuit Court on mandate
from the Supreme Court entered on February 14, 1933, and the modification of the
supplemental decree entered by the Circuit Court on November 24, 1933.

The flow below Bend has dropped below fifty cubic feet per second on
many occasions and for long periods, even in recent years of abundant water
supplies.
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CENTRAL OREGON - BEND DISTRICT

The annual report of the Bend District is a compilation of data collected
at waters important to the sport fishery. Statistics collected in previous years
have been included in some tables to show the trend in fish populations, angler
use and success.

General lake population inventory

Studies of the fish populations in eighteen important lakes were made
for comparison with earlier data.

A horse-equipped two-man lake survey crew studied sixty-two lakes in
the Cascade Mountains in the vicinity of Odell Lake.

The fish populations were sampled with experimental gill nets, seines
and by angling.

Composition and length frequency of fish populations 

Tables 121, 122, 123 and 124 summarize the composition and length fre-
quency of fish populations in larger Central Oregon lakes and lakes in the Gold,
loran and Summit Lake areas. Numbers of fish are given by percentages in each
one-inch size group.

Maturity

Maturity information was recorded for each fish collected. Degree of
maturity was denoted as immature, maturing or mature.

Tables 125 and 126 list the average length of female fish in each stage
of maturity. The number of fish in the sample determining the average length
appears in 'the table in parentheses.

Length at maturity

Length at maturity studies of female fish made from 1949 to 1954 are
recorded in Table 127.

Management 

The stocking policy in most accessible lakes in the Bend District has
changed from the planting of yearling fish to a program of fingerling and fry
plants. Size of the annual planting is determined by fish condition, angling
pressure and lake productivity.

Many of the high mountain lakes stocked by airplane were found to be
unsuitable for fish production under the present phase of management. Poor returns
were obtained from the stocking of rainbows as advanced fry. To provide a catch-
able fish population in some high lakes it will be necessary to start a program of
stocking rainbow fingerling.

An experimental program of stocking marked brown trout fingerling in
Wickiup Reservoir is promising much success as measured by returns of marked fish.
The brown trout were stocked in the reservoir at a size averaging 2.2 inches. A
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creel check fifteen months later indicated that the fish had grown to an average
size of fifteen inches and were providing fifty per cent of the brown trout in the
sport catch!

A thirteen pound maturing male lake trout was collected in the gill net
sets at Crescent Lake in 1954. The presence of a small lake trout population in
Crescent Lake gives additional hope for success of the proposed program of estab-
lishing a lake trout and kokanee fishery.

A program of establishing kokanee in some Central Oregon lakes has been
initiated. The landlocked red salmon has been stocked in Big Cultus, Summit,
Big and Crescent Lakes. Success of the original plantings may be determined by
population studies to be made in 1955.

Creel census

The measurement of angling pressure and a check of angler creels was
made by staff members, state police and resort operators. Table 128 is a record
of the creel data collected in the Bend District in 1954.

Table 129 is the recorded angling pressure on some important Bend District
lakes in periods of heavy use.

Table 129

Angling pressure recorded at some Bend District lakes and
reservoirs during periods of heavy use, 1954

Ju.	 l Labor d

Big Lava 600 650 180
Crane Prairie Res. 7,500 1,700 360
East 3,000 3,600 423
Elk 10 320 66
North Twin 200 200 30
Paulina 800 2,500 340
South Twin 600 280 105
lickiup Res. 850 510
Little Cultus 200 21
Big Cultus 140 30
Little Lava 100 18
Mud 30 12
Suttle 120

East and Paulina Lakes

Surveillance over the East and Paulina Lakes fisheries was continued in

1954. The primary work accomplished consisted of creel census, tabulation of
angling pressure, rough fish control and boat planting of fish. The information
collected was found to be sufficient to calculate total angling pressure, catch
and poundage at each lake.
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Table 125

Average length of female fish in each stage of maturity as collected
in gill net sets in some Central Oregon lakes, 1954

Lake Species
Immature Maturing Mature

Centimeters Inches Centimeters Inches Centimeters Inches

Big Cultus Rb. 21.9 ( 1)* 8.6 21.0 ( 1)* 8.3 __	 ( 0)* -
Wf. . 4N ( 

0) - 24.5 ( 7) 9.6 34.2 ( 2) 13.5

Big Lava EB 20.0 ( 6) 7.9 31.8 (15) 12.5 35.0 (12) 13.8
Roach - ( 0) - 16.7 (37) 6.6 16.8 (14) 6.6

Crane Prairie Rb. 25.8 ( 8) 10.2 34.8 ( 1) 13.7 ( 0) --

EB 19.9 ( 6) 7.8 24.9 (14) 9.8 33.1 ( 2) 13.0
Wf. 25.3 ( 7) 10.0 31.0 (24) 12.2 33.6 (12) 13.2

Roach -- ( o) - 16.3 ( 8) 6.4 -	 ( 0) --

Crescent Rb. 23.9 ( 5) 9.4 -- ( o) NM --	 ( 0) --
BR -- ( 0) -- 41.3 ( 1) 16.3 --	 ( 0) -
Wf. 17.2 ( 2) 6.8 31.2 (17) 12.3 35.4 ( 5) 13.9

Roach -- ( 0) -- 17.3 ( 9) 6.8 __	 ( 0) _-

Davis Rb. 33.0 (17) 13.0 49.3 ( 5) 19.4 53.4 ( 4) 21.0
DV -- ( 0) -- ,-- ( 0) =NOM 57.0 ( 1) 22.4
K 33.3 ( 5) 13.1 34.2 ( 2) 13.5 --	 ( 0) --
Wf. 21.7 ( 5) 8.5 35.3 ( 5) 13.9 N	 ( 

0) --

Roach 13.6 ( 1) 5.4 19.0 (23) 7.5 __	 ( 0) --

Devil's EB -- ( 0) - 21.9 ( 4) 8.6 23.5 ( 2) 9.3

Elk Rb. 26.2 ( 2) 10.3 38.0 ( 1) 15.0 --	 ( 0) --
EB 19.8 (18) 7.8 28.6 (23) 11.3 30.2 (17) 11.9

Irish EB -- ( o) -- 20.1 ( 3) 7.9 30.1 ( 2) 11.9

Little Cultus Rb. 22.7 ( 1) 8.9 30.4 ( 1) 12.0 42.0 ( 2) 16.5
EB 19.5 (23) 7.7 20.8 ( 7) 8.2 --	 ( o) -

Little Lava Rb. 21.0 ( 8) 8.3 20.3 ( 1)) 8.0 -	 ( 0) -
EB -- ( o) 21.5 ( 5 8.5 __	 ( 0) -
Wf. 17.6 ( 1) 6.9 21.3 (25) 8.4 25.9 ( 1) 10.2

Roach -- ( 0) 14.4 (28) 5.7 --	 ( 0) --

Mud EB 18.3 ( 9) 7.2 22.3 (16) 8.8 __	 ( o) -
Carp -- ( o) =FM 46.3 ( 2) 18.2 62.3 ( 1) 24.5
Roach -- ( o) - 14.7 ( 1) 5.8 ( o) --

North Twin Rb. 24.3 (10) 9.6 22.3 ( 4) 8.8 37.0 ( 1) 14.6

Ochoco Res. Rb. - ( 0) ND 27.5 ( 2) 10.8 -	 ( 0) -

Sucker -- ( 0) - 36.8 ( 2) 14.5 --	 ( 0) --

South Twin Rb. 22.7 (16) 8.9 29.1 ( 6) 11.5 __	 ( 0) __
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Table 125 - (Continued)

Lake Species
Immature Maturing Mature

Centimeters Inches Centimeters Inches Centimeters Inches

Sparks Rip. -	 ( o) -- -- ( o) -- 140.8 ( 1) 16.1
EB 18.6 ( 5) 7.3 23.5 (19) 9.3 29.1 ( 1) 11.5

Taylor EB 21.9 ( 2) 8.6 22.5 (11) 8.9 36.5 ( 7) 14.4

Todd Rb. -	 ( 0) -- 21.6 ( 3) 8.5 --	 ( 0) --
EB -	 ( 0) -- 26.6 (10) 10.5 23.8 ( 1) 9.14

Wickiup Res. Rb. 31.8 (12) 12.5 -- ( 0) - - ( 0) -
BR 36.1 (11) 114.2 140.6 ( *) 16.0 63.3 ( 7) 24.9
EB -	 ( 0) - 33.1 ( 1) 13.0 - ( 0) -
DV 17.7 ( 1) 7.0 -	 ( 0) - --	 ( 0) --
Wf. 23.1 ( 4) 9.1 31.4 ( 5) 12.4 37.1 ( 5) 14.6

Roach -	 ( 0) - 17.2 (23) 6.8 21.3 ( 1) 8.4

* Estimate
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Table 126

Average length of female fish in each stage of maturity as collected
in gill net sets in the Gold, loran and Summit Lakes area, 1954.

Lake Species
Immature Maturing Mature

Centimeters Inches Centimeters Inches Centimeters Inches

Betty EB ( o)* - 17.3 ( 8)* 7.0 ( 0)* --
Rb. ( o) - 33.8 ( 1) 13.3 31.9 ( 1) 12.6

Bobby EB 29.8 ( 1) 11.7 21.6 (21) 8.5 31.2 (19) 12.1

Horsefly EB ( o) 18.9 ( 1) 7.4 ( 0) -

J oAnn EB ( 0) ( 0) 50.1 ( 1) 20.1

Lorin EB ( 0) ( o) 45.0 ( 1) 17.7

Lower Marilyn EB ( o) 24.1 (21) 9.6 25.1 (13) 10.8

Lower Rosary EB ( o) 21.5 (11) 8.6 27.7 ( 9) 11.0

Maiden EB ( o) 17.6 (	 2) 6.9 ( 0) -

Middle Rosary EB ( o) - 15.5 ( 4) 6.1 17.2 ( 4) 6.8

Shadow EB ( 0) 19.0 (	 7) 7.5 43.5 ( 1) 17.1

Triad 2 EB ( o) ( 0) 34.5 ( 8) 13.5

Trio 1 EB ( 0) ( 0) 26.1 ( 1) 10.3

Trio 2 EB ( 0) 17.6 ( 7) 6.9 29.0 ( 2) 11.4

Trio 3 EB ( 0) •■••• 22.9 ( 5) 9.0 27.2 ( 1) 10.7

Upper Marilyn EB 18.4 ( 1) 7.2 20.5 (14) 8.0 29.9 ( 9) 11.8

Upper Rosary EB ( o) 21.1 ( 3) 8.0 21.5 ( 2) 8.5

Horse Pasture EB ( 0) 18.3 ( 7) 7.2 27.4 ( 5) 9.9

loran Rb. ( 0) 21.7 ( 8) 8.8 ( o)

Blue Rb. ( 0) 24.4 ( 7) 9.5 34.1 ( 5) 13.4

Effie EB ( 0) 27.3 (	 3) 10.6 28.1 (11) 11.4

Farrell EB 16.1 ( 2) 6.3 21.5 (17) 8.4 22.6 ( 1) 8.9
Meek EB ( 0) 18.6 ( 7) 7.4 ( 0) -

Opal Rb. 14.8 ( 4) 5.8 17.5 ( 9) 6.9 ( 0)

Ruth EB ( 0) ( 0) -- 22.5 ( 5) 10.4
Snell EB ( 0) 15.4 ( 9) 7.7 31.5 ( 3) 12.4

Timpanogas Rb. 12.8 ( 2) 5.5 21.6 ( 8) 8.4 30.5 ( 2) 12.8

Zeus EB ( 0) - -- ( o) 34.3 ( 4) 14.6

* Number in sample
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Table 127

Average length of maturing female fish in some
Central Oregon lakes, 1949-1954

Fork lengths in inches by :year 
Lake	 Species	 1949	 1950	 1951	 1952	 1953	 1954

Big Cultus	 Rb.	 14.9	 8.9	 8.3
Wf.	 8.1	 8.9	 9.6

Big Lava	 EB	 12.8	 8.4	 12.5
Roach	 6.6

Crane Prairie Res. 	 Rb.	 15.0*	 15.1	 13.9	 13.7
EB	 11.0*	 11.8	 9.6	 9.8
Wf.	 11.2	 12.1	 12.2

Roach	 6.4

Crescent	 Rb.	 18.7	 15.0*
BR	 16.3
Wf.	 8.9	 12.3

Roach	 6.7	 6.8

Davis	 Rb.	 18.8*	 19.4
K	 18.1*	 13.5
Wf.	 13.9

Roach	 7.5

Devil's	 EB	 7.4	 8.2	 8.1	 8.6

Elk	 Rb.	 12.0*	 11.4	 15.0
EB	 13.6	 13.6	 11.8	 12.8	 8.5	 11.3

Irish	 EB	 8.2	 8.0

	

182.04	

11.5	 7.9

Little Cultus	 Rb.	 11.2*	 12.0
EB	 11.3	 10.3	 8.2

Little Lava	 Rb.	 10.0*	 10.3	 8.0
EB	 10.7	 8.8	 8.5
Wf.	 9.1	 9.4	 9.1

	

10.4	

9.9	 8.4

Mud	 EB	 8.4	 8.8	 9.1	 8.8
Carp	 18.2
Roach	 5.8

North Twin	 Rb.	 12.6	 11.7	 8.8
EB	 10.1	 10.0

Ochoco Res.	 Rb.	 9.4*	 11.0	 10.8

	

13.4	 14.5Sucker

East	 Rb.	 15.5	 13.5	 12.7	 13.9
EB	 12.9	 13.9	 12.3
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Table 127 - (Continued)

Lake Species
Fork lengths in inches by year

1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

Paulina

South Twin

Sparks

Taylor

Todd

Wickiup Res.

Rb.
EB

Rb.

EB

EB

Rb.
EB

Rb.
BR
EB
DV
Wf.

Roach

9.1

10.7

10.7

13.6

12.2

7.5

13.3
8.6

23.2

13.5
10.2

13.6

7.8

8.0*
8.8

16.4
15.4
12.0

14.9

11.8

9.8

10.0*

8.1
8.4

14.7*

11.5

9.3

8.9

8.5
10.5

16.0
13.0

12.4
6.8

* Indication

East Lake

East Lake catch statistics from 1946 to 1954 are compared in Table 130.
Table 131 is a comparison of the size groups of all species of fish recorded in
the catch in the 1947 to 1954 seasons.

Table 131

Comparison of size groups, 1947-1954, East Lake,
all species, expressed in percentage

Size
groups

1947 1948 1949 1950 19 51 1952 1953 1954
per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

6- 8 6.4 6.7 3.3 0.32 4.0 4.0 6.8 6.2
8-10 16.3 16.2 14.3 30.0 22.6 19.0 30.0 31.4

10-12 22.3 24.8 38.3 33.7 45.o 31.0 39.3 40.2
12-14 30.0 29.3 28.5 23.8 21.8 35.5 15.0 16.5
14-16 9.3 16.3 11.4 10.1 5.3 9.0 5.8 4.8

16-18 3.0 3.6 3.2 2.5 1.0 1.0 2.2 0.6
18-20 4.8 o.8 0.4 0.24 0.2 0.29 o.6 0.1
20-22 6.0 1.3 0.4 0.15 0.07 0.1 0.2 0.1
22 and 2.0 0.5 0.2 0.18 0.03 0.11 0.1 0.1
over

* 9-inch minimum size limit
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Paulina Lake.

Table 132 is a tabulation of the catch statistics calculated for Paulina
Lake from 1946 to 1954. Table 133 is a comparison of the size groups of fish in
the catch from 1947 to 1954.

Table 133
Comparison of size groups, 1947-1954, Paulina Lake,

all species, expressed in percentage

Size
groups

1947 1948 191;.9 1950 1951 19 52 1953 '954
per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

per
cent

6- 8 14.5 16.1 17.6 0.45 13.2 12.4 7.6 38.4
8-10 31.6 30.7 28.2 48.4 30.7 26.4 30.8 41.2

10-12 34.5 32.1 26.9 30.4 31.0 30.0 42.0 12.3
12-14 8.4 16.5 2o.4 13.7 20.8 19.6 14.5 3.2
14-16 8.6 2.2 4.7 5.0 3.5 9.1 3.4 3.9
16-18 2.7 0.9 1.2 1.5 0.5 2.24 1.2 o.6
18-20 4.2 0.8 0.7 0.37 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2
20 and
over

1.43 0.34 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.06 0.1 0.1

Management

Some concern was expressed over increased angling pressure after the
completion of a paved highway into East and Paulina Lakes at the start of the 1954
season. A comparison of the 1954 angling pressura with that of the 1953 season
indicated a decrease of 2,000 angler trips at East Lake and of 3,500 angler trips
at Paulina Lake. Poor vacation weather contributed to the decline in anglers,
and it appeared that the highway had little effect in increased angling pressure.

The average weight of fish at East Lake remained approximately the same
in 1953 and 1954 (0.57 pounds per fish). The catch of eastern brook was approxi-
mately ten per cent higher in 1954 than in 1953. The largest number of eastern
brook trout in recent years was present in the spawning run of the fall of 1954.

Stocking of fingerling rainbow and eastern brook in East and Paulina
Lakes is considered to have been successful.

Total angler trips and catch decreased at Paulina Lake in 1954. The
average success of anglers showed a slight increase (Table 132). The average size
of fish checked in the creel dropped from 0.59 pounds per fish in 1953 to 0.37 in
1954. Approximately eighty per cent of the fish recorded in the catch were in the
six to ten-inch size group. The change from stocking fish of legal length to that
of a fingerling trout program in 1953 is felt to be the primary reason for a de-
crease in size. A sufficient holdover of the fingerling rainbow is expected to
bring the average size of fish up in future years after the fingerling planting
program is well established.

A sufficient population of yearling fish is available during the angling
season in both East and Paulina Lakes to warrant a return to the regular state
limit of trout. In the 1954 season both lakes had a limit of five fish per day.
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A larger reduction of the yearling fish population in the lakes during each angling
season would provide additional food for the rearing of the fingerling fish through
the winter season. A holdover of a large population of yearling and older fish
through the winter months is not desirable. The available trout foods would be
used to increase the growth of summer stocked fingerling eastern brook and rainbow
for the catch in the following year.

A record of trout stocked in East and Paulina Lakes from 1950 to 1954
is given in Table 134.

Table 134
Stocking records of East and Paulina Lakes, 1950-1954

Year Size
East Paulina

Number Pounds Number Pounds

1950 Legal
Fry-fingerling

22,323
431,893

14, 811
6,061

41,696
111,321

9,176

922454,216 10,902 153,017 1 :179:

1951 Legal
Fry-fingerling

26,001
406,740

9,526
4,673

30,614
70,078

10,178
1,319

432,741 14,199 100,692 11,497

1952 Legal 67,190 12,350 52,555 12,975
Fry-fingerling 840,358 2,698 361,539 1,423

907,548 15,048 414,094 14,398

1953 Legal 8,495 2,300 10,080 1,997
Fry-fingerling 1,135,674 4,448 746,481 4,481

1,144,169 6,748 756,561 6,478

1954 Legal 0 0 10,007 2,480
Fry-fingerling 824,406 10,109 492,337 r6 601

824,406 10,109 502,344 9,081

Rough fish control

Rough fish control in the Bend District in 1954 consisted of partial
control of undesirable populations by the use of trap and gill nets and rotenone.
Partial control of roach at East and Paulina Lakes in the past nine years has
resulted in a definite decrease in the rough fish-population to a point where com-
petition with game fish is not serious. Partial control does not solve the
problem; therefore, it will be necessary to perform annual control to keep numbers
low. Intensive spot poisoning of roach at Davis Lake has occurred from 1952 to
1954. There is no indication that the rough fish population in Davis Lake is de-
creasing. New methods of control will be necessary to take larger numbers of the
undesirable fish. Partial control at Crescent Lake has-shown a slight reduction
in the roach population. Increased work at Crescent Lake would be desirable. The
roach problem at Odell Lake is not serious, but annual trapping of the spawning
population is effective. The roach population in Big Lava Lake is increasing.
Intensive partial control will be necessary in the 1955 season to check the numbers.
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Waters in the district that have competitive rough fish populations are
Little Lava Lake, Wickiup, Crane Prairie, and Ochoco Reservoirs. Roach were col-
lected in Mud Lake for the first time in 1954.

It would be desirable to have one man, properly equipped, to do rough
fish control on problem waters in the Bend District.

Rough fish control accomplished in the Bend District in 1954 is tabulated
in Table 135.

Table 135

Rough fish control by trap nets, gill nets and
rotenone in Bend District, 1954

Lake Species
Number
destroyed

Weight
pounds Method

East Roach 1,301 561 Traps

Paulina Roach 2,082 200 Rotenone
Gill nets

Davis Roach 1,500,000* 100,000 Rotenone

Crescent Roach 255,000* 17,000 Rotenone

Odell Roach 3,100 515 Traps

Big Lava Roach 600,000* 12,000 Rotenone

Totals 2,361,483 130,276

* Estimate

Odell Lake

Lake trout

The lake trout sport fishery at Odell Lake in 1954 was considered to have
been successful. The peak occurred in the month of July, but fish were caught
sporadically through the season. The largest lake trout caught thus far at Odell
Lake (34 pounds) was taken in the 1954 season.

Marked lake trout, from the 1950 plant, varied in size from 9 to 24 inches
in the 1954 catch. Mature males from the 1950 stocking entered the 1954 spawning
run as fish ranging from 20 to 25 inches in length.

Sufficient time has not yet elapsed to determine the degree of contribu-
tion to the sport fishery of the yearling stocking program. The appearance of
marked fish in the spawning population and in the sport fishery catch in 1954 is
encouraging.

Table 136 is made up of length frequencies of sport-caught lake trout
in Odell Lake in the 1952, 1953 and 1954 seasons.
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Table 136

Length frequency of a sample of sport-Caught lake trout in Odell Lake
represented by percentages in two-inch size groups, 1952-1954

Total length in
two-inch size groups

Per cent in each size	 rou ear
1952 1953 19

20-22 0 4 11
22-24 1 6 6
24-26 9 6 22
26-28 19 12 11
28-30 22 22 11
30-32 15 22 16
32-34 18 16 11
34-36 14 4
36-38 2 6 6
38-40 0 2 6

Table 137 is a comparison of the weight frequencies of sport-caught lake
trout at Odell Lake in the 1952, 1953 and 1954 seasons.

Table 137

Weight frequency of a sample of sport-caught lake trout represented by
percentages in two-pound weight classes, Odell Lake, 1952-1954 seasons

Pounds

Percentage
1952 1953 1954

4- 6 3 8 11

6- 8 11 4 27
8-10 21 28 6

10-12 19 10 16
12-14 15 26 16
14-16 10 8 6
16-18 9 2 0
18-20 6 8 6
20-22 4 2 0
22-24 2 2 6
24 and 0 2 6
over

Table 138 is a comparison of the length frequency of lake trout enter-

ing the spawning run in 1953 and 1954.

b
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Table 138

Length frequency of lake trout in spawning run, 1953-1954

Fork length,
inches

Number in one-inch size groups
1953 1954

19 0 4
20 0 7
21 2 5
22 1 6
23 6 3
24 5 3
25 10 3
26 6 4
27 6 1
28 5 1
29 1 0
30 and 2 0
over

The frequency of catch of lake trout in trap nets during spawning in 1951
to 1954 is compared in Table 139•

Table 139

Frequency of catch of lake trout in trap nets during
spawning period, 1951-1954, Odell Lake

Date
Number of lake trout by year

19 51	 1952	 1953 1954
October
10-11
12-13
14-15
16-17

1
2

8
3
3

18-19 21
20-21 47 20
22-23 27 2
24-25 12
26-27 16
28-29 1
30-31 2 1

November
1- 2 6
3- 4 2

Total 95 6 39 34
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Days of 	 Species of fish 
operation Year	 Rb. EB	 K	 BR Misc.Screen	 Stream Total

Screening

By-pass traps were installed on rotary screens in order to determine the
number of fish saved from certain irrigation ditches in the Bend District. A con-
tinuation of the work will indicate the desirability of keeping screens in some
ditches.

Table 140 is a tabulation of the catch record in by-pass traps on five
screens in the Bend District.

Table 140

Downstream migrant fish collected in by-pass traps
on five screens in the Bend District

Edgington	 Squaw Cr.	 68	 1954	 11
	

11
Number

5-51

Wilkinson	 Squaw Cr.	 60	 1954	 7	 7
Number

5-55

Tumalo	 Tumalo Cr.	 60	 1953	 546 3	 349
Number	 75	 1954	 58 6	 64

5- 6

Cake	 Lake Cr.	 120	 1954	 331 8	 49 67	 46	 501
Number	 S. Fk.

5-57

North Fork Lake Cr., 	 120	 1954	 110 6	 4,496 51	 36	 4,699
Number	 N. Fk.

5-56



CENTRAL OREGON - KLAMATH DISTRICT

Introduction

The final collection of biological data concerning the fish populations
of Diamond Lake was obtained prior to the chemical treatment in September, 1954.
Fish population studies were made at Lake of the Woods. The physical character-
istics of Miller Lake were investigated in relation to the possible chemical
treatment of the lamprey population and experiments with various toxicants for
lamprey control were made. A tagging program was initiated at Spencer Creek to
determine the migration pattern of the spawning fish. Creel censuses; lake,
reservoir and stream surveys; fish liberations; and public relations, information
and education programs were continued in the district.

Diamond Lake

Creel census

A creel census at Diamond Lake was continued periodically through the
summer. An attempt was made to determine the average catch per hour for compari-
son with previous years. Table 141 gives the results of the sampling, and
Table 142 denotes a comparison of the average catch per hour for the years, 1950
to 1954. The average length of the fish remained approximately the same for the
years, 1951 to 1954, although a total of 135,032 yearling trout were stocked
during the period, 1951 to 1953. Stocking was discontinued in 1954. Table 143
compares the average length of trout taken from 1951 to 1954. The annual growth
of the planted fish escaping the 1952 and 1953 catch was negligible. Table 141
records the length frequency of the 1954 catch.

Table 142

Average catch of trout per hour of angling effort,
Diamond Lake, 1950-1954

Year Catch per hour

1950 0.17
1951 0.17
1952 0.27
1953 0.39
1954 0.09

Table 143
Average length of trout caught,

Diamond Lake, 1951-1954

Year Average length, inches

1951 12.0
1952 9.6
1953 10.0
1954 11.6
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Bottom food samples

The Peterson dredge was used to collect bottom samples from Diamond
Lake. A total of thirty-five samples was made, twenty-five through the center
of the lake, and five along each side. The sampling method used was the same as
in previous years for comparative purposes. Table lhh compares the pounds of
bottom food per acre for the period, 1946-1954.

Table 144

Bottom foods per acre,
Diamond Lake, 1946-1954

Year 	 Pounds per acre 

1946 292.0
1948 14.4
1949 10.5
1950 5.5
1951 2.3
1954 2.6

Note: No samples were taken in the years 1947, 1952 and 1953.

The bottom foods were predominantly midge larvae with a few caddis
larvae, scuds and leeches appearing in the shoal area samples.

Chemical treatment

1954.
	 The treatment of Diamond Lake with rotenone occurred on September 21,

The lake was divided into four separate areas with a large section
treated by "cubeater" in the center of each area and small boat sections in the
shallow water along the shoreline. Game Commission personnel and sportsmen
carried out the operation.

A total of 100 tons of rotenone was used in the lake and 230 gallons
of emulsified rotenone were used in the tributaries and marsh areas bordering
the lake.

Results

Gill nets were fished on September 24, 29 and October 11, 1954, to
determine any escapement of fish from the rotenone. Two nets were fished on
each date for a period exceeding twenty-four hours. No fish were caught. Long
windrows of dead roach were noted floating on the surface of the lake seven to
ten days after the treatment. Few dead trout were recovered during and following
the poisoning operation. The resort owner reported seeing two live trout four
days after the treatment.

Toxicity

Water samples were secured on September 29, 1954, at the surface and
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at a depth of thirty-nine feet in Diamond Lake. The samples were taken to the
Klamath Hatchery where trout, three to four inches in length, showed distress in
twelve minutes and were killed in forty-five minutes in the sample water. Controls
showed no distress at the end of the forty-five minute period. Table 11 15 summar-
izes the results of several toxicity tests conducted. The experiments were made
in various areas and depths throughout the lake. Toxic water was indicated for
some areas.

Table 1145

Toxicity tests, Diamond Lake, 195)4

Date test	 No. of
	

Date
	

Number of
started	 fish
	

checked
	

Total time
	

fish alive

Sept. 29	 8
	

Sept. 29
	

45 minutes
	

0

Oct. 11	 8
	

Oct. 14
	

3 days
	

1

Oct. 14	 12
	

Oct. 27
	

13 days
	

2

Oct. 27	 16
	

Nov. 2
	

6 days'
	

1

Note: Live traps were moved each time after checking to depths varying from
five to seventeen feet.

Stocking

A strain of Canadian rainbow trout is to be stocked in Diamond Lake in
the spring of 1955.

Miller Lake

Upper Klamath Lake has a population of lamprey which in past years is
assumed to have ascended the Williamson River, through Klamath Marsh and up Miller
Creek into Miller Lake. The species became landlocked in Miller Lake after Miller
Creek ceased to flow into the marsh.

Lamprey parasitism in Miller Lake became so prevalent in 1947 and 1948
that stocking of the lake with trout was discontinued.

Dams were erected in all the tributaries to Miller Lake to prevent the
spawning lamprey from ascending the creeks.

In 1950 the problem became further complicated when lamprey were found
spawning in the lake in water varying from two to twenty feet in depth. Periodic
observations since 1950 have indicated an increase in the lamprey population.
In 1954 schools of roach were observed with an estimated ten to fifteen per cent
of the fish parasitized. Many roach carrying two to four lamprey were observed.
Numbers of dead roach, killed by lamprey, were noted along the shoreline.

Creel census

Angler success in Miller Lake is very low. Table 141 summarizes the
results of angler interviews. Many of the tributaries are over-populated with
stunted eastern brook trout.
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Physical characteristics

Miller Lake contains approximately 1,200 surface acres. Soundings
revealed a maximum depth of 135 feet. The shoreline drops rapidly to depths of
approximately 125 feet. Little shoal area is present except at the outlet, where
a shallow shelf extends into the lake an estimated 150 yards and drops off sud-
denly to depths of 65 to 85 feet. An estimated 85,000 acre feet of water is
contained by the lake.

Chemical experiments

Experiments were conducted with various solutions of toxaphene on adult
lamprey and roach. The concentrations of toxaphene used were 10 and 0.5 p.p.m.
Toxaphene appears to be a much slower-acting toxicant than rotenone. Table 146
tabulates the toxaphene toxicity experiments. Further experiments are to be
conducted.

Table 146

Toxicity tests with toxaphene on adult lamprey and roach,
Miller Lake, 1954

Strength of
solution Species

Temperature
Lethal timeStart Completion

4 : 1,000,000 Roach 55° F. 60° F. 5 hours

10 : 1,000,000 Lamprey 55° F. 600 F. 9 hours
4 : 1,000,000 Lamprey 55° F. 600 F. 14 hours

2 : 1,000,000 Lamprey 55° F. 600 F. 15 hours
1 : 1,000,000 Lamprey 55° F. 60° F. 15 hours

0.5: 1,000,000 Lamprey 55° F. 60° F. 17 hours

Control Lamprey 55° F. 67° F. 36 hours*

* Experiment concluded at end of 36 hours.

Lake of the Woods

Creel census

Angler success at Lake of the Woods has been quite poor. With the
exception of the first and last two weeks of the season, angler success and effort
were negligible. Marked trout were stocked in October, 1952, averaging 5.5 inches
in length. In 1954 the marked fish constituted 3 per cent of the recorded catch
and averaged 11.8 inches. The entire recorded catch averaged 10.8 inches.

Stocking

Lake of the Woods has been heavily stocked in proportion to the number
of fish returned to the creel. Competition between the trout and other species
of fish in the lake contributes to the small return and slow rate of growth in
the planted trout. Table llapresents the stocking record since 1951.
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Table 147

Stocking record, Lake of the Woods, 1951-1954

Year Species Number Size, inches Total

1951 Rainbow 22,500 2 - 4
Rainbow 14,965 6 and over 37,465

1952 Rainbow 104,476 1 - 2
Rainbow 24,604 6 and over 129,080

1953 Rainbow 100,840 1 - 2
Rainbow 29,838 4 - 6
Rainbow 9,974 6 and over 140,652

1954 Rainbow 5,030 6 and over 5,030

Trash fish control

The annual control of suckers, carp, perch and bullhead catfish was
continued in 1954. The trap at the outlet of the lake prevented fish spawning
in the slough from returning to the lake. The trap also prevented fingerlings
from moving into the lake.

The spawning areas of the suckers and perch were treated with rotenone
while the fish were on the spawning beds. Increased use, particularly by perch,
was noted in the spawning areas in 1954. It is questionable that the partial
control measures are affecting the total perch population.

In 1952 one roach was recovered in the slough area at Lake of the Woods.
In 1954 fifteen roach were recovered in trap net and gill net samples in the
lake proper, and twelve were recovered when the slough was treated with rotenone.
An increase in the roach population is evident.

Population studies

Fish population studies were made at Lake of the Woods in 1954.
Samples of the population of the various species were made with New York trap
nets, catfish nets and gill nets. Approximate age determination was made through
scale analyses and by the use of the centrum of the spinal column from catfish.
Table 148 gives the results of the sampling by species. The selectivity of the
nets excluded some sizes and age groups from the samples.

Physical characteristics

Lake of the Woods covers approximately 1,300 surface acres with a maxi-
mum depth of 52 feet, Extensive marsh areas border the shoreline with water
depths of eight inches to thirty-six inches. Three small tributaries flow an
estimated one second-foot of water through the late summer.

A meadow is flooded during the spring run-off near the outlet of the
lake. In late summer the outlet ceases to flow and forms a slough. By deepening
the outlet, the surface area of the lake could be easily lowered, and the marsh
areas drained for treatment of the lake with rotenone.
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Table 148

Fish population studies, Lake of the Woods, 1954

Average length per year of age
Total	 Year

Species number 2nd 3rd Lith	 5th 6th 7th

Bullhead catfish 105 Inches - 6.1 6.9 8.5 8.8 9.0
Cm. - 15.6 17.4 21.6 22.3 22.9

Roach 15 Inches 6.8 8.3 9.4 11.8 -
Cm. 17.3 21.1 33.9 39.9 -

Perch 46 Inches - 5.7 6.2 7.1 - -
Cm. - 14.6 15.7 18.0

Bluegill 31 Inches - 4.8 5.4 10.0 - -
Cm. - 12.1 13.6 15.4

Pumpkinseed 2 Inches - 3.9 - 5.1 -
Cm. - 10.0 - 13.0 - -

Largemouth bass 3 Inches - 6.1 6.8 - -
Cm. - 15.5 17.2 - -

Warmouth bass 3 Inches - - 6.1 - 7.3 -
Cm. - 15.6 - 18.6 -

Suckers 5 Inches 8.6 10.9 16.1 - -
Cm. 21.5 37.7 41.0

Rainbow trout 7 Inches 9.1 11.0
Cm. 23.2 28.0 CNN

Fourmile Lake

The trout fishery at Fourmile Lake is increasing in importance. The
U. S. Forest Service completed a direct and improved access road to the lake,
thus encouraging greater angler use.

The lake has an excellent population of kokanee that provides good
angling throughout the season. The lake was stocked several years ago, and the
kokanee population has been maintained through natural reproduction. The fish
do not spawn in the one small tributary entering the lake but successfully repro-
duce in the many spring areas in the lake. Gill nets were set in various sections
of the lake and two female kokanee, approaching spawning conditions, were caught
at a depth of eighty-five feet on September 8, 1954. The fish were twelve inches
in length.

The eastern brook and rainbow trout fisheries are maintained by stock-
ing. Mature female eastern brook examined in the creels and from gill nets
contained quantities of retained eggs indicating unsuccessful spawning. Table 149
tabulates the stocking records for Fourmile Lake from 1951 to 1954.
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Table 149

Stocking record, Fourmile Lake, 1951-1954

Year	 Species

1951	 E. brook
E. brook

1952	 E. brook
E. brook

1953
	

E. brook
Rainbow

19514
	 E. brook

Rainbow

Number

56,000
7,999

196,995
5,587

4,808
39,795

6,224
19,793

Size, inches

2 - 4

6 and over

2 - 4
6 and over

6 and over
1 - 2

6 and over
2 - 4

Total

63,999

202,582

144,603

26,017

Upper Klamath Lake and tributaries

Creel census records on Upper Klamath Lake were designed to compare
angler success for the summer and winter trout fisheries. Table 141 displays
the length frequency of the catch.

The tributaries to Upper Klamath Lake are excellent spawning areas.
All the streams are spring-fed and contribute to the lake t s trout population.
The spawning of lake fish in the streams occurs over a long period. In Wood
River spawning activity starts in March and continues into June. Many fish in
spawning condition are taken during the first month of the angling season. In
1954, eighty per cent of the fish over fourteen inches checked in the angler
creels on opening day of the trout season were in spawning condition. Few fish
under twelve inches are caught in the lake. The presence of late-spawning fish
in the catch may substantiate a later opening date, concurrent with the Williamson
River. Table 141 summarizes creel data on the tributaries of Upper Klamath Lake.

Klamath River

The October 1 to June 1 angling season on Klamath River appears to be
a good management practice. The fish are in the best condition, and angler
success is high, as verified in Table 141.

The rainbow trout egg-take at Spencer Creek, tributary to Klamath River,
was the highest in numbers of eggs and spawning fish since 1950. Table 150
compares the number of mature females in the Spencer Creek spawning run from 1950
to 1954.

Proposed developments on the Klamath River by the U. S. Bureau of
Reclamation and a private power company threaten to seriously reduce the trout
fishery of the Klamath River.

A marking program was initiated on the Spencer Creek spawning run in
May, 1954. The purpose was to determine the areas of the Klamath River from
which the spawning fish migrated. During the spawning operation 285 rainbow
trout were measured and marked with a metal jaw tag. The fish were then released
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in Spencer Creek and allowed to return to the Klamath River after the egg-take.
Eleven of the 285 fish tagged died from the spawning operation before release to
the Klamath River. Table 151 records the area and number of fish recovered by
anglers.

Table 150

Spencer Creek spawning runs, 1950-1954

Year No. of females No. of eggs Ave. length of females

1950 315 500,000 17.3
1951 493* 756,000 15.7
1952 625 1,000,000 16.0
1953 785 1,193,680 15.5
1954 1,102 1,668,800 16.8

* Approximately 180 females were released unspent.

Table 151

Recovery of marked rainbow trout,
Klamath River, 1954

Date recovered Size, inches Miles from Spencer Creek

May 29, 1954 21 8 miles above

May 30, 1954 18 6 miles above

Oct. 3, 1954 17 9 miles above

High Cascade lakes 

Stocking of the high Cascade lakes was curtailed in 195►. Lake surveys
made in 1953 indicated that many of the lakes were over populated. Some of the
lakes that had been planted in previous years would not support fish. A program
of stocking the lakes every two to three years has been inaugurated.
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NORTH COAST - ASTORIA DISTRICT

Introduction

Creel census work was conducted throughout the year on the major streams
in the district. In particular, the salmon fishery in the Nehalem and Columbia
Rivers was investigated.

Spawning surveys were made on the larger streams and their tributaries.

A number of complaints regarding log jams, pollution, and barriers were
investigated. Liaison continued with the towns of Seaside and Warrenton in the
matter of fish passage over their water supply dams.

Several water right applicants were interviewed relative to their
planned impoundments.

Trout fishery

Creel census data were gathered on a number of streams and lakes in
the district; some of them for the first time. Anglers were checked on opening
weekend by the State Police, the local game agent, and the district fishery agent.
The State Police in Columbia County gathered data on a number of tributaries of
the upper Nehalem River which had never been covered by the district fishery agent.

Several lakes in Clatsop County were stocked with 2 to 4-inch cutthroat
in 1953 and the fish had attained legal, or near-legal length by the opening of
trout season in 1954. Many limit catches were made on the fish.

A few of the silver salmon planted in the upper Nehalem in February
were taken in the lower reaches of the river when trout season opened.

Fewer downstream migrating cutthroat were taken early in the season than
in former years and larger ones were taken in the fall when the fresh, sear-run
fish moved in. The phenomena are thought to be'the result of the later opening
date of trout season.

Nehalem River (Table 152)

Water conditions were suitable for trout fishing throughout the season.
The number of fish taken per hour of effort dropped slightly below that of 1953,
but the number of anglers nearly doubled. Rainbow continued to move downstream
soon after stocking. The last rainbow checked was taken on October 10, in tide-
water and was in poor condition.

Clatskanie River (Table 152)

Rainbow stocked late in March provided little fishing by the first of
May when trout season opened. The catch was primarily native cutthroat. Angling
pressure dropped rapidly after the season opened and later plants of both rainbow
and cutthroat did not bring out more anglers.
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Beaver Creek (Table 153)

Rainbow stocked late in March provided good fishing early in the season
and many limit catches were taken. Angling pressure dropped rapidly after the
season opened,

Cook Creek (Table 153)

Native fish made up a larger percentage of the fish taken. It is one
of the lower tributaries of the Nehalem River.

Lost Lake (Table 154)

No fish of legal length have been put into Lost Lake but it has supported
nearly as many anglers as the lower twenty miles of the Nehalem River. The lake
contains approximately fourteen surface acres. Cutthroat fingerlings stocked in
August, 1953, made up the bulk of the fish taken in 1954. Some rainbow fry planted
in April, 1954, had attained the eight-inch legal length by mid-August and were in
excellent condition.

Quartz Lake (Table 154)

Quartz Lake is a small, shallow lake at the head of Quartz Creek, a
tributary of the Nehalem River. Cutthroat released there in August, 1953, were
well over the legal length limit by May 1, 1954. Anglers were checked on the lake
after creel census work was terminated on the Clatskanie River and Beaver Creek.

Summer salmon fishery

Columbia River (Table 155)

Data were gathered from both sides of the river at the time of the
annual Astoria Salmon Derby. Washington Department of Fisheries personnel obtained
data from the small boats landing on the north side and Oregon men gathered informa-
tion from the large boats that docked at Astoria and Warrenton. Boat counts were
made from the air and on the ground. All of the data were consolidated and a
method of compiling it was devised at a meeting of representatives of both depart-
ments.

Nehalem River, tidewater (Table 156)

Salmon angling on the Nehalem River tidewater was rather poor with only
a few days of good fishing. A few chinook were caught in late July and August.
Many fish were taken from the main migration of silver salmon which entered the
bay on Labor Day weekend. Angling pressure was rather sporadic throughout the
months of September and October.

Winter fishery

Nehalem River (Table 156)

The Nehalem River was checked from the town of Mohler to the mouth of
the SaImonberry River. It was estimated that seventy-five per cent of the winter
angling on the river takes place in that area. Anglers were checked on twenty-four
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days and the average number checked was 142. The number checked ranged from 125
on November 28, to 10 on February 13. The greatest number was taken on November 28
and January 10. The average daily catch checked was 6 fish of all species. The
largest fish was an 18.25 pound steelhead. The average steelhead was 29.32 inches
long and weighed 9.140 pounds. Boat anglers caught .10 fish per hour and spent
9.95 hours per fish. Bank anglers averaged .038 fish per hour or 25.7 hours per
fish. Bank anglers who had, completed their day averaged .070 fish per hour or
14.1 hours per fish. No marked steelhead were checked although 6 were reported.

Necanicum River (Table 157)

The entire open area of the Necanicum River was covered. Angling pres-
sure and success varied with water conditions; the most fish being taken shortly
after freshets. No marked steelhead were checked but eighteen were reported and
over half of them were verified. One marked silver salmon was taken in tidewater.

North Fork Nehalem River (Table 157)

The entire open area of the North Fork of the Nehalem River was checked.
Although it is similar in size to the Necanicum River, fewer anglers were to be
found.

Spawning ground counts
(Table 158)

Steelhead were found within one-fourth of a mile from the source of the
Nehalem River near Cochran. High and murky water prevented the annual silver
salmon count in Cronin Creek, a tributary of the lower Nehalem River.

Pollution and barriers

A channel was cut through a log jam on the Necanicum River near Seaside,
to allow passage of fish at low water levels. An old logging road culvert in
Wahana Creek near Seaside was blasted out to prevent overflow and loss of fish.
A large log jam was found in the Salmonberry River. At the present time fish are
able to pass under the jam at normal water levels.

The cities of Warrenton and Seaside have begun to improve fish passage
over their water supply dams.

A broken fuel oil line at the Long Bell sawmill in Vernonia allowed oil
to flow into the Nehalem River for several days during the summer although the
break was repaired immediately.
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NORTH COAST - TILLAMOOK DISTRICT 

During the past report year (November 1, 1953-October 31, 1954) the
attention of the fishery field agent was diverted from the Nestucca, Wilson, Miami
and Kilchis Rivers to the Trask, Little Nestucca and Salmon Rivers and Neskowin
Creek. Two of the first group of streams are reported on herein with respect to
salmon and steelhead catch records, while work was started on the second group in
the trout season.

Tables summarize data for each entire season. For analysis by semi-
monthly periods, reference should be made to monthly reports.

Salmon angling 

In Table 159 will be found a summary of salmon angling success. It will
be noted that the columns labelled "Average hours angled" and "Fish per angler"
are filled in only for boat angling. The average bank-angling day is incomplete
and averages based on it could be misleading.

A comparison of Nestucca River bank angling in 1953 and 1954 from the
figures given for the first half of the season may be hazardous, since only the
Little Nestucca was checked in 1954 and about a third as many anglers have been
checked in 1954 as in 1953. If taken at face value, the figures do indicate
considerable improvement in 1954. Increased 1954 angling success is also reflected
in the rate of catch for tidewater boats.

A large part of the increased 1954 Nestucca catch can be attributed to
phenomenal runs of silver salmon jacks. It was found that spinners and worms formed
the best lure, which also accounts for the large take of trout in the same period.

Of 159 silver jacks reported taken in Nestucca tidewater from August 16
to October 15, five (3.1 per cent) were marked both ventrals. Three marked silvers
appeared within a 4-day period (September 29-October 2), indicating a possible
schooling tendency or coincident migration time. No marked salmon have been
checked among bank anglers on any streams worked.

While the latter half of the 1953 Nestucca bank season was better than
the first half (see Annual,Report, 1953), the reverse was true on the Wilson River.

In comparing Nestucca River boat angling in tidewater and upstream, a
marked superiority for the upstream angling will be noted.

Despite Tillamook Bay commercial fishing, the catch rate for the Wilson
for the period October 16-November 30, 1953 was the same as for the Nestucca, which
is closed to commercial fishing.

Salmon counts at Three Rivers rack

At the Three Rivers rack between October 10, 1953 and February 28, 1954,
a total of 496 silver salmon were trapped of which three (0.6 per cent) were marked
both ventrals. Also trapped were four chinooks (three jacks) and two chum salmon.

During the 1954 season from October 8 to November 13 a total of 324 silvers
(224 adults and 100 jacks) have been trapped, of which four adults and 48 jacks were
marked (two adults, left pectoral). The proportion of both ventral marks is 15.5
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per cent. Also trapped were two chinooks (one jack) and 18 cutthroat trout.

Steelhead angling 

The Nestucca River steelhead season (December 1-February 28) for bank
anglers (Table 160) was considerably better than the previous winter (1952-1953
catch rate, 0.027 fish per hour) and the highest rate in six seasons. But for the
average upstream boat angler it was worse than in 1952-53 (0.092 fish per hour)
because of frequent freshets.

The Wilson River bank angler also did much better than in the 1952-53
season (when the catch was at the rate of 0.021 fish per hour) and the next to
highest rate in five seasons.

Since the commercial net season on Tillamook Bay ends December 10, it
has but little effect on the over-all steelhead sport catch rate in Tillamook Bay
tributaries. In fact the season's catch rate for the Wilson was better than that
for Nestucca River.

Of the 77 steelheads caught by bank anglers on the Nestucca and checked
by the writer, eight fish (10.4 per cent) were marked adipose and both ventrals,
the Cedar Creek Hatchery mark. None of the 50 Wilson River steelhead checked was
marked (nine were reported).

Steelhead at Three Rivers rack

Between November 16, 1953 and February 28, 1954 a total of 374 steelheads
were trapped at the Three Rivers rack, of which 25 fish (6.7 per cent) were marked
adipose and both ventral!. The proportion of second-year fish is not known.

Steelhead spawning surveys 

From February 23 to May 14, 1954, steelhead spawning surveys were made
on the upper Wilson River above Lee's Camp and on its tributaries, Jordan Creek,
South Fork and North Fork. Little spawning had taken place by February 23, when
only one steelhead was seen in four miles of stream above the South Fork, or by
March 4, when two steelheads were found in five miles of stream above Lee's Camp;
but on March 12, most steelhead seen above the South Fork were spawning. At the
end of March most fish seen in Jordan Creek were in deep pools. On April 23 and
24, a resurvey of the five-mile stretch above Lee's Camp revealed 24 steelheads
and 30 redds. Spawning was still in progress on the South Fork on May 6. By
mid-May most spawning on the North Fork had been completed. In general it can be
said that there was an observed under-utilization by steelhead of available spawn-
ing areas in the upper Wilson River; many more fish could have been accommodated.
Altogether about 175 steelheads were found (possibly there were a few duplicates
on recounts of two sections). The over-all average numbers of steelhead observed
per mile were 5.8 fish. The highest count on any one section was 15 fish per mile.

In the Wilson River drainage there are about 82 map-miles of stream
probably utilized by steelhead. If some allowance is made for varying width, and
assuming that 22 miles of main stream below Lee's Camp will compensate for the 15
miles of tributaries of lesser width than the tributaries surveyed, and using a
median figure of 10 steelheads per mile, then a total spawning population of 800
steelheads may tentatively•be assumed for the 1954 season. The total figure may
be very much greater than calculated because of the difficulty attendant upon the
enumeration of fish and redds.
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The average of total catch estimates for 5 years (for the last 2 years
based on ratios of catch rates) is 740 steelheads. Thus the spawning escapement,
(ignoring the early-season commercial catch) would be about 50 per cent. Here
again more escapement may be occurring as a result of the difficulty of enumerating
redds and spawning fish.

Trout catch records, bank angling 

The checking of trout anglers was transferred from Nestucca, Wilson,
Kilchis and Miami Rivers in the season of 1954 to Trask, Little Nestucca and
Salmon Rivers, and Neskowin Creek, in order that a broader knowledge of the entire
area and its requirements might be obtained.

On Neskowin Creek, anglers checked were too few in numbers to warrant
averaging their success.

Table 161 summarizes the season's trout catch data. Bank angling success
did not vary much between the streams, though the proportions of the catches com-
prised of hatchery trout show some variation. The over-all proportions of hatchery
fish (Table 162) in the Trask (56.4 per cent) and Little Nestucca (57.2 per cent)
are very close, but the Salmon River figure of 77.9 per cent shows a much greater
dependence on stocking. In this regard Salmon River is quite similar to Wilson
River. Both streams are paralleled by main highways out of Portland. Added to the
heavy weekend traffic on the Salmon River Highway is the large number of residents
along the river, among whom are quite a few ardent anglers.

The catch rate for wild cutthroat trout also varies among the streams
checked in the same approximate ratio as with Nestucca and Wilson Rivers. On
Trask River wild cutthroats were taken at the rate of 0.113 per hour; on the Little
Nestucca at the rate of 0.120 per hour; and on Salmon River at about one-half the
other ratios, 0.065 per hour. As on the Wilson, then, it may be assumed that
excessive angling pressure on Salmon River has caused relatively greater depletion
of native stocks than on streams whose access roads are not so inviting or which
are not frequented as much by through-travelers.

Proportions of fish in the 8-10-inch group (Table 163) reflect sizes of
hatchery trout planted. Salmon River with the smallest proportion of 8-10-inch
fish received the largest fish, at 2.7-3.5 per pound. The Trask was next with
releases of trout at 2.8-3.7 per, pound. Little Nestucca River, with 77.5 per cent
of the catch in the 8-10-inch group received fish at 3.0-4.2 per pound.

Table 164, which tabulates the size distribution of trout, suggests as
one reason for predominance of the 8-10-inch group in the Little Nestucca catch,
a large plant of Alsea Hatchery cutthroat at 4.2 per pound. The reason for the
catch wholly made up of 8-10-inch rainbow trout, planted at 3.0-3.4 per pound, is
difficult to assess, except on the basis of small-sample vagary.

Little Nestucca River is at the opposite pole from Salmon River on the
score of access. Though it has a secondary State highway along much of its length,
connected with two other major highways, most of it is relatively impassable,
unimproved, and only one track wide. Hence it is not surprising that the percent-
age of return of planted trout in creels checked was much less on the Little
Nestucca than on the other streams checked. The Little Nestucca is an excellent
stream, capable of supporting a much greater angling load per mile were access more
easy.
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Table 162

Trout season, 1954, catch percentages

Cutthroat	 Rainbow	 St.	 St. x	 Silver	 Salmon
River

	

	 Wild Hatchery Hatchery wild 	 Ct.	 hatchery Jack Adult Totals 

Checked bank catch

Trask	 40.8	 13.6	 42.8	 2.2	 0.2	 0.4	 100.0

Little

	

Nestucca 40.8	 32.7	 24.5	 2.0	 100.0

Salmon	 20.1	 34.3	 43.6	 0.4	 1.2	 0.4	 100.0

Tidewater boat catch

Nestucca 60.8	 24.5	 10.7	 3.6	 0.2	 0.2	 100.0

Table 163

Trout season, 1954, percentages by size groups
Checked bank catch

Total lencth in inches 
River	 8-10	 10-12 12-14 14-16 	 16-18	 18-20	 Totals 

Trask	 56.3	 33.3	 5.6	 3.1	 0.7	 1.0	 100.0

Little
Nestucca	 77.5	 16.4	 6.1	 100.0

Salmon	 47.4	 41.7	 3.6	 5.3	 1.2	 0.8	 100.0
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Table 164

Trout size distribution, 1954

Size	 Cutthroat	 Cutthroat	 Rainbow
in	 wild 	 hatchery	 hatchery 
inches	 Number Per cent	 Number Per cent	 Number	 Per cent

Trask River

	

8-10	 88	 52.4	 38	 67.8	 1C0	 56.8

	

10-12	 47	 28.0	 16	 28.6	 73	 41.5

	

12-14	 17	 10.1	 2	 3.6	 3	 1.7

	

14-16	 13	 7.7

	

16-18	 3	 1.8

Totals	 168	 100.0	 56	 100.0	 176	 100.0

Little Nestucca River

	

8-10	 12	 60.0	 13	 81.3	 12	 100.0

	

10-12	 5	 25.0	 3	 18.7

	

12-14	 3	 15.0

	

Totals	 20	 100.0	 16	 100.0	 12	 100.0

Salmon River

	

8-10	 18	 36.0	 29	 34.1	 68	 63.0

	

10-12	 7	 14.0	 56	 65.9	 40	 37.0

	

12-14	 9	 18.0

	

14-16	 13	 26.0

	

16-18	 3	 6.0

	

Totals	 50	 100.0	 85	 100.0	 108	 100.0
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Neskowin Creek is paralleled by Highway U. S. 101, but despite excellent
physical access it is too small to attract much angling effort during the trout
season.

Tidewater trout catch

As in past years, Nestucca tidewater boat catch records (Table 161) have
been kept by Mr. Karl Hanneman, proprietor of a moorage. The records indicate a
decline of 14 per cent in angling success in comparison with the 1953 season,
though the catch rate for wild cutthroat trout remained the same. Hatchery fish
formed 39 per cent of the catch (46 per cent in 1953). Reported angling effort
was slightly lower than in 1953.

Reported returns from liberations of 700 cutthroats and 200 rainbows in
tidewater were 19.3 per cent for cutthroat and 29.5 Per cent for rainbows. The
relative high return of rainbows indicates that probably many went downstream into
tidewater from liberation sites upstream, as was demonstrated by a single upstream
plant on Miami River in 1951. Yet almost half the total catch of rainbows was
taken in the week following the only tidewater liberation.

Sublegals 

The ratio of numbers of sublegal fish hooked per legal fish and per
angler are given in Table 165. The ratios are generally within the order of
magnitude of those for Nestucca and Wilson Rivers.

Table 165

Ratios of sublegals per legal trout and per angler

River
	

Sublegals per legal	 Sublegals per angler

Trask 4.1 3.3
Little Nestucca 5.7 4.5
Salmon 3.2 2.1

Barriers

Between June 24 and September 10, 1954, a total of 20 dams in Tillamook
County were investigated and a special report submitted. It was found that most of
the dams do not require fishways because (1) most of them are low enough for fish
to jump during high water migration periods; (2) some higher dams forming fish
ponds need no ladders since fish produced above the ponds are in average or better-
than-average numbers; and (3) impassable falls or road-fills are present below, or
not far above, the dams.

In the special report are discussed factors for evaluating streams rela-
tive to fish protection. It is stated that on "small streams the proportion of
proposed dams requiring fishways could be reduced almost to zero by proper planning."
The suggestion is made that the use of cleft dams with flashboards should be en-
couraged, and that the construction of storage tanks below water-supply dams makes
possible the use of lower dams.
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NORTH COAST - LINCOLN DISTRICT 

Creel census data were obtained by personal contact with boat and bank
anglers, from records kept by moorage operators, and from creel checks made by
the State Police.

Fall and winter fishery, Alsea River

Steelhead

A creel census was conducted on the Alsea River for steelhead anglers
from November 1, 1953 through March 1, 1954. The data were gathered from anglers
fishing along the bank in the section of the Alsea River from the head of tide-
water upstream to the mouth of Five Rivers, a distance of approximately ten miles.
The information obtained is tabulated in Table 166.

Table 166

Steelhead creel census, Alsea River
1953 - 1954

Date
No. of fish

caught
No. of
anglers

Angler
hours

Angler
days

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

Oct. 15-Nov. 14 3 19 62 3.26 0.16 0.04
Nov. 15-Dec. 14 26 105 705 6.71 0.25 0.03
Dec. 15-Jan. 14 34 187 1,146 6.12 0.18 0.04
Jan. 15-Feb. 14 13 92 401 4.36 0.14 0.02
Feb. 15-Mar.	 1 5 24 100 4.16 0.20 0.05

Totals 81 427 2,414 5.65 0.19 0.03

Four hundred twenty-seven anglers were interviewed and they had fished
2,414 hours to catch 81 steelhead. The fish caught per jangler was 0.19 as com-
pared to 0.22 for 1952-53. A comparison of creel census data for 1952-53 and
1953-54 is made in Table 167.

Table 167

Comparison of steelhead creel census data
for 1951-52, 1952-53, and 1953-54 on the Alsea River

Year Angler day Fish per angler Fish per hour

1951-52 6.33 0.22 0.03
1952-53 6.43 0.22 0.03
1953-54 5.65 0.19 0.03

Silver salmon

Records kept at five boat moorages on the Alsea River indicate that
there were 11 per cent fewer boats on the river and 22 per cent fewer adult silver
salmon caught in 1954 than in 1953. Sixty-nine per cent of all silver jacks
caught in 1954 were taken during the month from September 15, 1954 to October 14,
1954. The total catch of 2,154 silver jacks in 1954 was an increase of 142 per
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cent over the total catch of silver and chinook jacks in 1953. Table 168 presents
the boat moorage data for 1954.

Table 168

Boat catch - tidewater area, Alsea River
Sept. 1, 1954 - Nov. 1, 1954

Month Boats Anglers
Fish caught

Trout Silver	 Silver jack	 Chinook Chinook jack

Sep.	 1-Sep. 14 533 1,369 256 104 477 5 39
Sep. 15-Oct. 14 916 2,354 168 269 1,487 20 37
Oct. 15-Nov.	 1 816 2,097 521 190 39 12

Totals 2,265 5,820 424 894 2,154 64 88

Marked silver salmon

The number of marked silver salmon caught by sport tackle on the Alsea
River in 1954 was low, with a total of only 13 adults and 16 jacks recorded by the
boat moorages. The ratio of marked to unmarked fish was 29:3,048 or 1:105, as
compared to a ratio of 1:5.6 for the 1953 marked silver salmon return.

Fall and winter fishery, Siletz River

Steelhead

Steelhead angling on the Siletz River was poor in 1953-54. Three
hundred twelve anglers interviewed had fished 1,717 hours to catch 50 fish. The
catch per angler was 0.16 in 1953-54 as compared to 0.24 fish per angler for
1952-53.

The closure of steelhead season on March 1, 1954 had little effect on
the catch, as very few fish were caught during the last month. Creel census data
for the Siletz River are tabulated by monthly periods in Table 169.

Table 169

Steelhead creel census, Siletz River, 1954

Month
No. of
fish

No. of
anglers

Hours
fished

Angler
day

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

Nov. 15-Dec. 14 13 61 392 6.42 0.21 0.03
Dec. 15-Jan. 14 16 110 671 6.10 0.14 0.01
Jan. 15-Feb. 14 17 126 568 4.50 0.14 0.02
Feb. 15-Mar.	 1 4 15 86 5.73 0.27 0.04

Totals 50 312 1,717 5.50 0.16 0.02

A comparison of the 1951-52, 1952-53, and 1953-54 creel census data for
the steelhead season on the Siletz River is made in Table 170.
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Table 170

Comparison of steelhead creel census data for
1951-52, 1952-53, and 1953-54 on the Siletz River

Year Angler day Fish per angler Fish per hour

1951-52 5.56 0.09 0.02
1952-53 6.00 0.24 0.04
1953-54 5.50 0.16 0.02

Silver salmon

Boat-catch records shown in Table 171 were supplied by two moorages on
the Siletz River. The catch per boat in 1954 was 0.39 as compared to 0.24 in 1953.

Table 171

Boat catch - tidewater area, Siletz River
Sept. 1, 1954 - Nov. 1, 1954

Month Boats Anglers
Fish caught

Trout Sil. Sil. jack	 Ch. Ch. jack

Sep.	 1-Sep. 14 278 714 202 160 8 7 13
Sep. 15-Oct. 14 637 1,637 71 102 56 26 0
Oct. 15-Nov.	 1 170 437 0 53 2 3 0

Totals 1,085 2,788 273 315 66 36 13

Fall and winter fishery, short coastal streams

Several of the short coastal streams, including Drift Creek (Siletz Bay),
Yachats River, Big Creek and Tenmile Creek, were checked for steelhead anglers
periodically with the assistance of the State Police. Table 172 presents the data
collected.

Table 172

Steelhead creel census, short coastal streams, 1953-54

Stream
No. of
fish

No. of
anglers

Hours
fished

Angler
day

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hour

Drift Creek
(Siletz Bay) 4 23 72 3.14 0.17 0.05

Yachats River 2 6 24 4.0 0.33 0.08
Big Creek 1 11 40 3.64 0.09 0.02
Tensile Creek 1 9 19 2.14 0.11 0.05

1
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Yaquina Bay

Silver salmon

Salmon fishing was excellent in 1954 on Yaquina Bay and in the ocean at
the mouth of the bay. Anglers in 1953 and 1954 have found that trolling a fresh
herring with little or no weight is a very successful method of catching feeding
salmon. Fishing was extremely good for approximately four weeks, and during that
period boat counts were made from the State Park at Newport and checks were made
at the boat moorages and in the bay for numbers of salmon caught. Table 173 pre-
sents the boat count and the estimated catch of salmon during the month from
August 15, 1954 to September 14, 1954.

Table 173

Silver salmon fishery, Yaquina Bay, 1954

No. of boats
	

Estimated catch
counted
	

of silver salmon

988	 1,757

Summer fishery

The summer fishery covered the period from May 1, 1954, to the closing
date of trout season on October 11, 1954. Boat angling data for the period termi-
nated on September 14, 1954, since the majority of the subsequent boat angling is
for salmon.

Alsea River

Trout angling on the Alsea River above tidewater was not as good as it
had been in past years because of the low numbers of rainbows of legal length
released during the first part of the season. Rainbows were not released in any
quantity until the latter part of the summer, at which time few bank anglers fish
the coastal streams.

On opening weekend a car count was made in the same manner as in 1953.
The count was started at the mouth of the river at 7:00 a.m. on May 1 and May 2,
1954, and included cars parked at the boat moorages as well as those parked along
the river. The count did not include anglers on that section of the North Fork
of the Alsea River opened for the first time in 1954. Five hundred fourteen cars
were counted on opening day, and 230 cars on the second day, for a total of 744
cars. It was estimated from the car count that 1,253 anglers were present on
the river on May 1 and 566 anglers on May 2, 1954, or approximately the same
number of anglers estimated on the opening weekend of the 1953 season.

Bank angling 

Angler success on the Alsea River above tidewater was only fair in 1954.
A total of 778 anglers fished 3,262 hours to catch 1,382 fish. Data obtained
from bank fishermen in 1954 are summarized by monthly periods in Table 174.
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Table 174

Trout creel census data, Alsea River
Bank fishing, 1954

Month
No. fish caught No. of

anglers
Hours
fished

Angler
day

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hourCt.	 Ptb.

May	 1-May	 14 526 329 419 1,775 4.24 2.04 o.48
May	 15-June 14 125 40 104 477 4.58 1.59 0.34
June 15-July 14 123 82 92 436 4.74 2.23 0.47
July 15-Aug. 14 43 51 90 328 3.64 1.04 0.29
Aug. 15-Sep. 14 9 13 32 62 1.94 0.69 0.35
Sep. 15-Oct. 11 18 23 41 185 4.51 1.00 0.22

Totals 844 538 778 3,263 4.19 1.78 0.42

A comparison of bank catch rates for the period 1950 through 1954 is
given in Table 175. In 1954 the catch per angler was 1.78 as compared to 2.25
for 1953.

Table 175

Annual averages of trout catch, Alsea River

Year Trout per angler Angler day Trout per hour

1950 2.03 3.06 0.66
1951 1.35 2.91 0.51
1952 2.26 3.91 0.58
1953 2.25 4.55 0.49
1954 1.78 4.19 0.42

Boat angling 

Records for trout angling in tidewater were obtained from five boat
moorages on the Alsea River. Although there was a 20 per cent reduction in the
number of boats rented in 1954 from the 1953 season, 29 per cent more trout were
caught by boat anglers. Table 176 tabulates data received from the moorages in
monthly periods.

Table 176

Tidewater boat angling, Alsea River
May 1 - Sept. 1, 1954

Month Boats Anglers Trout Sil. jacks Ch. Ch. jacks
May	 1-May 14 325 835 3,832 0 0 0
May	 15-June 14 108 278 454 0 0 0
June 15-July 14 68 175 293 0 0 0
July 15-Aug. 14 597 1,534 781 0 6 7
Aug. 15-Sep.	 1 672 1,727 1,011 2 4 26
Totals 1,770 4,549 6,371 2 10 33
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North Fork of Alsea River 

Creel census data for the stream were treated separately as it was open
for the first time in a number of years. After the opening weekend, few anglers
fished the stream because the poor results on opening day discouraged most of the
potential anglers. Table 177 presents the data obtained from fishermen on the
stream by personnel of the Alsea Hatchery.

Table 177

Trout creel census data, N. Fork Alsea River
Bank fishing, 1954

No. of fish	 No. of Hours	 Angler	 Fish per Fish per
Ct.	 Rb.	 anglers fished	 day 	 angler	 hour 

107	 131	 420	 3.20	 0.82	 0.25

Siletz River

Bank angling 

One hundred twelve cars were counted on the Siletz River on opening
day from the mouth of Cedar Creek, at the head of tidewater, upstream to the
C. D. Johnson gate. It was estimated that 267 anglers were fishing on the river.

Siletz River was checked on weekends and on week-days during the 1954
trout season and 432 anglers were interviewed and their creels checked. The
anglers had fished 1,767 hours to catch 672 fish, or 1.54 fish per angler. During
the first part of the season several marked rainbows of the 1953 release were
reported to have been caught. Table 178 summarizes the creel census data by
monthly periods.

283 61 5 173 698 4.03 2.02 0.50
56 9 0 63 278 4.41 1.02 ' 0.23
40 0 0 38 126 3.32 1.05 0.32
53 0 0 48 223 4.65 1.10 0.24
32 74 0 85 317 3.73 1.24 0.33
20 39 0 27 125 4.63 2.19 0.47

484 183 5 434 1,767 4.07 1.54 o.38

Comparison of the 1952 through 1954 bank catch rates is presented in
Table 179.

• Table 178

Trout creel census data, Siletz River, 1954

Fish caught	 No. of	 Hours	 Angler Fish per Fish per
Month	 Ct. Rb. St. anglers fished	 day	 angler	 hour

May 1-May 14
May 15-June 14
June 15-July 14
July 15-Aug. 14
Aug. 15-Sep. 14
Sep. 15-0ct. 11

Totals
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Table 179

Annual averages of trout taken, Siletz River

Year Trout per angler Angler day Trout per hour

1952 2.05 3.79 0.54
1953 2.43 4.35 0.56
1954 1.54 4.07 0.38

Boat angling 

Records from three boat moorages have been compiled and are presented
in Table 180. The catch per angler in 1954 was 1.36, which is practically the
same as the 1.35 figure of 1953.

Table 180

Tidewater boat angling, Siletz River
May 1 - Sept. 1, 1954

Month Boats Anglers Trout Sil. Sil. jacks Ch. Ch. jacks

May	 1-May	 14 199 511 1,271 0 0 0 0
May	 15-June 14 54 139 110 0 0 0 0
June 15-July 14 57 146 170 0 0 0 0
July 15-Aug. 14 321 825 711 1 0 0 5
Aug. 15-Sep.	 1 300 771 339 5 7 2 7
Totals 931 1,932 2,601 6 7 2 12

Valsetz Lake

Valsetz Lake was checked on the second day of the trout season, and 37
cars of bank anglers and 16 boats were counted at the lake at the time, giving an
estimated use by 134 anglers. Little fishing is done at the lake after the first
weeks of the trout season. It was interesting to note that an 11-3/4 inch brown
trout was caught here. Table 181 presents creel census data for Valsetz Lake.

Table 181

Trout creel census data, Valsetz Lake, 1954
Boat and bank angling

Number of fish No. of Hours Angler day Fish per Fish per
Ct. Rb. Br. anglers fished	 hours	 angler	 hour 

26	 6	 1	 34	 113	 3.32	 0.29	 0.97

Siuslaw River

A creel census was taken of 331 trout anglers on the Siuslaw River and
its tributaries, and it was found that they. had fished 1,446 hours to catch 547
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trout. In the past, angling on the Siuslaw has been inhibited to a certain
extent by siltation caused by logging operations in the upper regions of the
river. The strike in the lumber industry in 1954 closed dawn the operations and
left the river in fair condition, with the result that fishing was possible during
Most of the trout season on the main Siuslaw River above the town of Swiss Home.
Table 182 lists the creel census data by monthly periods for the Siuslaw River.

Table 182

Trout creel census data, Siuslaw River 1954
Bank angling

Month
No. of fish Ao. of

anglers
Hours
fished

Angler
day

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hourCt. Rb.

May	 1-May 14 211 0 100 381 3.81 2.11 0.55
May	 15-June 14 48 20 45 211 4.69 1.51 0.32
June 15-July 14 74 98 107 482 4.51 1.58 0.35
July 15-Aug. 14 31 49 68 321 4.73 1.17 0.25
Aug. 15-Sep. 14 7 9 11 51 4.60 1.40 0.31

Totals 371 176 331 1,446 4.37 1.63 0.38

Short coastal streams

Short coastal streams, including Beaver Creek, Yachats River, Fall Creek,
and Five Rivers were only spot-checked since little fishing was done after the first
month of trout season in 1954. Drift Creek and Schooner Creek, tributaries of
Siletz Bay, are no longer available to anglers as the farmers along the streams
have posted their property. Table 183 presents data on the creel census for the
streams checked.

Table 183

Trout creel census, short coastal streams, 1954

Stream
No. of fish No. of

anglers
Hours
fished

Angler
day

Fish per
angler

Fish per
hourCt. Rb,

Beaver Cr. 33 0 10 40 4.00 3.30 0.83
Yachats R. 9 1 6 14 2.33 1.67 0.71
Fall Cr. 27 0 18 68 3.81 1.50 0.39
Five R. 0 31 11 28 2.54 2.82 1.11

Steelhead spawning ground counts

Alsea River

Steelhead spawning ground counts were made on all the major tributaries
of the Alsea River with the exception of Buck Creek. The Buck Creek survey was
not made because extremely high water and siltation eliminated any chance of
obtaining a representative count. Table 184 presents the information obtained.
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Table 184

Steelhead spawning ground counts, Alsea River, 1954

Stream
No. of spawning

fish
Miles
surveyed

Fish per
mile

Fall Creek 19 2 9.5
Lobster Creek 16 2 8.0
Little Lobster 7 1 7.0
Five Rivers 23 2 11.5

Siletz River

Stream surveys for spawning steelhead were made on all the major tribu-
taries of the Siletz that were accessible. Two of the tributaries, the North Fork
and Gravel Creek, were not accessible because of road construction and locked gates.
Table 185 presents the survey data.

Table 185

Steelhead spawning ground counts, Siletz River, 1954

Stream
No. of spawning

fish
Miles
surveyed

Fish per
mile

Mill Creek 7 3 2.3
Cedar Creek 9 2 4.5
Euchre Creek 13 2 6.5
Sunshine Creek 11 2 5.5

Trap count on the North Fork of the Alsea River

The upstream trap at the hatchery dam on the North Fork of the Alsea
River was opened on November 16, 1953, and all of the fish entering were counted,
measured, and passed above the trap into the upper section of the river, with the
exception of silver salmon kept for egg-taking purposes. The trap was closed on
June 2, 1954 with the, termination of the steelhead run. A comparison of the trap
counts for 1951-52, 1952-53 and 1953-54 is presented in Table 186.

Cutthroat

The run of cutthroat trout has continued to decline, the count for 1953-54
being 43 per cent lower than in 1952-53. Cutthroats were counted in the trap from
November 20, 1953, the first day the trap was checked, until April 15, 1954.

Rainbow

The number of rainbows has continued to decline also with the count in
1953-54 47 per cent lower than in 1952-53. Out of a total of 19 rainbows examined,
four were marked. Two of them were from the 1952 hatchery release and two from the
1953 release. Rainbows were checked through the trap from November 20, 1953 through
December 28, 1953.
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Table 186

Trap counts, North Fork of the Alsea River

Species 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54

Cutthroat 252 146 82
Rainbow 35 36 19
Steelhead 1,175 1,848 1,039
Steelhead jacks 64 33 15
Silver (native) 74 43 20
Silver (marked) - 82 31
Silver jack (native) 196 54 23
Silver jack (marked) 149 107 132
Silver female jacks (marked) - - 5
Chinook 2 - -

Steelhead

The run of steelhead through the trap in 1953-54 was 43 per cent less
than in 1952-53. The first steelhead was counted on November 27, 1953 and the
last on June 2, 1954.

The peak of the run entered the trap in the last week of February. By
the first of March, 1954, 63 per cent of the run had been passed upstream.

A comparison of the sex ratios of the steelhead migrating upstream for
1951-52, 1952-53 and 1953-54 is made in Table 187.

Table 187

Sex, steelhead, North Fork Alsea River

Year Males Females Jacks

1951-52 623 552 64
1952-53 816 1,032 35
1953-54 427 628 15

One hundred ninety-four steelhead, or 18 per cent of all the steelhead
counted, were marked either by removal of the adipose fin or by removal of both
ventral fins and the adipose fin. Sixty-two per cent, or 122 of the marked fish,
were those with the adipose fin removed at the trap in 1952 or 1953. Three steel-
head with both ventrals and adipose fins removed were jacks.

Silver salmon

Silver salmon entered the trap during the first week it was open and
continued to move through until January 19, 1954. The count of adult salmon
declined 56 per cent over the 1952-53 run. The number of jack salmon was approxi-
mately the same for - 1952-53 and 1953-54. The ratio 'of marked to unmarked silvers
was 163:43, or 3.7:1 as compared to the ratio of 1.9:1 for 1952-53.
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Alsea River basin investigations

Six proposed reservoir sites and one completed reservoir were inspected
by representatives of the Game Commission, Fish Commission and a field representa-
tive of the Governor's Natural Resources Committee. The dam sites are located on
private property on Bummer Creek, Swamp Creek, Barclay Creek, Left Fork of Swamp
Creek, South Fork of the Alsea River, and Beatty Creek (Bailey Creek). The pro-
posed projects would be used for storage of water during the winter months to
augment the stream flow during the low water stages. Little, if any, direct
irrigation would be done from the reservoirs.

Of the six sites inspected only one dam will be built in the near future,
as property owners on the Bummer Creek and Barclay Creek sites are opposed to the
projects, and the construction of the dams is costly. Beatty Creek reservoir is
the only one that is to be built by the property owner, and the water will be used
for a hydroelectric plant and * a water supply for two large fish ponds.

The streams on which the sites are proposed have excellent runs of
steelhead, silver salmon, and cutthroat trout. Fish ladders, or some system to
allow for the upstream migration of fish, should be included in any plans made for
the construction of the reservoirs.

Barriers and pollution

Location
Barrier or
pollution Cause Corrective measures

Little Lobster Siltation Logging Logger built a bridge across
stream

N. Fk. Alsea Siltation Gravel
removal

Dike was built around gravel bar

Bear Creek Logging debris Logging Logging operator removed debris

Five Rivers Siltation Natural Slides on new road washed away
by high water

Horse Creek Log jam Logging C. D. Johnson removed jam

S. Fk. Alsea Siltation Natural Slide on new road washed away
by high water

Salmon River Brush in stream Clearing of
property

Brush was removed by property
owner

Big Elk Log rafts block-
ing stream

Logging C. D. Johnson removed the rafts

Sampling of commercial landings on the Alsea River

The examination of the commercial landings of silver salmon on the Alsea
River was done in the same mioner as in 1953. The number of buyers on the river
increased in 1954 to four because salmon were in demand as the result of a poor
run in the Columbia River. One of the buyers was not checked as it was impossible
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to determine when he would pick up the fish from the fishermen.

The unofficial total of commercially-caught silver salmon from
September 7, 1954 to October 15, 1954 and November 1, 1954 to November 11, 1954
was 68,551 pounds. It was found that by using the calculated average weight per
fish of 9.6 pounds as determined in 1953, there were 7,140 silvers caught, and
of this number 231, or 3.2 per cent, bore the Game Commission's both-ventral fin
mark. Of the total number of marked fish examined only two were jacks as compared
to forty-one jacks in 1953. No female jacks were checked during the sampling.
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FISH STOCKING

Increased production and changes in release schedules resulted in a
record year for trout and salmon releases. The addition of the first yearling
stock from Leaburg Hatchery boosted the total yearling releases and combined total
poundage to an all-time high.

The total number of fish distributed reached 12,339,716. The weight of
all fish distributed to waters of the State was 594,038 pounds, an increase of
almost 100,000 pounds over 1953. The distribution by watershed is shown in
Table 188.

Yearling fish contributed the bulk of the weight distributed. A total
of 2,464,763 "catchables" weighed 514,008 pounds. Distribution by species from
each hatchery is shown in Table 189. The average number per pound for this group
was approximately 4.8, which compares favorably with our planned release size of5 per pound.

Transfers of fry and fingerling fish from hatchery to hatchery and to
holding areas consumed considerable time. Mileage logged on transfers amounted
to 12,458, with almost a million fish moved from one area to another. Total
mileage, of the large tankers only, for the year's distribution exceeded 250,000
miles.

A decrease occurred in the number of lakes stocked by airplane. High
lake surveys have produced data showing that many of the isolated lakes need not
be stocked as often as they have been in the past. In the Cascades, only 275
lakes were stocked by flying. Eleven lakes in the Wallowas were planted by this
method, with several loads of golden trout being dropped for the first time.
Several reservoirs in the eastern part of the State, being relatively inaccessible
by motor vehicle, were also stocked from the air.

Additional yearling trout were again provided the State by the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. Rainbow trout, numbering 30,250 with a weight of 4,600
pounds were distributed into southeast region waters. This program is to be
continued annually.

Distribution was delayed early in the season because of failure in
deliveries of vehicles for two of our large tanks. Further delay occurred
because tankers were not delivered for Leaburg Hatchery until August. Consequently,
our regular equipment was needed at that station. Double shifting was necessary in
July because of crowded conditions at some stations.

The number of tanks available at the peak of the season was the highest
ever in use. Twenty of our own units, not including the Leaburg tanks, were used.

Constructed during the year were two portable 175 gallon units and a
750-gallon tank. The portables, being constructed of reinforced plywood with a
glass inner -lining, show great promise. Construction was begun later in the year
of a 1200-gallon tanker utilizing the same type of material, and employing the
latest type venturi circulation system.

Auxiliary systems were added to several large units as a safety measure.
The use of plastic pipe for outlet lines to partially replace metallic tubing was
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necessary because of the short life of flexible metal pipe in the humid areas of
the State.

An apparatus was designed and constructed for use in hauling fry and
fingerlings. The unit consists of covered trays mounted in racks. Various
numbers of trays can be used depending upon the size of tank utilized. Success-
ful use of the apparatus was experienced in the stocking and transfer of fry of
several species.

A comparison of various factors influencing the regional allocation of
fish for distribution is shown in Figure 114, Many variables make difficult an
equitable allotment based on general factors, yet it is believed that a fair
distribution has been effected. A more accurate indication of pressure, than the
19)49 random survey, is desirable and some method of determination may be developed.
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Table 189

Yearling fish stocked, 1954

Hatchery Species Lot number Number	 Pounds

Alsea Silvers 1,989
Spring rainbow 7

426525032	

11,829
513454 :,

Cutthroat 8 17,784
Steelhead 9 12,763	 1,360

1472 088	 32,962
Bandon Silvers 3 21,563	 3,207

Spring rainbow
Cutthroat

4
6 67,416	

16,112
19,265

164°9:0064: 	 3g,5814

Butte Falls Chinook 1 41,148	 2,596
Silvers 3 56,633	 3,560
Fall rainbow 4 111,431	 29,750

209,212	 35,906
Cedar Creek Silvers 1 31,292	 3,926

Fall rainbow 2 36,262

	

11,235
Cutthroat 7 44,419	 12,213
Steelhead 8 3

1218,9:618:71478Hood River Fall rainbow 3 t:Ig
Klamath Fall rainbow 7 121,490	 29,886

Eastern brook 6 87 ,945	 17,090
Lake trout 9 4,898	 700

214,333	 76
McKenzie Fall rainbow 3 93,944	

1
Spring rainbow 5

47,

61114.1.:,(33322-jk,54r3
Oak Springs Fall rainbow 1 77,883

Spring rainbow 5

6i42,.3.101gL8)1,/51)1133
Roaring River Fall rainbow 2 178,137	 44,159

Spring rainbow 4 19,450	 278
197-,-58-7

Rock Creek Silvers
Fall rainbow
Chinook

5
7
8

4922',
24,563	

14 '24157340767,462
25,590

Spring rainbow 10 14_2§,7,95	 l t3252
],	 410	 39(

Wallowa Fall rainbow 2 88,779-----21t877-
Willamette Fall rainbow 3 121,400	 24,195

9,99
25,732

i,i9Wizard Falls Steelhead 1 8	 3,596
Spring rainbow 18 125,235	 14, 189

156,419	 17 085
leaburg Rainbow 2 372,091	 -80,30

Grand total 2,464 763	 514,008
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FISH PROPAGATION

The course of production of trout at all hatcheries during 1954 has
been satisfactory. The number and weight of fish released were increased over
those of 1953. Such was made possible by the addition of the new Leaburg
Hatchery. The rebuilding of ponds at the Wallowa Hatchery has increased the
capacity by 50,000 fish of legal length. The improvement of ponds and installation
of a pipeline at Oak Springs Hatchery will increase the fingerling capacity by
100,000.

During 1954, 2,873,005 pounds of fish food were fed to trout in the
ponds at the 15 Oregon trout hatcheries. The number and weight of fish released
in 1954 is presented elsewhere in this report under the title "Fish Stocking".

Table 190 presents data concerning brood fish on hand, egg production,
and exchange.

Table 190

Brood fish on hand, egg production, eggs received on exchange

Species
Eggs from
wild fish

Eggs from
brood fish

Eggs recd
on

exchange
Eggs

purchased
Adult brood
stock held

Cutthroat 952,772 3,205

Rainbow, spring 2,455,544 423,244 1,122,000 1 1 800 l 000 1,079

Rainboir, fall 3,894,890 3,894,890 1,000,000 4,157

Eastern brook 2,535,580 1,000,000

Lake 22,487 150,000

Golden 12JOCO

Brown 272,180

Steelhead 292,310 200,000

Kokanee 192,750 1,000,000

Chinook salmon,
spring 435,500

Chinook salmon,
fall 30,000

Silver salmon 233,410

Atlantic salmon 4,652 492

Totals 1o,334,651 5,275,558 2,364,000 3,950,000 8,933
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Eastern brook schedule

Fry & fingerling
Hatchery	 No. of eggs	 releases	 Yearlings

Fall River 2,500,000 2,000,000 -
Klamath 875,00o 6o0,000 75,000
Hood River 125,000 100,000 15,000

Lake trout schedule  
•

ry & fingerling
releases Hatchery

Willamette
Klamath
Wallowa

No. of eggs Yearlings  

75,000
50,000

Fall rainbow schedule

Hatchery No. of eggs
Fingerling
releases Yearlings

Bandon 80,000 - 60,000
Butte Falls 330,000 150,000 115,000
Hood River - 50,000 100,000
Klamath 45o2000 250,000 125,000
McKenzie 140,000 - 110,000
Oak Springs 1,500,000 800,000 125,000
Roaring River 11760,000 50,000 175,000
Rock Creek 200,000 - 150,000
Wallowa - 70,000 125,000
Willamette 300,000 200,000 75,000
Leaburg 1,000,000 300,000 500,000

Spring rainbow schedule

Hatchery No. of eggs
Fry & fingerling

releases Yearlings

Butte Falls 200,000 160,000 -

Fall River 2,200,000 1,250,000
Hood River - 50,000
Klamath 1,350,000 750,000
McKenzie 100,000 - 50,000
Oak Springs 450,0o0 150,000 125,000
Rock Creek 200,000 160,000 -

Wallowa 850,000 675l000 -

Willamette 60,000 - 25,000
Wizard Falls 900,000 1,100,000 200,000
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Steelhead schedule

Fry & fingerling
Hatchery	 No. of eggs	 releases	 Yearlings

Alsea	 65,000
Cedar Creek	 75,000
Willamette	 100,000
Wizard Falls	 75,000	 60,000

Spring chinook salmon schedule

Fry & fingerling
Hatchery	 No. of eggs	 releases	 Yearlings

Butte Falls	 108,500	 30,000	 50,000
Rock Creek	 327,000	 200,000	 50,000

Fall chinook schedule

Hatchery
No. of
eggs

30,000

Eggs rec T ot.	 Exchange or
Yearlings
	

from	 purchase   

Rock Creek 25,000	 U.S.F.W.L.S.	 Exchange
Underwood, Wn.     

Cutthroat schedule

	

No. of	 Fry	 No. eggs	 Where eggs
Hatchery	 eggs   	 	 releases	 Yearlings	 shipped 	taken 

Alsea	 -	 50,000	 125,000	 Cedar Creek
Bandon	 250,000	 100,000	 65,000	 -	 -
Cedar Creek	 125,000	 25,000	 50,000	 -	 -
Hood River	 100,000	 -	 -	 -	 -

Silver salmon schedule

No. of eggs	 Where eggs
Hatcher7	 No. of eggs	 Yearlings	 shipped	 taken 

Alsea	 50,000	 35,000	 -	 -
Bandon	 30,000	 25,000	 -	 -
Butte Falls	 80,000	 50,000	 -	 -
Cedar Creek	 1102000	 25,000	 60,000	 Bandon

Rock Creek
Rock Creek	 30,000	 25,000
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ANGLING REGULATIONS

An accumulation of biological facts, reported by fishery workers through-
out Oregon, has had a tendency to stabilize angling regulations in the past few
years. Anglers too appear to be satisfied with most current regulations or have
become resigned to angling laws as they exist today. The absence of anglers at
the 1955 preliminary and final regulations hearings would indicate that they have
accepted regulations based on biological findings and do not wish to propose other
changes for the Game Commission hearing. In general, the present laws were
enacted after careful consideration was given to the resource and recommendations
of the angler.

As more biological information is obtained on lakes, reservoirs and
streams, it will undoubtedly be necessary to change or modify angling laws.
Through an analysis of the catch of salmon and steelhead, determined by punch
card returns, it was found that a change could be made in the season bag limit
which was more in keeping with a bag limit requested by the salmon and steelhead
angler. In the final regulations for 1955, the season limit for steelhead trout
and salmon, 20 inches and over, was increased for an aggregate bag of 20 fish
to a season limit of 40 fish, not more than 20 of which could be salmon.

A change from the season limit of 20 salmon or steelhead over 20 inches
to a season limit of 40 fish, not more than 20 of which may be salmon, at first
appears to be a sizeable increase in the bag limit of steelhead and salmon and a
regulation which would result in a tremendous increase in the over-all take of
these species. An examination of salmon and steeihead punch cards which have
been returned to the Commission, however, reveals that a relatively small portion
of the anglers even approach the season bag limit of 20 fish and that the State-
wide catch resulting from the increased bag would be very small indeed.

A regulation to be effective must be accepted by the public. The 20
fish season bag limit introduced in 1948 met with considerable opposition, and
it was the feeling of many sportsmen that the regulation was too restrictive.
This feeling has persisted not only with the few anglers who were able to catch
their season limit, but also with many who had fished so few times that it would
have been impossible to legally catch an aggregate bag of 20 fish.

The steelhead and salmon punch card was designed to obtain information
on salmon and steelhead streams of Oregon. Observations relative to the use of
the punch card indicated that there was considerable reluctance on the part of
the angler to use the card as it was designed. It is thought that better
cooperation from the angler will be obtained by increasing the season bag limit.
The punch card for salmon and steelhead is a relatively new management tool;
hence, it may be necessary to change regulations regarding its use from time to
time. Anglers will be pleased to learn that subsequent issues of the salmon and
steelhead punch cards will be issued on a calendar year basis to avoid the con-
fusion which has been experienced in the past as the result of a March 31 expira-
tion date.

Other minor changes include the enactment of a salmon and steelhead
closure for the first time in Zones 7 and 9. An examination of the anglers'
creels indicated that an April 10 to June 1 closure would be desirable to reduce
the catch of gravid steelhead.

A number of special trout bag limits in Zone 5 were replaced with the
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general daily bag limit. In the Northeast and Southeast Regions, season and bag
limits were increased on several reservoirs to assure a greater harvest of trout.
These measures were taken as the result of a critical water shortage in certain
watersheds.

The Deschutes River and a number of its tributaries have been opened
to angling for the first time in many years.

A change in angling regulations was made to permit the taking of Dolly
Varden trout and whitefish in any stream open to steelhead and salmon angling.
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WARM--WATER GAME FISH

Activities conducted during the reporting year followed closely the
pattern set formerly. Studies begun with the assignment of field personnel to
warm-water fisheries, have been continued with further exploratory work being
accomplished on some unsampled bodies of water. In addition, a number of water
right investigations and interviews with prospective pond owners were carried out.

Fish distribution and population studies 

Information on fish distribution and population composition has been
itemized on the more important bodies of water. Additional information on three
newly-sampled lakes is contained in Table 198.

Jefferson Borrow Pit

Seventy-five largemouth bass fry were planted in July 1952. On June 22,
1954, a 24-hour gill net set yielded five two-year-old females and one male, all
mature. Many schools of fry were seen scattered about the weedy areas indicating
that spawning had taken place in the summer of 1954, an unusual phenomenon because
it is generally accepted that bass do not spawn until three years old.

The adult fish had attained an average length of 12.5 inches and an
average weight of 1.5 pounds.

Eight brown bullheads were taken. They are evidently the result of an
illegal planting. Average length of the bullheads was 6.9 inches.

Tenmile Lakes

Four types of nets were fished in an effort to find an efficient method
of taking perch in large numbers. Table 192 depicts the success of each type of
net.

Table 192

Comparison of four types of nets for their selectivity
in taking yellow perch, Tenmile Lakes, Coos County

March 15, 1954 to March 20, 1954*

Net types
Hours
fished

Number of
perch Pounds

Perch
per hour

Minnow (6) 120 41 8 0.34
Gill (1) 24 11 2 o.46
Trap (1) 96 554 92 5.77
Perch trap (3) 96 312 71 3.25

* In addition to the above catches the N. Y. trap net took 57 bullheads (112 lbs.),
and the gill net took 6 silver salmon and 3 cutthroat.

Twenty of the square, wood-framed, wire mesh covered perch traps were
constructed at a total cost of twenty-one dollars. They were fished for six
days during the spawning season (Table 193).
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Table 193

Catch by perch traps during a six-day period,
Tenmile Lakes

Total number perch
Total weight perch
Average number fish/trap/night
Average weight fish/trap/night
Average number fish/pound (round)

5,886
949.30 lbs.
47.61
7.91 lbs.
6.02

Tahkenitch and Siltcoos Lakes

Tahkenitch and Siltcoos Lakes were fished by New York trap and catfish
fyke nets. Table 194 depicts the catch by numbers, weights and lengths of each
species taken. Nets were set in Tahkenitch for 48 hours and in Siltcoos for 15
hours.

Table 194

Catch by New York trap and catfish fyke nets,
Tahkenitch and Siltcoos Lakes

Total number Total wt.(lbs.) Ave. wt. (lbs.)
Ave. 1;1-7171-
(inches)

Species Tahk. Silt. Tahk. Silt. Tahk.	 Silt. Tahk. Silt,

Bullhead 1,600 179 1,00 143 o.63 0.80 10.7 12.0
Bluegill 38 15 8 .5 4.7 0.26 0.32 6.4 6.9
White crappie 1 - 0.8 - 0.80 9 .6 -
Black crappie - 8 3 .o - 0.38 - 8.3
Perch 21 8 2.9 3.0 0.12 0.38 7.2 8.8
Lm. bass 1 1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 9.1 8.2
Warmouth bass 2 - 0 .6 - 0.3 5 .9 -

The bullheads were more numerous and smaller in Tahkenitch Lake than
were those taken in Siltcoos.

Fern Ridge, Cottage Grove, and Dorena Reservoirs

Table 195 gives the catch for three Willamette Valley Project reservoirs.

The bullheads from Dorena reached 1.5 pounds in round weight and aver-
aged 0.7 pound.

pound.
The crappie from Fern Ridge reached 1.25 pounds, and averaged 0.25
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Table 195

Gill and trap net returns from three Willamette Valley Reservoirs

■••••■••••,•■

Species
Fern Ridge

'(Comb. 120 hours)
Cottage Grove
(Gill, 17 hours)

Dorena
(Trap, 48 hours)

Bullhead 62 1 139
White crappie 131 -
Bluegill 10 1 -
Pumpkinseed 3 -
Largemouth bass 3 3 -
Carp 246 - -
Sucker 44 193 1
Squawfish - 6 -
Trout 117 1 3

Of particular interest was the large number of trout taken in Fern
Ridge. They were not separated as to species but were predominantly cutthroat.
Their average length was 12.0 inches, while the average weight was 0.54 pound.
Rainbow trout showed a decidedly poorer condition than did cutthroat.

Pope Lake

Pope Lake, Sauvie Island, was treated with rotenone in order to remove
a large population of carp. It was restocked with 1,932 largemouth bass which
ranged in size from 5.0 to 11.6 inches.

Annual population studies

Four Willamette Valley oxbow lakes have been fished at intervals by
New York trap net over a period of five years. The lakes are flooded from time
to time and the population measurement is intended to determine the effects of
the flooding upon the fish populations. To date the populations seem to remain
quite stable with no trends in evidence. Table 199 presents information for the
five years of study.

Six borrow pits, located between Junction City and Eugene, were seined
in 1953 and 1954. There is evidence of healthy increases in the numbers of blue-
gill and bass in several of the ponds. Borrow Pit No. 5 was stocked in 1951 with
800 largemouth bass fry. No fish have been recovered. Table 196 lists the
recoveries for 1954.

The white crappie in Borrow Pit No. 6 were found to be heavily infested
with an unidentified nematode. The pit was treated with rotenone in order to
remove the fish. Table 197 details the species, number and poundage of fish
removed. The borrow pit contained 16.7 acre feet of water and had a surface
area of 2.1 acres.
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Table 196

Composition of fish populations of six Borrow Pits on Highway 99,
between Junction City and Eugene, as determined by seine collections

Borrow Pit
No.*

White
crappie Bluegill	 Bass Miscellaneous

1 Number
Maximum (in.)
Minimum (in.)
Average (in.)

1

8 .5

2 Number - 90
Maximum (in.) - 6.3
Minimum (in.) - 2.8
Average (in.,) - 4.4

3 Number - 8	 - -
Maximum (in.) 5.8	 -
Minimum (in.) - 3.6 -
Average (in.) 4.8	 - -

Number 1	 - 179 pumpkinseed
Maximum (in.) - -	 -

Minimum (in.) - - -
Average (in.) - 7.9

5 No fish taken

6 Number 20 14	 - 2 pumpkinseed
Maximum (in.) 5.2 4.3	 -
Minimum (in.) 3.5 3.6	 -
Average (in.) 4.1 3.7	 -

* Numbered from Junction City south to Eugene.

Table 197

Fish population of a 2.1-acre borrow pit

Species Number Pounds

White crappie 2,717 181.13
Largemouth bass 4 9.00
Pumpkinseed 105 2.19
Bluegill 87 5.44
Catfish 23 9.00
Carp 239 1,601.30
Warmouth bass 36 2.25
Sucker 22 55.00
Squawfish 5 10.00
Columbia River, chub 1 0.31

•
Totals 3,239 1,875.62

Present plans call for restocking with largemouth bass and bluegill.
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Experimental lakes and farm ponds 

Included in this category are some lakes where control measures have
been applied in an effort to manipulate the populations; cooperative farm ponds
where the initial stocking, management, and drawdown are accomplished by field
personnel; and some privately-stocked ponds where permission has been obtained
to sample the populations from year to year.

Walton's Pond

Five white catfish were taken by seine. The pond received the fish in
1951. At that time the fish averaged close to ten inches in length. No food
fish were placed in the pond. At the time of sampling in 1954, the fish averaged
10.1 inches and 0.56 pounds.

Adult bass, bass fry, and pumpkinseeds were also taken. It is believed
that they were carried into the pond by overflow from the next pond.

Manton Carl Pond

Permission was obtained to use the pond for experimental stocking
studies. It is 2.3 acres in area. It was stocked in 1952 with 15,000 largemouth
bass fry from one to one and one-half inches in length. At drawdown in 1954, the
fish were 22 months old and ranged in size from 5.0 to 11.6 inches. (Table 201).

Several adult bass were returned to the pond after drawdown as per
agreement with the owner for the use of the water. The fish spawned in the
summer of 1954. Here again a population of largemouth bass, planted as fry in
fertile water, spawned at the age of two years.

Table 201

Production of a 2.3-acre farm pond

Total number of fish removed 2,140
Total weight of fish removed (pounds) 124.78
Number of fish per surface acre 930
Pounds of fish per surface acre 54.2

The bass taken at drawdown were used to stock public waters in Redmond
and on Sauvie Island.

Coffin Butte Borrow Pit

The borrow pit was treated with rotenone in order to remove a population
of largemouth bass accidentally planted in 1951 from a flooded holding pond
upstream. The upper pond was drained and all fish removed to avoid future possi-
bility of contamination of the lower pond. The pond contains 6.85 acre feet and
has a surface area of 0.6 acre. Thirty-five pounds of rotenone were used in the
treatment. Seven days later 30 pumpkinseeds were placed in 5 gallons of water
from the pond. They were still alive when disposed of at the end of a 12-day
period. Table 202 gives the production by age class of fish recovered following
treatment and depicts the slow growth exhibited.
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Table 200

A comparison of average lengths of white crappie
in chemically treated and control lakes (1)

Lake Year
Number
of fish

Average length
(inches)

Increase or
decrease

Lakes treated with rotenone in 1951

Willow 1951 267 5.4
1952 152 7.9 Increase 2.5"
1953 83 6.8 Decrease 1.1"
1954 464 6.1 Decrease 0.7"

Hubbard 1951 120 7.0
1952 26 8.2 Increase 1.2"
1953 20 7.2 Decrease 1.0"
1954 136 7.0 Decrease 0.2"

Control lakes not chemically treated

Clear 1951 66 6.4
1952 179 6.9 Increase 0.5"
1953 300 7.6 Increase 0.7"
1954 808 6.5 Decrease 1.1"

Mission 1951 370 6.4
1952 222 7.2 Increase 0.8"
1953 1,409 6.7 Decrease 0.5"
1954 359 6.3 Decrease 0.4"

Goose 1951 422 8.1
1952 110 7.4 Decrease 0.7"
1953 396 7.6 Increase 0.2"
1954 155 7.0 Decrease 0.6"

(1) Fish collections obtained through the use of New York trap nets.
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Table 202

Production of bass in a 0.6-acre borrow pit

Age in
years

No. of
fish

Total weight
(pounds)

Average weight
(pounds)

Average length
(inches)

I 100 1.1 0.011 1.9
II 7 0.2 0.031 3.7

III 7414 41.6 0.056 4.9
IV 3 0.2 0.073 6.5
V 2 2.5 1.250 12.3

Totals	 856	 45.6
	■•■■■■......■■■■■■■•••••■•

In addition to the bass, 26 small bluegill and one large crappie were
recovered.

Oxbow Lakes crappie study

Five lakes were used in the study, two of which were given partial
treatment with rotenone in 1951, while three were used as control lakes. It was
hoped that by removal of a portion of the population of white crappie, the
predominant fish, the remaining fish would show an increased growth rate. There
is some indication that the decrease in average length of the fish in the two
treated lakes is due to recruitment rather than to a deterioration of the growth
rate of the entire population as is possibly the case in the control lakes. All
five lakes show a decrease in average size of white crappie from 1953 to 1954
(Table 200).

History of Experimental Ponds

Coffin Butte, Adair

1950 Stocked with 2,500 largemouth fry.
1951 Unknown number removed by anglers.

Unknown number escaped to adjacent pond during high water.
1952 Drawdown June 19: 134 largemouth 6.9 to 8.3 inches (ave. 7.3") removed.

Estimated 20 remaining in pond.
Reproduction occurred following drawdown and removal.

1953 Largemouth reproduction observed.
1954 Chemically treated, adjacent pond treated and not restocked.

Waverly Lake, Albany

1950 Planted with 26,000 largemouth fry.
1951 Loss of largemouth apparently occurred during high water.

Volunteer bluegill of all stages. Largemouth up to 10 inches.
1952 Reproduction of largemouth.

Bluegill not recovered in seining.
Red-sided shiner abundant.
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Waverly Lake, Albany (Contld.)

1953 Largemouth and bluegill reproduction, determined by seining.
Red-sided shiners not in evidence.
Bullhead reproduction.
Adult bullhead seen, either re-infested from watershed above or
by illegal planting.

1954 Largemouth and bluegill reproduction.
Adult carp and goldfish taken.

Newton, Corvallis

1953 Stocked with 25 yearling largemouth bass, averaging 4.7 inches.
1954 Stocked with 100 adult bluegill.

Bass stocked in 1953 averaging 9.1 inches in 1954.

Fields, Gresham

1953 Stocked 100 yearling largemouth bass and 200 yearling bluegill.
1954 Stocked 125 adult bluegill.

Bass averaged 4.7 inches in 1953; averaged 10.2 inches in 1954.

Wyffels, Woodburn

1953 Stocked 100 yearling largemouth base and 20 adult bluegill.
1954 Bass averaged 9.0 inches in 1954; averaged 4.7 inches at planting.

Bell, Stayton

1953 Stocked by private hatchery, permission given to study. Planted 200
largemouth bass fry and 17,000 bluegill.fry.
Bluegill stock contaminated with white crappie and pumpkinseeds.

1954 Bass averaged 4.5 inches, bluegill 4.3 inches, crappie 4.4 inches, and
pumpkinseeds 3.7 inches.

Keuhne, Carlton

1953 Privately stocked with 1,000 bass fry and 2,000 bluegill fry.
Permission given to study.

1954 Largemouth bass averaged 10.6 inches.

Highway Borrow Pits
(Numbered consecutively from Junction City south)

Borrow Pit No. 1

1950 Chemically treated.
1951 Stocked with 600 largemouth fry, June 15.
1952 No reproduction observed.
1953 No reproduction observed.
1954 Largemouth, 8.5 inches, taken, no reproduction observed.

Borrow Pit No. 4

1951 Chemically treated.
Stocked with 1,700 largemouth fry.
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Borrow Pit No. 4 (Conttd.)

1952 Many bluegill of the 1952 hatch apparently resulting from illegal planting.
1953 Bass reproduction.

Many pumpkinseed, apparently identified in 1952 as bluegill fry.
1954 Adult bass observed, no reproduction observed.

Many pumpkinseed.

Borrow Pit No. 5

1951 Chemically treated.
Stocked with 800 largemouth fry, August.

1952 No fish seined or observed.
1953 No fish taken or observed. (It was erroneously stated in 1953 Annual

Report that the pond was stocked with 2,000 largemouth fry.)
1954 No fish taken or observed.

Collecting and planting record of warm-water game fish

The amount of fish planting was considerably smaller than in past years.
One pond operated on a cooperative basis was drawn down and the stock used for
two bodies of water open to the public. Table 203 lists numbers of fish stocked
and the location of the waters stocked.

Three ponds managed on a cooperative basis were given additional
plantings of bluegill.

Warm-water game fish creel census

Creel census activities on seventeen Willamette Valley waters indicated
a catch rate for the warm-water angler of 1.18 fish per hour. Five-hundred-four
anglers were interviewed.

When broken down by species, the catch is composed as follows:
43 per cent bluegill; 31 per cent bullhead; 9 per cent largemouth bass; 9 per
cent yellow perch; and 8 per cent crappie.

Age-length studies 

Some investigations have been carried out on the age-length relation-
ship of various species in different types of waters, as depicted in Table 20h.
Descriptions of the lakes follow:

Eel Lake, coastal submerged valley.

Snag Lake, sand dune lake.

Borrow Pit No. 1, gravel borrow pit.

Graham Slough, slough of a valley river.

Goose, Mission, Willow, Hubbard and Clear Lakes, oxbows of the
Willamette River.
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Table 204

Age-length relationship, Willamette Valley and coastal waters,
with age figures made up of completed annuli

Date Lake Species
No. of
samples

Size range*
(inches)

Ave. size.*
(inches) Age

3/17/53 Eel Perch 19 7.2 - 11.0 9.8 2+
n 1 11.2 11.2 3+

Br. bullhead 6 8.5 - 10.2 9.3 3+
ft	 1 10.5 10.5 4+
It	 II 2 11.2 - 11.7 11.4 5+

4/ 7/53 Snag Perch
It

4
5

6.4 -	 8.5
7.4 -	 8.4

7.4
7.9

3+
4+

Lm. bass 2 7.3 -	 7.6 7.5 2+
It	 tt 2 8.7 -	 9.2 8.9 3+
n	 n 1 10.0 10.0 4+
II	 II 1 10.9 10.9 5+

8/12/53 Borrow Pit No. 1 Lm. bass 3 7.9 -	 8.2 8.1 2+

8/29/53 Graham Slough Lm. bass 1 4.2 4.2 1+
tl	 n 3 4.3 -	 6.6 5.8 3+

6/24/54 Goose Wh. crappie 1 5.6 5.6 1+
II 6 5.7 -	 6.6 6.1 2+
It	 It 6 6.8 -	 8.5 7.8 3+

6/18/54 Mission Wh. crappie 5 4.7 -	 5.4 4.9 1+
12 5.9 - 6.4 2+

It	 It 5 7.5 -	 9.6 8.3 3+

6/15/54 Clear Wh. crappie 4 4.7 -	 4.8 4.75 1+
II	 It 11 4.9 -	 7.3 6.3 2+•
it	 II 5 7.8 -	 8.7 8.3 3+

6/23/54 Willow Wh. crappie 7 4.8 -	 6.2 5.4 1+
n 7 6.1 -	 6.9 6.5 2+

n	 U 1 6.9 6.9 3+

6/16/54 Hubbard Wh. crappie 6 4.8 -	 6.8 5.7 1+
U	 It 15 6.8 -	 9.4 7.8 2+

tt 2 9.1 - 11.1 10.1 3+

* Figures for length measurements are fork length, with the exception of the brown
bullheads which are given as total length.
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FISHERY RESEARCH

There are presently three full time fishery students under contract
with the Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit at Oregon State College. Two are
finishing analyses and preparing material for thesis writing on the problem of
delayed mortality of transported trout. The third student is awaiting assign-
ment and is currently conducting taxonomic studies on fishes of southeastern
Oregon. Two summer employees continued investigations on the study concerning
the relationship between logging and fish production. One of the summer workers
has been accepted as a graduate assistant but is now completing advanced work in
education at Chico State College. He is expected to return on a full time basis
by June of 1955. The other temporary assistant is enrolled as a freshman in
Fish and Game Management at Oregon State College and it is anticipated that his
services again will be available to the Unit.

It is presumed that an extension of methods of seeking out and attract-
ing prospective candidates for assistantships will result in the obtainment of
more student aid at the Unit. Should such a hope be borne out, the Unit will be
in a position to undertake other work deemed needed by the coordinating committee.

Relationship between logging and fish production

Observations and measurements of fish and fish food populations were
continued in the Lookout Creek drainage of the H. J. Andrews Experimental Forest
during the 1954 summer period from mid-June through the first week of September.
Personnel from the U. S. Forest Service and the Northwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station were most cooperative and helpful.

The preparation of a detailed map, providing a key to all streams and
the location. of all activity with which the study is concerned, is a valuable
contribution to the continuity needed for such a study. Virtually all waterways
have been examined in close detail. Present workers are intimately familiar with
the area under investigation.

No new conclusions have been reached as a result of either the empirical
or measured studies conducted. It will be at least two years before any attempt
should be made to indicate possible trends in fish or fish food abundance.

A tributary stream, previously reported as being one in which "cat
logging" eliminated the trout population, was found to again possess fish in the
area which was barren a year earlier. Such a finding suggests that practices
presently regarded as extremely destructive may be more temporary than heretofore
suspected.

Since the big game and game bird aspects of logging influence are also
important factors in natural resource management, a considerable amount of time
on the part of Unit workers in the Lookout Creek area was devoted to observations
and pertinent collections which need not be reported further here.

Delayed mortality of transported trout 

Beginning with November 18, 1953, five reports have been prepared which
cover the various activities associated with the delayed mortality study. The
first such report gave detailed information relating to the trout transfer from
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Roaring River to Leaburg Hatchery in which it was concluded that:

1. The fish transportation unit designed, built and operated by
Mr. Lehto was far superior to the conventional unit, with which
it was compared, when hauling Roaring River fish of a size
approximating 29.0 per pound.

2. The ion-exchange resin, Amberlite IRC-50 was of no value in
removing ammonia from trout transportation water.

3. Low water temperature during hauling was apparently of value in
reducing delayed mortality.

4. In spite of the encouraging aspects of the information gained
during the transfer of trout to Leaburg Hatchery, it was obvious
that there is still much to be learned about the best procedures
of conditioning, enumerating, loading, transporting and releasing
the product of our fish hatcheries.

The second item of primary interest on the subject of delayed mortality
concerned the April, 1954 studies conducted as a result of apparent distress on
the part of rainbow trout transported in the venturi-aerated "Rube Goldberg".
Three-hour hauls with the Lehto constructed "Goldberg" were conducted in compari-
son with a conventional, overhead-spray-aerated tank.

The distress exhibited by specimens was indeed misleading as far as
losses were concerned, for although it was feared that delayed mortality would
be severe, it proved to amount to only 0.1 per cent while 17.5 per cent of the
fish which did not show distress in the conventional tanker died within a seven-
day holding period. The causes of the differential mortality were not determined
but the experiment was of considerable help in preparing subsequent studies.

Statistical analysis of 108 loads of fish transported during 1951 and
1952 was carried out under the supervision of Dr. Lyle Calvin, Agricultural
Experiment Station statistician. The coding was done by Unit personnel while
the Game Commission's IBM department prepared the punch cards and check sheets.
It seems that hopes were aimed higher than preliminary examination warranted
when it was anticipated that a great deal of the confusion caused by the number
of variables would be eliminated. However, much benefit did accrue from the
correlation studies in the setting up of further specific studies to be carried
out during the summer of 1954.

The effects of ice and temperature 

Overhead-spray and venturi-aerated liberation units were operated, with
water temperatures kept at 40°F., 47°F., or 55°F. (utilizing chlorine-free ice)
as dictated by a randomized Chi-square experimental design. All other factors
were kept as constant as possible during the six-day period needed at each of two
hatcheries for the series of 18 hauls.

At Roaring River, a definite fish loss pattern was apparent in the
overhead-spray type tanks. There was a straight line correlation between the
temperature of transporting water and the degree of delayed mortality. In the
venturi-aerated unit, there were no significant losses at any temperature studied.
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At Wizard Falls, there were virtually no mortalities in any tank at
any temperature (up to 55°F.). The fish utilized were from a different strain
of rainbow trout (Hagerman stock) and had been fed a diet containing a much
higher proportion of red meat than had those from the western Oregon station.
The Hagerman fish were smaller and seemed firmer than the fall rainbows at
Roaring River. Such variables could not be controlled and serve to illustrate
the specificity with which any results must be reported and used for guidance.

In order to determine whether or not handling techniques had anything
to do with the differences in results, since loading and unloading facilities
varied greatly between the two stations, the experiments were in essence repeated
with gentler handling at Roaring River and rougher handling at lizard Falls being
practiced. No changes were noted in the results obtained at either station.

Sodium amytal 

A series of eight experimental hauls, using two overhead spray tankers,
was conducted at Roaring River in which sodium amytal was utilized at the rate
of 0.5 grain per gallon of water as recommended by workers from the California
Department of Fish and Game. The work completed at Roaring River failed to
duplicate the success shown by the aforementioned workers since delayed mortality
appeared in loads of only 0.6 pounds per gallon of water and even exceeded the
loss suffered in loads in which the "hypnotic" drug was not used.

The inability to achieve any demonstrable benefits with sodium amytal
suggests that variations in physiological or perhaps even physical conditions
may have an important bearing on the value of the drug as an aid in the successful
transportation of trout. It is probable that the matter will be thoroughly
investigated under a wider variety of conditions.

Venturi aeration at varying speeds of circulation

Since the venturi-aerated tank showed up so effectively as a means of
virtually eliminating delayed mortality at the Roaring River and Wizard Falls
Hatcheries, plans were made to test further the efficiency of the type. Using
two venturi tanks of slightly different design, and by varying the pumping pressure
and the poundage of fish carried while keeping the temperature and other factors
as constant as possible, duplicate experiments were conducted at Leaburg and
Klamath Hatcheries. The pumps were operated at high and low speeds in order to
determine the effect of turbulence on fish survival. With every possible combina-
tion of pressure and loading used twice in each of the tanks, the results at
Leaburg showed no significant difference regarding either or both factors while
at Klamath the side-delivery venturi tank did show a higher percentage of delayed
mortality at an increased pumping pressure. It should be noted that there were a
number of inadvertently introduced variables which could not conveniently be
controlled at Klamath, rendering the work done there less desirable for comparative
purposes than anticipated, but it does not invalidate the observations. Here again
is a demonstration of the possible difference inherent in various strains of fish.
It would be desirable if a sufficient amount of testing with identical units could
be carried on simultaneously at a number of widely separated stations.

Tentative conclusions

It is tentatively concluded that:

1. Changes in the chemistry of the water, as measured during the
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the study under discussion, are not of sufficient magnitude to
instigate or terminate delayed mortality.

2. Venturi-aerated tanks can safely be used to haul catchable trout
at a density of one pound of fish per gallon of water at 47°F. for
six hours. Upper temperature and load limits have not been
explored fully.

3. Catchable trout can be carried in overhead-spray-aerated tanks
provided the water temperature remains in the immediate vicinity
of 45°F. and if the load does not exceed 0.6 pounds of fish per
gallon of water. (Although it is obvious that fish have been
transported successfully from the stations mentioned at higher
temperatures and higher loads, [Items 2 and 3] the minimal limits
stated/ are believed to represent the conditions under which
successful transportation can be effected at all times).

1 . A series of controlled test hauls should be conducted at each
rearing station for fish of various sizes before standardizing
on any tank design or load limit.

5. Ammonia nitrogen, as measured by conventional methods, in the
amounts encountered was not deleterious to the fish studied.
The lethal limits suggested by Ellis and Chipman were frequently
exceeded by a considerable margin.

Red blood cell counts

A series of red blood cell counts was made by the graduate assistants
following helpful suggestions and advice from Dr. Max Katz of the U. S. Public
Health Service, Division of Fisheries and Toxicology.

Preliminary work suggested a possible positive correlation between
high RBC counts and diets comprising a large percentage of meat and prompted
further investigation.

The 104 samples counted showed no strong trend or correlation. It has
been demonstrated that there is a wide variation in red cell counts between fish
receiving the same diet. Much more work is needed to establish an average count
for any station. The number of samples obtained from each location is enclosed
in parentheses in the following list which is given in ascending order of the
average of the red blood cell counts: Alsea (5); Roaring River (32); Wild fish -
Metolius River (6); Klamath (25); Wizard Falls (9); and Leaburg (27). Since no
statistical validity has been established for the counts obtained, further comment
will be withheld for the present.

Comparisons of wild and hatchery fish 

The fishery section of the Research Unit organized personnel of the
Game Commission into a collection agency for the purpose of securing hatchery and
wild specimens of all available salmonoid species in Oregon. Technicians from
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Salmon Nutrition Laboratory at Cook, Washington,
originated the project and prepared the collected specimens for histological and
chemical analyses. It is believed that valuable contributions to the understanding
of the essential nature of artificially-reared trout and salmon will result from
the work. It is a long time project.
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OREGON SALMON AND STEELHEAD SPORT FISHERY

March 16 to April 1, 1954

The following table includes information and estimates relative to the
salmon and steelhead sport catch in Oregon during the 1953-54 season. Where 95
per cent confidence limits have been calculated they are given following the
estimate to which they pertain.

1953 Salmon and steelhead catch

Salmon Steelhead	 Total

No. of anglers receiving
tags	 173,216	 173,216	 173,216

Percentage tags returned	 28.92
Estimated no. anglers not

fishing	 77,446
Estimated no. anglers fishing,
no catch	 41,336

Estimated no. anglers
catching both	 9,014

Estimated no. anglers
catching fish 35,735 28,141 54,433

Estimated no. fish
caught 91,683 t 2,089 87,942 t 1,556 179,625 t 2,945

Estimated no. fish
per angler .529 t .012 .508 t .009 1.037 I .017

Estimated no. fish per
angler catching 2.566 3.125 3.300

The estimates and confidence limits given assume that the sample of
anglers obtained from the tags is a random sample of all the anglers. The
failure of this assumption to be true would result in a biased estimate,
meaning that our estimate may be either too high or too low depending upon what
type of non-randomness there is. Another result of non-randomness would be to
estimate a confidence interval which is too narrow. The estimate of the catch
itself is probably close to actuality but the confidence interval is too narrow
by perhaps a factor of two or more.

Table 205 is made up of an estimation of salmon and steelhead caught
by river. It was not possible to put confidence limits on any of the estimates
because there was no available estimate of the number of anglers on the river.
The assumption was tried that no one angler fished more than one river. However,
the results did not appear realistic nor does the assumption sound so. The
catch estimates themselves serve the purpose satisfactorily.

Dr. Lyle D. Calvin, Experiment Station Statistician, analyzed the
information obtained from Salmon-Steelhead Punch Card data.
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Wallowa	 Enterprise	 Ralph Kay

Willamette	 Oakridge	 C. C. Green
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